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Eastern Arms and Armour
VARIOUS OWNERS
1
A JAPANESE WAKIZASHI

2
A JAPANESE TANTO, 19TH CENTURY

with slightly curved blade with straight hamon, plain tang
pierced with three holes, signed steel tsuba pierced with
scrolling foliage, fabric-bound sharkskin-covered grip,
foliate menuki, in its lacquered saya complete with signed
kozuka

with curved single-edged blade retaining traces of a wavy
hamon, (areas of light pitting and staining), signed tang
pierced with a single hole, steel tsuba inlaid with a pattern
of wavy lines in soft metal, and fabric-bound sharkskincovered grip with floral menuki, in its lacquered wooden
saya complete with a signed kozuka (one saya mount
missing)

52.5cm; 20Nin blade

38.5cm; 15Bin blade

£500-800

£300-500
1

3

4

5

3
A JAPANESE BONE-MOUNTED TANTO AND A CHINESE
EATING SET, 19TH CENTURY

4
A SHINSHINTO WAKIZASHI BLADE, BY MUNETSUGU,
DATED 1849

the first with straight single-edged blade, and bonemounted hilt and scabbard each carved with a
characteristic arrangement of figures; the second
comprising knife with engraved bone handle, and a pair of
chopsticks (one broken), in a brass-mounted scabbard
mounted in green-stained shagreen (small losses, the steel
missing)

of shallow torii-zori, hira zukuri with dragon and tama
horimono, the reverse with gomabashi, rendai and bonji,
gunome-midare hamon of nioi, komaru-sagari boshi, koitame-hada, ubu-nakago with katesagari-yasurime and one
mekugi-ana, mei Bizen (no) Kuni Suke Munetsugu, Kaei 2
(1849), 8th month in shirasaya

the first: 55cm; 21K in
(3)
£200-300

2

42.9cm; 16Pin
Provenance
The Carlo Monzino Collection
£300-400

6
5
A LARGE SUGU-YARI ASCRIBED TO ETCHU (NO) KAMI
MASATOSHI, 17TH CENTURY

6
A JAPANESE BRASS MOKKO TSUBA, MEIJI PERIOD
(1868-1912)

of straight triangular section with one red lacquer hi,
narrow suguba with some ko-midare, masame-hada,
surige-nakago, mei Etchu (no) Kami Masatoshi

finely carved and inlaid in iroe takazogan of gold, copper,
shibuichi and shakudo with Fukurokujiu wrestling with
Kanyu, the reverse with a turtle and a crane in katakiri bori,
signed with kao

54.2cm; 21Gin
£300-400

10.2cm; 4in wide
£1000-1500

3

8
8
A JAPANESE JINGASA, 19TH CENTURY
of lacquered wood, the outer surface formed of twelve
triangular panels rising to a central brass boss and a further
small brass eye behind, slightly turned up and applied with
a gilt mon over the brow, with brass brim, the inside of red
lacquer speckled with gold, and fitted with a series of brass
eyes for attaching a lining (small cracks, light wear)
7

7
A JAPANESE TO-KAMURI KABUTO, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
formed of four main plates rising to a rear-swept crest,
fitted with a further plate forming a short peak, an
additional plate at the rear pierced for a neck-guard (now
missing), decorated over its entire outer surface with gilt
lacquer (small chips and areas of wear), and the inside of
the peak lacquered red
24.2cm; 9Iin high
£400-500

4

14cm; 5Iin high
£200-300

9
9
A JAPANESE TOSEI GUSOKU ARMOUR, 19TH CENTURY
comprising kabuto of sixty-two ribbed segments, fitted with
peak and shikoro of five lames, the uppermost with
fukigayeshi applied with kiku no maru, lacquered steel
mempo, with detachable nose and four laquered plates
beneath, fitted with an ear to the left (the right missing), doof lacquered plates and fastened on the right, a pair of
‘oda-gote’ of mail and lacquered lamellar plates, haidate
and suneate and retaining its original padded lining
throughout (areas of light wear)
Stand not included
£2000-3000
5

10
10
A FINELY CARVED JAPANESE LACQUERED GILT
WOODEN CREST, MAEDATE, EDO PERIOD, 19TH
CENTURY
modelled as a scaly dragon issuant with flames at its fore
and hind quarters, holding a jewel in its right claw: in a
wooden box inscribed ‘Kin fundame ryu onmaedate’
the maedate: 30.5cm; 12in long
£500-700

6

11
12

11
A 120 BORE JAPANESE SNAP-MATCHLOCK SMALL
PISTOL, CIRCA 1870

12
A 28 BORE JAPANESE SNAP-MATCHLOCK MUSKET, 19TH
CENTURY

with blued octagonal barrel retained by a brass band at
each end, fitted with a pierced plate over the muzzle, gilt
bead fore-sight, block-shaped back-sight, inlaid with linear
ornament and foliage inhabited by two rabbits over the
forward section and with a brief inscription over the
breech, fitted with integral pan with hinged brass pivotcover, brass lock of shaped outline fitted with moulded
brass serpentine, brass trigger, and dark stained
cherrywood full stock of characteristic form (areas of light
wear)
23.5cm; 9Din

with tapering octagonal barrel, tulip-shaped muzzle fitted
with fore-sight and enriched with silver ribs, integral steel
pan (pivot-cover missing), brass lock with s-shaped matchholder (incomplete), brass bulb-shaped trigger, lacquered
hardwood full stock decorated over its full surface with gilt
scrollwork and foliage (small losses and light wear), applied
with engraved brass plaques decorated with clouds on the
underside of the fore-end (restorations), two small silver
birds, further engraved brass plaques over the spine,
around the butt and under the lock, brass trigger-guard,
and engraved brass flowerhead escutcheons for the barrel
bolts (later ramrod)

It would appear that this was designed for firing small
incendiaries rather than a projectile.

101cm; 39Nin barrel

£800-1000

£1500-1800

7

13

14

THE PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR
13
A MASSIVE INDIAN HEADSMAN’S SWORD, TEGHA, MID19TH CENTURY

14
AN INDIAN HEADSMAN’S SWORD, TEGHA, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

with broad blade double-edged for its upper third, cut with
a slender central fuller enclosed at the base with a multigrooved canopy surmounted by a lotus flower, a series of
very slender fullers interrupted by trapezoidal panels along
the back-edge, the latter decorated with gold koftgari
flowers and foliage, a large double eye lash mark and a
brief inscription in gold on one side at the forte and a
stylised sun on the other, steel hilt including short quillons
with button-shaped terminals decorated with gold koftgari
foliage, large disc-shaped pommel, and decorated
throughout with gold foliage around the borders and
bouquets in the centre of the grip

with characteristically broad blade double-edged for its
upper third, cut with a series of etched fullers, chiselled on
each side with scrolling foliage behind the tip, elephant
masks and shaped panels in the centre, an architectural
framework with further elephants at the base, and all
highlighted with gold koftgari, large steel hilt boldly
chiselled with foliage over its surface, and fitted with a
brass rosette washer on each side
73.4cm; 28Pin blade
Provenance

98cm; 38K in blade

The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lot 29

Provenance

£1200-1500

The Vidas Collection
The inscription reads “Oum Rajpura”. Rajpura is a city in
Patiala, Punjab
£1500-2000
8

15

16

15
AN INDIAN TALWAR, LATE 18TH CENTURY

16
AN INDIAN TALWAR, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with curved single-edged blade of watered steel, retaining
traces of a previously gold-inlaid magic square and
signature towards the forte on one side, steel hilt of
characteristic form, decorated over its surface with shaped
panels filled with conventional flowers surrounded by a
scrolling linear framework (losses), and the pommel fitted
with a pierced loop

with curved fullered European blade, steel hilt of
characteristic form decorated with koftgari foliage within
linear frames around the borders and conventional flowers
on the quillons (worn), in an Indonesian 19th century
hardwood scabbard with large silver mounts embossed
with scrolling flowers and foliage

73.5cm; 28Pin blade
£800-1000

67cm; 26Gin blade
The scabbard is apparently an early association.
£500-700

9

17
17
AN INDIAN KHANDA, LATE 17TH/EARLY 18TH CENTURY
with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, cut with a
pair of near full length fullers on each side, steel hilt of
characteristic form including a pair of long langets with
cartouche-shaped terminals enclosing the forte and
attenuated pommel button, decorated over its full surface
with gold-encrusted flowerheads within shaped frames
(very small losses), and retaining an early grip of plaited
string
88cm; 34Nin blade
£1000-1500

18
AN INDIAN KHANDA, 19TH CENTURY
with watered steel blade widening towards the tip, encased
with shaped steel panels of differing length on each side
towards the base, decorated with a pair of marine monsters
in gold koftgari and scrolling foliage terminating in
flowerheads, steel hilt of characteristic form including a pair
of long langets decorated with gold koftgari en suite, the
remaining surface with slender bands filled with
flowerheads, and attenuated pommel button decorated
with gold koftgari chevrons
69cm; 27Bin blade
10

18

19
Provenance
The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lot 41
£800-1000

19
A SMALL INDIAN KHANDA, 18TH CENTURY
with straight double-edged blade of watered steel, the
lower portion enclosed with a gilt panel pierced with an
antelope being devoured by a tiger and an elephant on
each side, silvered steel hilt with moulded borders, slender
attenuated pommel button, and the grip bound with red
fabric, in its wooden scabbard covered with green velvet
and with pierced gilt copper mounts
72.5cm; 28Iin blade
Provenance
The Vidas Collection, no. 24
£700-900

20
20
A TURKISH SILVER-MOUNTED KILIG, LATE 19TH/EARLY
20TH CENTURY
with curved blade widening and double-edged towards the
tip, reinforced along the back-edge of the lower portion,
decorated in gold koftgari with a tughra, a circular
calligraphic panel, a further calligraphic panel and the goldlined bladesmith’s mark on one side at the forte and with
further inscriptions and celestial motifs on the other
(losses), silver hilt comprising cross-piece with bud-shaped
terminals, chased with foliage on each side and trophies in
the centre, silver back-strap chased with a running pattern
of vine foliage and fruit, and a pair of ivory grip scales
retained by three rivets and a silver tear-shaped washer at
the top, in an associated wooden scabbard entirely
encased in silver repousé with scrolls, foliage and
flowerheads and the chape decorated with an architectural
vignette surrounded by further scrolls and flowerheads on
each side
67.5cm; 26K in blade
The inscriptions read, in translation:
There is no youth [as brave as]’ Ali, no sword [as sharp as]
dhu‘l-faqar‘ and include the shahada, the names of the
Seven Sleepers and their dog and the tughra of possibly
Muhammad V (1327-36/1909-18)
£1800-2200

21
21
A PERSIAN SHAMSHIR DATED ˺˺̂0 (CIRCA 1776/7)
with curved single-edged blade (light wear), inlaid with two
calligraphic cartouches at the forte on one side, steel hilt
including cross-guard with gold koftgari flowers and foliage
(worn), and a pair of ivory grip-scales (one with age cracks)
The inscription reads, in translation:
‘The Servant of the King of Trusteeship ‘Abbas’
The above is the legend on the seal of the Safavid king
'Abbas I (995-1038/1587-1629) and is found on objects
including swords belonging to his period particularly
together with those made by Asadullah, a master sword
maker. The fame of Asadullah was so great that his
signature was copied from his time up until the 19th century
81.5cm; 32Bin blade
£700-900

22
AN INDIAN SHAMSHIR, 20TH CENTURY
with curved blade formed with a wavy and serrated leading
edge, traces of silver koftgari at the forte, gilt-brass hilt cast
and chased with patterns of foliage, and the quillon
terminals and pommel each formed as a ram’s head, in its
wooden scabbard covered with red velvet, and with gilt
copper chape
76cm; 29Pin blade
Provenance
The Vidas Collection, no. 20
£200-300
11

23
23
A TURKISH YATAGHAN, DATED

24

(CIRCA 1806/7)

24
AN INDIAN KHYBER KNIFE, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

with single-edged blade formed with a slender ridge along
the back-edge, decorated on each side in gold koftgari with
scrolling foliage carrying a pair of calligraphic panels, white
metal hilt, chiselled with foliage and beadwork and
extending to a pair of shaped panels over the forte
highlighted with silver and gold, and horn grip-scales rising
to form an eared pommel (small chips), in its leathercovered wooden scabbard decorated with linear patterns in
low relief on the outer face (later chape)

with tapering blade formed with a reinforced back-edge,
steel hilt decorated with flowerheads and scrolling foliage
in gold koftgari, fitted at the top with a pierced loop for
suspension, a pair of shaped ivory grip-scales, in its
wooden scabbard with later green velvet covering, and
finely pierced silver locket and chape

60.8cm; 24in blade

The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lot 17

The inscriptions include a Turkish couplet and “The work of
Ibrahim, owner Hasan”
£700-900

12

67cm; 26Gin
Provenance

£450-550

25
25
A FINE PERSIAN KARD, 18TH CENTURY
with long tapering single-edged blade of watered steel
formed with a reinforced tip and a slender rib along the
back-edge, chiselled with foliage in a shaped panel
bordered by gold over the forte and with gold calligraphic
cartouches on each side, steel hilt comprising ferrule finely
chiselled with exotic beasts amidst foliage and small gold
cartouches, back-strap with alternating chiselled and gilt
calligraphic panels, the pommel with a chiselled finial, a
pair of morse grip-scales, and remaining in fine condition
throughout
40.5cm; 16in
The inscriptions include Qur‘an, surah al-Ikhlas (CXII), surah
Al’Umran (III), parts of 126 or surah al Anfal (VII) parts of 10
[it appears twice in the Qur’an], surah Hud (XI), parts of 88,
and invocations to God
£3000-4000
13

26

27

26
A FINE INDIAN KARD, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY

27
A PERSIAN KARD, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY

with watered steel blade chiselled with a panel of scrolling
foliage encrusted with gold at the forte, silver hilt chiselled
with further designs of foliage and cartouches (finial
missing), in its wooden scabbard with silver mounts locket
and chape en suite with the hilt, the former with a small
pierced suspension, and later green velvet covering

with watered steel blade formed with a slender ridge along
the back-edge, decorated with a panel of gold foliage over
the forte and with a series of numerals on each side,
faceted steel collar decorated with flowers, and a pair of
ivory grip-scales, in a later wooden scabbard covered with
red velvet

32.5cm; 12Nin

36.5cm; 14Gin

£1000-1500

£700-900

14

28
28
A FINE PERSIAN THREE-PRONGED SPEAR, MEZRAQ,
19TH CENTURY
each prong formed with a central rib and reinforced tip, the
outer two formed with wavy edges, inlaid with brass foliage
enclosing a calligraphic cartouche at the base on each side,
tapering faceted socket formed with a globular moulding at
the top, decorated with silver foliage over its surface
(losses) and a central band of gold foliage

29
29
A PERSIAN TWO-PRONGED SPEARHEAD, 19TH CENTURY
formed of a pair of wavy prongs with reinforced tips,
chiselled with flowers and foliage centring on a gold
koftgari cartouche within a gold linear frame, and tapering
socket retaining some silver koftgari scrollwork
57.5cm; 22K in
£250-350

61cm; 24in
Mezraqs of this quality are notably rare.
The inscription includes a couplet from the Gulistan of
Sa’di
£450-550

15

30
30
AN INDO-PERSIAN PESH-KABZ, 19TH CENTURY
with recurved blade double-edged towards a reinforced tip,
formed with a reinforced back-edge over the lower portion,
retaining traces of watered pattern, decorated on each side
with scrolling foliage, flowers and a calligraphic cartouche,
the hilt decorated en suite and fitted with ivory grip-scales
(one small chip, age cracks)
39cm; 15Gin
The inscriptions read, in translation: ‘I put my trust in God’
Qur’an, surah al-Fath (XLVIII), I
£1400-1800

31
AN INDIAN CHILANUM, 17TH CENTURY
with slightly recurved blade of diamond-section, cut with a
series of converging slender half-length fullers, broad forte
pierced with a pair of small apertures and decorated with
conventional silver foliage, integral steel hilt of
characteristic form, decorated over its full surface with
conventional silver foliage en suite with the forte, and the
grip with a baluster moulding
38cm; 15in
£600-800
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31

32
32
AN INDIAN KATAR, 18TH CENTURY AND AN INDIAN
FOLDING KATAR, 19TH/20TH CENTURY
the first with strongly tapering fullered blade formed with a
reinforced tip and chiselled with foliage on each side at the
forte, steel hilt of characteristic form decorated with patterns
of silver chevron inside and out (small losses), and with two
moulded grip bars; and the second with folding blade cover,
and steel hilt decorated throughout with silver scrollwork
the first: 38cm; 15in
(2)
Provenance
The first: The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot,
Paris, 8 May 1957, lot 53
£550-650

33
33
AN INDIAN WAR HAMMER, 18TH CENTURY
with faceted hammer head, domed central finial, recurved
rear spike tapering to a point, tubular collar, on its wooden
haft covered with green velvet, fitted with a tubular grip at
the base and with a steel reinforcing strap, decorated
throughout with traces of silver koftgari scrollwork
62.5cm; 24K in overall
£350-450

34
34
AN INDO-PERSIAN AXE, LATE 19TH CENTURY AND AN
INDIAN ZAGHNAL, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the first with crescentic head decorated on each face with
gold koftgari, pyramidal central spike, and brass rear pean
formed as an elephant (worn), on its steel haft fitted with a
concealed spike in the base (basal cap missing); the
second in excavated condition, with blade of characteristic
form applied with chiselled brass flowers and pierced with
pairs of holes at the base (central spike missing), on its
steel haft with a later velvet grip
the first: 45.7cm; 17Nin overall
(2)
£270-380
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37

36
A WAHABITE JAMBIYA, SECOND HALF OF THE 19TH
CENTURY
35

36

35
A PERSIAN JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY
with curved double-edged blade formed with a medial
ridge, chiselled with an antelope being attacked by a tiger
at the base, ivory grip carved with calligraphic panels top
and bottom and differing scenes involving courtly figures
on each side (small age cracks, one side with a red stain)
34cm; 13Gin
Provenance
The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lot 226
The inscriptions are from Qur’an, surah al-Saff (LXI),parts
of 13
£350-450

with curved double-edged blade engraved with a slender
central band on each side, wooden hilt encased in silver
chased with foliage and with foliate washers drawn-out to
pronounced beaded heads at the front, in its wooden
scabbard with large silver mounts chased en suite with the
hilt, including locket with a large beadwork flower at the
front, and the inner face with loops for suspension
40cm; 15Nin
£300-500

37
AN ARAB SILVER-MOUNTED JAMBIYA, LATE 19TH/
EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with curved double-edged blade formed with a medial
ridge, horn hilt applied with beaded silver bands and
washers, in its fabric-covered wooden scabbard with silver
mounts en suite, and complete with its red fabric belt
embroidered with silver thread
30.5cm; 12in
£250-350
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38
38
TWO AFRICAN AXES AND TWO AFRICAN POWDERFLASKS, 19TH CENTURY
the first axe with engraved flat head formed as a horned
monster, rectangular rear blade engraved with a wavy
pattern, and hardwood haft with steel cap; the second with
engraved head, and hardwood haft studded with domed
brass nails; the first powder-flask of ridged pear-shaped
form, the outer surface covered with leather studded with
domed brass nails, and fitted with a turned ivory nozzle;
and the second of horn with large engraved brass mounts
enriched with silver scrollwork
the first: 54cm; 21Gin overall
(4)
£250-350

39
A NORTH AFRICAN SILVER-MOUNTED NIMCHA, LATE
19TH CENTURY
with curved fullered blade double-edged towards the tip,
brass hilt comprising a pair of down-curved forward
quillons with globular terminals and knuckle-guard (two
further quillons missing), characteristic grip embossed with
bold scrolls of foliage over its surface, in its wooden
scabbard entirely encased in silver decorated en suite with
the grip, complete with two rings for suspension and a
central panel bearing an inscription in Arabic on one side
and native French on the other

39
88.5cm; 34Pin blade
The inscription reads, on one side:
Souvenir du Bachagha des Lanba a El Hadj des Lahkdan
bon mots d. Genl Eaiel a son grand ami Francoi Berthalam
Londre [sic]
Provenance
The Vidas Collection, no. 184
£400-600

40
TWO NORTH AFRICAN SWORDS, A DAGGER, 19TH
CENTURY, A MOROCCAN JAMBIYA AND FIVE FURTHER
DAGGERS
the first with broad curved broad blade double-edged
towards the tip, leather hilt, in its leather scabbard with two
large domed mounts for suspension; the second with
broad shaped blade formed with an acute point, hardwood
hilt, in its leather scabbard; the third with engraved blade
strongly tapering towards the point, in its leather scabbard
with twisted leather suspension loop; the fourth of
characteristic form, in its scabbard; and five further African
daggers
the first: 60cm; 23K in blade
(9)
£300-400
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41

42

43

41
A HIMALAYAN SILVER-MOUNTED DAGGER, 19TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY NEPALESE

42
A HIMALAYAN SWORD, 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
BHUTANESE

with tapering single-edged blade, the hilt formed of a silver
ferrule, steel cap pommel pierced with scrollwork
highlighted with gold (light wear), and sharkskin-covered
grip, in its wooden scabbard covered with green velvet
(worn), the borders enclosed with silvered steel bands,
silver locket pierced and chased with characteristic
scrollwork, and applied at the front with a large silver panel
decorated en suite

with broad blade curving to a double-edged tip, silver hilt
chased with beadwork and foliage, figured hardwood grip
set with a chased silver washer on each side, in its
hardwood scabbard bound with a small band of rattan and
with a large silver chape and locket en suite with the hilt
61cm; 24in blade
£200-250

51.5cm; 20Bin
Provenance
The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lot 1
£180-200

43
A MEDITERRANEAN SILVER-MOUNTED DAGGER, 19TH
CENTURY
with tapering blade double-edged over its upper half, silver
ferrule chased with flowerheads, and moulded silver grip,
in a wooden scabbard with later velvet covering and silver
mounts comprising locket and chape each engraved with
flowers, the former incorporating a belt hook
24.5cm; 9K in
£200-250
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45

44
44
A NEPALESE KUKRI KNIFE, LATE 19TH CENTURY AND
ANOTHER, MODERN
the first with curved single-edged blade notched at the
forte, hardwood grip carved with a band of foliage, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with silver mounts
chiselled with foliage and beadwork on the outer face; the
second of characteristic form, in its scabbard and complete
with its two accompanying daggers

46

chased with a band of foliage at the base and rising to a
bulbous pommel chased with foliate scrolls and
flowerheads, in its hardwood scabbard with silver locket
and chape each chased en suite with the hilt, and fitted
with ten slender silver reinforcing bands, two carrying rings
for suspension
58.5cm; 23in blade
£500-600

the first: 39cm; 15Gin
(2)
Provenance
The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lot 129
£100-150

45
A CEYLONESE SILVER-MOUNTED SWORD, 19TH
CENTURY
with curved pattern-welded blade widening towards a
double-edged tip, cut with a pair of slender fullers along
the back-edge, silver stirrup hilt engraved with foliage,
including down-curved globular quillon, and silver grip

46
A CEYLONESE SPEARHEAD AND THREE TUAREG
SPEARS, 19TH CENTURY
the first with pattern-welded blade formed with a medial
ridge, wavy tip, pierced moulded neck, encrusted with
scrolling flowers and foliage in gold over the lower portion
(small losses), and long tapering tang for attaching to a
haft; the spears with slender leaf-shaped blades, tapering
sockets inlaid with panels of copper and brass, wooden
hafts, and the bases fitted with spatulate steel tips en suite
with the heads (one haft broken)
the first: 38cm; 15in head
(4)
£280-320
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48

47
47
A BALKAN SILVER-MOUNTED DAGGER, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY

48
A CAUCASIAN KINDJAL, LATE 19TH CENTURY

with tapering double-edged blade cut with a pair of long
fullers centring on a medial ridge cut with further narrow
grooves, silver hilt cast and chased with beadwork and
small raised panels at the top, middle, and bottom, reeded
dense hardwood grip, in its velvet-covered wooden
scabbard with large silver locket and chape decorated with
bands of beadwork

with near flat double-edged blade cut with a pair of fullers
on each face, bone hilt retained by a pair of iron rivets with
shaped washers, in an associated wooden scabbard
encased in silver repousé with scrolling foliage and
beadwork enriched with niello, the inner face covered with
a large leather-covered panel with provision for an
additional knife (now missing), the base with a nielloed
spherical terminal, and the locket dated 1897/8

46cm; 18in

40.3cm; 15Pin

£1000-1500

£400-600
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50

49
49
FOUR SOUTH EAST ASIAN EDGED WEAPONS, LATE 19TH
CENTURY/20TH CENTURY

50
A SULAWESI KRIS AND A BALINESE KRIS, LATE 19TH
CENTURY

comprising a Sumatran Goluk, with carved horn hilt, in its
wooden scabbard; a Sumatran Klewang, with horn hilt
inlaid with twisted silver wire (now loose), in its silvermounted scabbard; a Sumatran Barong, with beaked
hardwood grip inlaid with small horn pellets, silver ferrule,
in its wooden scabbard; and a Sumatran Golok, with
carved hardwood grip inlaid with red and green pigments,
in its wooden scabbard

the first with wavy blade engraved with small flowers and
retaining some applied gold decoration, angular ivory hilt,
and gilt-copper beadwork selut, in its wooden scabbard
encased in copper, with moulded wrangka applied with a
gilt band around the top; the second with straight doubleedged pattern-welded blade formed with a pair of short
narrow fullers on each side of the forte, copper grip of
characteristic figural form including beadwork selut, and
retaining traces of gilding throughout

the first: 56.5cm; 22Din
(4)
Provenance
The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 8 May
1957, lots 148, 159, 160 and 162
£300-400

the first: 45.5cm; 17Pin
Provenance
The first: The P. Holstein Collection, sold Hôtel Drouot,
Paris, 8 May 1957, lot 184
(2)
£400-600
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51
51
TWO MORO KRIS, SULU, 19TH CENTURY
the first with slightly wavy pattern-welded blade, cut with a
pair of incised lines on each side, a series of short fullers
and overlaid with a raised white metal panel on each side
at the forte, moulded white metal mendak, beak-shaped
ivory pommel (age cracks), and the grip bound with finely
plaited and woven silver wire (small losses); and the
second with wavy blade, notched ganga, carved hardwood
hilt with beaked pommel (chipped) and the grip bound with
lacquered plaited string
the first: 60.8cm; 24in
(2)
£300-400
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52
52
TWO JAVANESE KRIS, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURIES
the first with tapering pattern-welded blade, gilt-brass selut,
carved hardwood grip decorated with characteristic
scrollwork and with beaked pommel, in its scabbard with
moulded silver pendok and carved hardwood wranka; the
second with pattern-welded blade, hardwood grip carved
with a panel of scrollwork top and bottom,in its scabbard
the first: 49.5cm; 19Iin
(2)
£200-300

53

54

53
AN ARAB JAMBIYA, SECOND HALF OF THE 19TH
CENTURY

54
A BURMESE SILVER-MOUNTED DHA, SECOND HALF OF
THE 19TH CENTURY

with curved double-edged blade formed with a medial
ridge, decorated with a pair of calligraphic cartouches at
the forte on one side, horn grip carved with a pair of
grooves on each face, in an associated velvet-covered
wooden scabbard with steel mounts decorated with silver
scrollwork (worn, the scabbard shrunk)

with curved single-edged blade widening towards the tip,
silver hilt formed of a large collar chiselled with petals
around the base (bent), chased with foliage at the top, and
fitted with ivory tusk grip (very small age cracks), in its
wooden scabbard with silver mounts chiselled en suite
with the hilt, and later green velvet covering

27.5cm; 10Nin

65.5cm; 25Nin blade

The inscription possibly reads, in translation ‘Work of alAmirak (?)....

£180-220

£180-220
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55
55
AN INDO-PERSIAN KULAH KHUD, 19TH CENTURY
with hemispherical skull, fitted with tall engraved central
spike, a pair of plume-holders and sliding nasal bar at the
front, pierced at the base for a mail neck-defence, chiselled
and gilt over the outer surface with foliage inhabited by
mounted archers in pursuit of antelope (areas of later gold
paint), and with a purple velvet lining
27cm; 10K in high
The inscriptions include a couplet in Persian.
£1000-1500
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56
56
A FINE INDO-PERSIAN DHAL, SECOND HALF OF THE
19TH CENTURY

The inscriptions include Qur’an, surah al-Fath (XLVIII,I) and
a couplet in Persian
£700-900

of watered steel, with convex outer face fitted with four
domed scalloped bosses, each decorated with gold koftgari
foliage inhabited by four birds centring a flower, the main
border with a broad panel of foliage inhabited by exotic
birds and beasts interrupted by calligraphic cartouches,
plain turned edge applied with gold, and retaining its
padded lining of red velvet and four steel rings for enarmes
35.3cm; 13Pin diameter
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57
TWO SMALL INDO-PERSIAN DHALS, 19TH CENTURY
each of convex form, fitted with four central bosses,
decorated over its full surface with silver foliage and gold
stars, fitted with a scalloped border moulding, and padded
lining with four steel rings with a pair of enarmes (some
wear)
23cm; 9in each
(2)
57

£400-600

58
AN INDO-PERSIAN DHAL, 19TH CENTURY
of convex form, the outer face etched with foliage and a
band of pseudo calligraphy around the border, fitted with
four bosses for the attachment of enarmes, and plain
moulded brim (worn)
47cm; 18Iin diameter
£200-300

59
AN INDIAN BAZU BAND, LATE 18TH/19TH CENTURY
formed of a flaring gutter-shaped main plate and two
subsidiary plates, each decorated with gold cartouches and
linear ornament, the latter retaining a pair of buckles for
securing, and with its padded lining and mail hand-defence
of butted links (the outer surface lightly patinated)
49.5cm; 19Iin
£250-350

59
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60

60
A PAIR OF CAUCASIAN SILVER-MOUNTED MIQUELETLOCK PISTOLS, DAGHESTAN, THIRD QUARTER OF THE
19TH CENTURY
each with swamped barrel retained by three chased
nielloed silver bands (one missing), chiselled with a long
flat sparsely decorated with gold foliage including the goldlined barrelsmith’s mark at the breech, the tang overlaid
with nielloed silver incorporating the back-sight and
extending over the spine of the butt, lock of characteristic
form overlaid with silver nielloed flowers and foliage (one
top-jaw replaced), figured walnut full stock applied with
nielloed silver panels, characteristic ball-shaped butt
overlaid with nielloed silver fitted with a steel ring for
suspension (the silver with small losses), steel button
trigger, one decorated with gold, and nielloed fore-end cap
en suite with the barrel bands
47cm; 18Iin
(2)
Provenance
Jacques Arlaud, St Ouen, 1959
£5000-6000
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61
A FINE AND RARE .700 CALIBRE TURKISH MIQUELETLOCK RIFLE OF EXCEPTIONAL SIZE, FIRST HALF OF THE
18TH CENTURY
with very heavy slightly swamped octagonal barrel rifled
with seven grooves and retained by a single slender brass
band, the muzzle fitted with blade fore-sight and decorated
with a broad panel of gold-encrusted foliage and
flowerheads within a ropework frame, the breech with a
further panel of gold-encrusted foliage and differing
flowerheads including a stylised vase in the centre, large
arch-shaped back-sight pierced with eleven apertures and
encrusted with gold over its entire surface en suite with the
breech, the tang overlaid with a brass panel engraved with
foliage, steel lock of characteristic form encrusted with gold
foliage and beadwork on the lock-plate, cock, bridle and
steel, steel button trigger, figured walnut full stock applied
with brass plaques pierced with foliage beneath the muzzle,
breech and opposite the lock, faceted butt applied with
further plaquettes divided by a solid band of fluted brass in
the centre and at the base (small losses, the butt-cap
missing), bone fore-end cap, and remaining in fine
condition throughout (later ramrod)
104.2cm; 41in barrel
Provenance
Jacques Arlaud, St Ouen, 1958
Exhibited
Splendeurs de l’Art Turc, no. 75
£6000-8000
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31

62
A FINE 13 BORE TURKISH MATCHLOCK MUSKET, DATED ˺˺˿˽
CIRCA 1751/2
with tapering etched twist barrel retained by two silver-gilt
panels chased with scrolling foliage and stylised tulips,
formed with a series of slender raised ribs over almost its
entire length, decorated with gold-filled recessed panels
and gold-encrusted foliage at each end, strongly moulded
muzzle inlaid with small pellets on the face, gold-inlaid tearshaped rondels behind and a broad panel divided by a
twisted framework of gold and silver beadwork, the breech
encrusted with a gold urn issuant with foliage and a small
cartouche with the gold-lined barrelsmith’s mark ahead,
fitted with brass pan with pivot-cover, raised back-sight
encrusted with gold scrollwork and pierced with a single
aperture, the tang overlaid with a dated silver gilt panel
chased en suite with the barrel bands, brass action
including serpentine and trigger, figured walnut full stock
decorated with a trellis pattern of twisted silver wire
enclosing coral pellets and arrangements of bone rondels
enriched with brass nails and wire, fitted on the right of the
breech with a pricker and chain, faceted butt inlaid with
further bone rondels alternating with broad silver gilt
panels chased en suite with the barrel bands and set with
red and yellow coral pellets, large ivory butt-cap and foreend cap each decorated en suite, chased silver gilt triggerplate, a pair of brass ring suspension mounts, and brasstipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original (the inlays
with small losses and minor replacements)
101.5cm; 40in barrel
Provenance
Pierre Poisson, St Ouen, 1967
£4000-6000
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63
64
63
A .600 CALIBRE TURKISH MIQUELET-LOCK RIFLE, DATED,
˺˻˻̂ CIRCA 1814/15

64
A 16 BORE ALGERIAN SILVER-MOUNTED TOE-LOCK
MUSKET, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

with octagonal sighted twist barrel rifled with nine grooves,
retained by five slender and four shaped engraved silver
bands, chiselled with a shaped panel encrusted with gold
flowers and foliage at the muzzle and breech (light wear),
the former fitted with standing back-sight pierced with four
apertures, steel tang decorated en suite, steel lock of
characteristic form encrusted with gold flowers including
the date on the underside of the mainspring (light wear),
highly figured burrwood full stock, inlaid over the fore-end
and around the lock with brass rondels enriched with
minute brass nails, shaped butt formed of contrasting
panels of green-stained horn, bone and dark hardwood,
inlaid with rondels and nails en suite with the fore-end
(minor repairs), green-stained barrel bolt escutheons,
trigger-plate and fore-end cap (small chip), and original
steel ramrod

with long octagonal sighted barrel struck with Birmingham
proof marks at the breech, retained by five pierced silver
bands repousé with foliage, characteristic lock overlaid with
a brass plaque, the cock and bridle each encrusted with
silver scrollwork, figured walnut full stock with fish-tail butt,
inlaid over its entire surface with large silver plaques
pierced with designs of scrollwork and foliage (some
lifting), small moulded silver baluster trigger, silver butt-cap
(small chips), and original silver-tipped ramrod

72.5cm; 28Iin barrel
£1200-1800
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142.5cm; 56Bin barrel
£1500-2000

VARIOUS OWNERS

65
A FINE AND RARE SOUTH INDIAN SWORD, PATALLAH,
16TH CENTURY, PROBABLY HOYSALA OR CHOLA
with double-edged blade swelling to a rounded tip, steel
hilt formed with a pair of finely engraved attenuated
beaded langets extending over almost a third of the blade’s
length on each side, figure-of-eight shaped dish-guard upturned on each side, with beaded border and engraved
with further designs of foliage, the base incorporating a
finely chiselled lion on each side enclosing the forte, upturned cup-shaped pommel and solid grip each engraved
en suite with the guard, retaining traces of red pigment and
in fine untouched lightly patinated condition throughout.
The use of Lions or Tigers on the hilt are strongly
suggestive of royal ownership as written in the Sinhala
Vaijayanta. See R. Elgood 2004 pp.113-114.
A related sword, of lesser quality, is preserved in the
Victoria and Albert Museum (rn.no. 1425-1855) See P.S.
Rawson 1968, ill, 40.
86cm; 33Pin blade
£3000-5000
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66
66
A RARE SOUTH INDIAN SPEARHEAD, LATE 16th/17TH
CENTURY
with slightly curved double-edged blade of hollow-diamond
section, cut with two pairs of converging fullers, a foliate
moulding and a pair of addorsed dragons on each side at
the forte, and tubular socket formed with four raised
mouldings chiselled with beadwork (pitted througout)
40.5cm; 16in
An almost identical example is preserved in the
Government Museum, Chenai (no. 2236. Further related
examples are preserved in the Clive Collection at Powis
Castle. See R. Elgood 2004, p.194 and R. Skelton et al,
1987, p.68.
£700-900
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67
67
AN INDIAN KHANJARLI, 17TH CENTURY
with slightly recurved fullered blade swelling towards the
tip, steel hilt including oval guard with beaded border, a
pair of short globular quillons, and a pair of hardwood gripscales retained by five rivets rising to form a pronounced
elliptical pommel (the steel parts patinated)
33.5cm; 13Bin
For comparable examples see R. Elgood 2004, p. 172 and
pp.178-9.
£700-900

68
68
AN INDO-PERSIAN SHAMSHIR, 19TH CENTURY
with curved single-edged blade of watered steel, inlaid with
a brass calligraphic cartouche and chiselled with a stylised
lion rondel beneath, steel cross-piece decorated with gold
koftgari, and later hardwood grip inlaid with brass wire and
flowerheads, in its fishskin-covered wooden scabbard with
steel chape and a pair of suspension mounts
The inscription reads, in translation, ‘The servant of the
King of Trusteeship, Abbas’.
88cm; 34 Nin blade
£500-700

69
AN INDIAN KHANDA, 18TH CENTURY, A NEPALESE
KORA, 19TH CENTURY, AND A KHYBER KNIFE, 19TH
CENTURY
with curved blade double-edged towards the point, steel
hilt of characteristic form including a pair of langets with
pierced tips, chiselled knuckle-guard, and retaining an early

70
grip; the second with curved blade widening towards the
tip and characteristic steel hilt; the third with tapering
blade, and horn grips (incomplete)
the first 82cm; 32Din blade
(3)
£200-300

70
AN INDIAN SHORT SWORD, LATE 18TH CENTURY
with slightly recurved blade cut with a pair of long fullers
on each side and swelling slightly at the tip, widening
towards the forte, chiselled with a lotus flower highlighted
with gold koftgari on each side, integral steel hilt
comprising solid grip, double beaked pommel, and budshaped button decorated with gold koftgari en suite with
the forte (light wear and pitting)
40cm; 15Nin blade
(2)
£700-800
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71

73

71
AN INDIAN KATAR, 18TH CENTURY

73
AN INDIAN DAGGER, MODERN

formed entirely of steel, with tapering blade formed with a
recessed panel chiselled with a gilt lotus flower at the forte,
characteristic hilt decorated on the principle bars with gold
deities and musicians and with flowers on the grip bars
(losses, areas of wear), in its leather-covered wooden
scabbard with silver chape chased with foliage (the leather
worn, the scabbard mouth chipped)

with curved blade of watered steel, decorated with a panel
of gold scrollwork at the forte, steel hilt decorated en suite
and the upper portion applied with numerous shaped
panels of bone, in its fabric-covered wooden scabbard
35.5cm; 14in
£250-300

40.5cm; 16Bin
£400-500

72
AN INDO-PERSIAN PESH-KABZ, 19TH CENTURY
with slightly curved blade of polished steel, hilt of
characteristic form fitted with a shaped ivory grip-scale on
each side (small age cracks), in its wooden scabbard
covered with green velvet
25.5cm;10in
‡ £150-200

74
AN INDIAN PULOUAR, 18TH CENTURY AND AN
ETHIOPIAN SABRE, 19TH CENTURY
the first with curved blade of polished steel, steel hilt of
characteristic form, set with a silver washer on each side,
and pierced petal-shaped pommel, in its leather-covered
wooden scabbard with steel mounts scabbard; the second
with curved fullered blade etched with foliage, white metal
stirrup hilt including back-strap rising to a maned lionshead
pommel, in its tooled hide scabbard (both worn)
(2)
the first: 77cm; 30Gin blade
‡ £200-300
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75
75
AN INDIAN ZAFAR TAKIEH, LATE 19TH CENTURY
with short blade cut with a single fuller on one side and a
pair on the other, steel ferrule decorated with silver koftgari
lines mottled jade grip hollowed at each end, in its steel
scabbard decorated with silver koftgari lines and foliage
44.7cm; 17K in overall
‡ £150-200

76
AN INDIAN FOLDING KATAR, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY
of characteristic form, the outer blade decorated on each
side with a panel of silver koftgari foliage, steel hilt with a
pair of grip bars, decorated throughout with further designs
in silver koftgari
39.2cm; 15Iin
‡ £100-200

77
77
A IVORY-HILTED JAMBIYA, 19TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
PERSIAN
with curved double-edged blade of watered steel formed
with a slender central ridge and decorated with gold
koftgari at the forte (worn), and marine ivory grip swelling
at the base and the pommel, in its original wooden
scabbard covered with light shagreen, with ivory locket and
chape each decorated with a radiating pattern of lines (the
chape chipped)
48.2cm; 19in
‡ £1200-1800

78
AN INDIAN KHANJAR WITH PUDDINGSTONE HILT, 19TH
CENTURY AND AN INDIAN KHANJAR
the first with slightly recurved flattened blade (the tip with a
small chip), variegated puddingstone grip carved with
petals at the base and a horsehead pommel (restorations
and repairs); and the second with fullered blade and
figured jade grip incorporating a horsehead pommel
(chipped), in a wooden scabbard
the first: 28cm; 11in
(2)
‡ £200-300
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80

81

79
AN INDIAN SWORD, 20TH CENTURY

comprising locket, middle band and chape each set with
turquoise and red pastes on the outer face (small chips)

with curved blade formed with a scalloped leading-edge,
decorated with silver koftgari at the forte, and white metal
hilt cast in low relief with flowers and ram’s head pommel

87cm; 34Din blade
£350-450

63cm; 24Nin blade
£100-150

81
A PHIA KAETTA AND A SPANISH KNIFE, 19TH CENTURY

80
AN ARAB NIMCHA, 19TH CENTURY

the first with steel blade enclosed with an engraved brass
panel on each side at the base, and carved ivory grip
decorated with characteristic scrolls.

with slightly curved fullered blade double-edged towards
the point, characteristic engraved steel hilt comprising
three strongly down-curved quillons with lobated terminals
and knuckle-guard each retaining traces of gilding, and
large horn grip fitted with a silver ferrule chased with
flowers at the base, in its wooden scabbard covered with
tooled leather and with large chased silver mounts
40

the first 33cm; 13in.
(2)
£150-200

83
82
FOUR MALAYSIAN EDGED WEAPONS, 19TH CENTURY,
AND A BURMESE DHA
comprising barong stamped with a series of marks at the
forte, characteristic hilt with large silver ferrule, in its rattan
bound scabbard (small losses); a golok with engraved
blade and horn hilt; a klewang with pattern-welded blade
and horn hilt, in an associated scabbard of regulation type;
a further Malaysian short sword with broad blade swelling
towards a double-edged point, carved hardwood hilt,
bound with plaited rattan and the upper portion rear-swept
to form a spatulate pommel; and the fifth modern, in its
bamboo scabbard

83
A SYRIAN AXE HEAD, 19TH CENTURY
of crescentic form, chiselled with a small shaped cartouche
filled with a bird behind the edge and a larger panel
chiselled with flowerheads and foliage on each side, short
socket chiselled with pairs of birds, and the rear pean
formed as a solid monsterhead
19cm; 7Iin high
£300-400

the first: 49.5cm; 19Iin
(5)
‡ £200-300
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84
84
TWO CHINESE SWORDS AND A BAYONET
the first with double-edged blade, engraved brass hilt,
reeded wooden grip, in its tortoiseshell-mounted scabbard
(cracks and small chips), the second similar (scabbard
missing), and the third an 1856 pattern Enfield bayonet, in
its scabbard
the first: 46.5cm; 18Din blade
(3)
£300-500

85
85
A FIJIAN GUNSTOCK CLUB AND A ZULU KNOBKERRIE,
19TH CENTURY
each of characteristic form, the first pierced with a pair of
shaped and a pair of rectangular panels, chip-carved over
the upper portion (small cracks) and in untouched patinated
condition; the second with near spherical head of
contrasting colours (cracks) and the haft pierced at the base
112cm; 44Bin and 58cm; 22Pin
(2)
£500-700
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86
86
A RARE OTTOMAN TURKISH CIRCULAR SHIELD, KALKAN,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY
formed of a spiralling arrangement of cord-covered wicker,
the outer face studded with ten rivets on circular iron
washers with rings inside for enarmes, fitted with a circular
iron boss retained by three rivets in the centre, the edge
enclosed with leather, the inner face retaining its original
blue lining and complete with five enarmes of plaited
leather (one detached, the central padding missing, the
lining mothed)
51cm; 20in diameter
Four further examples from this group are preserved in the
Türckische Kammer of the Margraves of Baden-Baden and
Baden-Durlach. See E. Petrasch et al 1991, cat. Nos. 122125.
£4000-6000
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87
87
A RARE INDIAN ARMOUR FOR A BOY, 18TH/19TH
CENTURY
formed of flattened riveted and butted links, comprising
To-p rising to a central steel boss with slender tapering
plume-holder, extending over the nose, the cheeks and the
nape of the neck, mail shirt opening at the front and
secured by three early silk loops on rectangular panels of
padded red silk enriched with brass nails, extending over
the shoulders, the neck fitted with an early padded green
silk panel also studded with brass nails, lined throughout
with padded red silk (the mail with restorations, the lining
largely replaced), and with a brass inventory tag: on a
blackened steel stand
£2000-3000
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88
88
A RARE INDIAN PART HORSE ARMOUR OF HARDENED
HIDE, 18TH CENTURY

89
AN INDO PERSIAN DHAL, KULAH KHUD AXE AND MACE,
20TH CENTURY

comprising two large flank pieces each of five panels,
shaped for the saddle and extending over the rump, each
formed of numerous narrow strips of hide with invected
edges, retaining some of its padded fabric lining and iron
fittings (worn, small losses)

the kulah khud with fixed nasal and mail neck-defence,
chiselled over its surface with figures and scrolling flowers,
and the dhal, mace and axe decorated en suite

Another armour of this type was sold Christie’s King Street
12th December 2006, lot 267.

(4)
‡ £200-300

£800-1000
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90
90
AN INDO PERSIAN KULAH KHUD, DHAL AND AN
AFRICAN SHIELD, 19TH CENTURY
the first with etched one-piece hemi-spherical steel skull
embossed with a mask at the front, and fitted with sliding
nasal (neck-defence, central spike and nasal retaining screw
missing); the second of shallow convex form, fitted with
four central bosses enclosed by a coiled serpent,
surrounded by a series of brass branches with large foliate
heads and decorated over its surface with gold and silver
koftgari (worn); and the third of turned hardwood, the outer
surface applied with a series of large white metal starshaped plaques with central nodules and circular bosses of
differing size
the first: 14cm; 5Iin high
(3)
£1400-1800
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91
91
AN INDO-PERSIAN KULAH-KHUD, LATE 18TH/19TH
CENTURY
with hemi-spherical skull retaining traces of watered pattern
and embossed with a series of slender radiating ribs, fitted
with central spike, sliding nasal bar and a pair of plumeholders, and retaining its mail neck-defence of butted links
(worn, the mail with minor losses)
23cm; 9in high
‡ £200-300

92
A PAIR OF OTTOMAN STEEL STIRRUPS, 18TH CENTURY
with broad arched treads pierced with a pattern of slotted
circles (one small chip), extending to form triangular sides,
and with D-shaped loops at the top, one retaining traces of
a mark
22cm; 8Nin high
(2)
£400-600

92
93
A FINE PERSIAN STEEL BELT BUCKLE, 18TH CENTURY
the inner face fitted with a loop and a hook, the outer face
applied with an elaborately pierced panel of scrollwork
within linear frames and centring on a lengthy inscription
10.5cm; 4Iin by 7.8cm; 3Bin
The inscriptions include Qur'an, surah al-Ikhlas (CXII),
invocations to God, Muhammad and 'Ali.
A similar example is preserved in the Tanavoli Collection.
See J. Allan and B. Gilmour 2000, p. 65 cat. no. 44.
£1200-1800

93
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94
94
A RARE LARGE CHINESE COMPOSITE BOW 18TH
CENTURY
of veneered bone, wood and sinew, the outer face of
natural green horn, the inner applied with sinew and
painted with tongues of red flames, the wood protruding at
the ends, cut with a nock and with a block-shaped rest top
and bottom, and waisted grip retaining some of its original
covering
108cm; 42Iin
£600-800
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95
95
A RARE CHINESE COMPOSITE BOW 18TH CENTURY
of veneered bone, wood and sinew, the outer face of
natural green horn applied with a shaped panel top and
bottom and two bands on each side of the grip, the inner
face with traces of early paint, the wood protruding at the
ends, cut with a nock and with a block-shaped rest top and
bottom, and wasted grip bound with fishskin
78cm; 30Nin
£400-500

96
96
A CAUCASIAN TO P, LATE 18TH CENTURY
formed of a convex steel plate rising to a pronounced
central boss decorated with gold koftgari cartouches filled
with flowers and silver koftgari scrollwork(losses), pierced
around its circumference with holes, fitted with a robust
central spike, and with contemporary mail neck-defence of
flattened riveted links
30cm; 11 Nin high
£500-700

97
97
A RARE EASTERN HELMET, PROBABLY TIBETAN 17TH
CENTURY
with domed skull formed of thirty-four overlapping plates,
the edges embossed to form raised ribs, fitted at the top
with a moulded baluster-shaped finial, at the front with
angular peak, neck-guard of twenty-one overlapping plates
(some loose, one missing), and the surface patinated
brown
33.5cm; 13Din high
£600-800
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101

98
98
TWO TURKISH FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSSES, 19TH
CENTURY
the first with swamped steel barrel decorated with silver,
bevelled steel lock, hardwood full stock profusely studded
with chevron patterns in silver nails, and brass triggerguard; the second with swamped steel barrel decorated
with silver, engraved lock, hardwood full stock carved with
leaf ornament, and steel mounts (both worn)
43.5cm; 17Bin
(2)
£200-300

99
AN INDIAN FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS, THE LOCK
DATED 1817
with etched barrel strongly flaring at the muzzle and
retained by three leather bands, East Indian Company lock
struck with the rampant lion, lock inspector’s mark and the
date, hardwood full stock inlaid with bone on the butt, and
brass mounts
94cm; 37in
‡ £150-200

100
A 22 BORE AFGHAN FLINTLOCK MUSKET, THE LOCK
DATED 1817, AND A TURKISH BARREL FOR A
PERCUSSION GUN, LATE 17TH/18TH CENTURY
with etched twist multi-stage barrel retained by five slender
brass bands, inlaid with engraved brass panels, vaseshaped muzzle, and the breech fitted with standing backsight, border-engraved rounded lock stamped with the
date, the East India Company ownership and view mark,
figured walnut full stock with characteristic hooked butt,
engraved steel trigger-guard (side-plate missing), and early
leather sling; and the second converted from miquelet-lock,
fitted with silver fore-sight and retaining some silverencrusted decoration including shaped cartouches and
flowers, and in patinated condition overall
the first: 114.5cm; 45Bin barrel
(2)
£100-150

101
A 25 BORE NORTH AFRICAN (KABYLE) SILVER-MOUNTED
SNAPHAUNCE GUN, 19TH CENTURY
with faceted sighted barrel swamped at the muzzle and
retained by a series of engraved silver and brass bands, flat
lock of characteristic form, hardwood full stock applied with
nielloed silver plaquettes enriched with silver nails, and an
orange paste opposite the lock, brass trigger-guard with
nielloed silver tang set with an orange paste, and steel
ramrod (worn, losses)
123cm; 48Gin barrel
£300-500
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102
102
A FINE 28 BORE TURKISH MIQUELET-LOCK GUN, CIRCA
1808-38

103
AN 18 BORE TURKISH FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL 19TH
CENTURY

with two-stage barrel swamped at the muzzle, retained by
six slender moulded silver bands engraved with foliage,
encrusted with gold scrolls and foliage at the muzzle, over
the median and the breech, the latter stamped with a goldlined barrelsmith’s mark, a further mark on the left and
fitted with standing back-sight also encrusted with gold,
tapering rectangular tang with a brief gold inscription,
characteristic lock stamped with a gold-lined maker’s mark
on the bridle and encrusted with gold scrolls, steel button
trigger, figured hardwood full stock profusely inlaid with
silver plaques over the full length of the fore-end and about
the lock, enriched with brass rondels and pellets, applied
with a plain silver plaque about the barrel tang stamped
with a mark, engraved silver trigger-plate, faceted butt
decorated en suite with the fore-end, incorporating a silver
panel stamped with a mark top and bottom, and two panels
of ivory inlaid with matching rondels and pellets, a pair of
silver sling swivels and green-stained horn fore-end cap
(later ramrod, small losses and light wear), and in
untouched lightly patinated condition throughout

with tapering barrel formed with a flat, grooved tang,
engraved lock, wooden full stock almost entirely encased in
brass with rudimentary engraving, brass trigger-guard and
brass spurred pommel (chipped, worn throughout)
45.5cm; 17Pin
£60-80

87cm; 34Din barrel
The silver marks include the Tughra of Mahmud II (123555/ 1808-38AD). The barrel is signed ‘Work of Muhammad
Tahir’ and the tang is signed by the owner al-Hajj Husayn
Agha
£2000-2500
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European Edged Weapons
104
A RARE HUNGARIAN SWORD, 9TH/10TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with long straight blade doubleedged for the last 18cm, the forte enclosed by a shaped
panel extending over the edge of the blade on each side,
slightly grooved tang pierced with three holes and retaining
a pair of rivets for attaching the grips, straight cross-piece
formed of a pair of spatulate quillons of differing length and
a central diamond-shaped panel on each side
110cm; 43Din blade
A similar sword is preserved in the National Museum,
Budapest. For a discussion of this group and its
development see J. V. Kalmár 1935/6, pp. 150- 155, and
Tafel X no. 4.
£1000-1500

104
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105
A RARE VIKING SWORD, 9TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with broad double-edged blade
with traces of a long shallow fuller over almost its entire
length on each side, steel hilt comprising thick cross-guard
of elliptical section, two-stage pommel comprising a thick
oblong bar at the base and the upper section of slender
cocked hat form, and the hilt retaining some brass and
silver inlays in an alternating arrangement of slender
vertical lines
75.5cm; 29Nin blade
A sword of similar form decorated in a related manner and
with an ‘Vlfberht’ inscription is preserved in the Suomen
Kansallismuse, Helsinki (inv. no. NM18402:1). Another is
preserved in the National Museum of Ireland, Dublin
(inv.no. WK-24). See I. Pierce 2002, pp. 54-57.
£7000-9000

105
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106
A MEDIEVAL SWORD, MID-13TH/14TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with broad tapering double-edged
blade cut with a long fuller on each side (bent slightly in
profile, one small crack), steel hilt comprising straight
cross-piece of slightly faceted square section, and strongly
formed wheel pommel
76.5cm; 30Bin blade
This sword conforms to Oakeshott type XII.
£4000-5000
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108

107
107
A MEDIEVAL SWORD, 14TH CENTURY

108
A RAPIER, LATE 16TH CENTURY

in excavated condition, with tapering blade of flatteneddiamond section (the upper half missing), slightly downslanting slender quillons, wheel pommel, and retaining a
very small portion of its grip

in excavated condition, with blade of flattened-hexagonal
section retaining traces of an inscription within a short
fuller on each side, steel hilt including a pair of straight
quillons with spherical terminals, outer ring-guard en suite
with the quillons, large spherical pommel retaining some
chiselled decoration in imitation of a mulberry, and with a
portion of an early grip (losses)

33cm; 13in blade
£900-1400

89.5cm; 35Din blade
£200-300
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109
A RARE MILITARY BACKSWORD ‘KATZBALGER’, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY, GERMAN OR SWISS
in excavated condition, with broad blade double-edged for
its upper third, cut with two slender fullers along its backedge, tapering rectangular ricasso (slightly bent in profile),
steel hilt comprising a pair of very strongly recurved
quillons, each formed of a writhen bar with moulded
terminal drawn-out to a button-shaped finial, small ringguard interrupted by a series of spherical mouldings, innerguard of a single diagonal bar joined to the quillon-block by
a short arm, knuckle-guard and an additional outer-guard
each interrupted by a central moulding en suite with the
ring-guard, the latter joined to the quillon, and strongly
fluted oval pommel decorated with a writhen band
(cleaned)
87.7cm; 34Iin blade
Swords of this type are extremely rare. Another example
with an almost identical hilt is preserved in the Royal
Armouries, Leeds (inv. no. IX-898). See A. R. Dufty 1974, p.
17 pl. 17a. A related hilt, lacking the additional front guard,
is preserved in the collections of the Princes Odescalchi,
Rome. (inv. no. 1370). See N. di Carpegna 1969, p. 37 no.
209.
£7000-9000
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110
110
A FINE SWEPT-HILT RAPIER, CIRCA 1600, PROBABLY
ITALIAN
with blade of flattened-diamond section, cut with a short
fuller and stamped with a cross mark on each side,
rectangular ricasso incised with a line around the border
and stamped with two further cross marks on each side,
steel hilt of slender faceted bars, comprising a pair of
straight quillons with delicately moulded bases and fluted
bud-shaped terminals with a slender moulded collar
behind, knuckle-guard with terminal en suite with the
quillons, outer ring-guard joined to the knuckle-guard by an
additional bar, two lower ring-guards, a pair of arms, fluted
écusson, inner-guard of four very slender bars joined to the

knuckle-guard by a single bar, the principal bars interrupted
by fluted mouldings en suite with the quillons, and fluted
ovoid pommel, and with an early grip, probably the
original, of alternating bands of plaited copper and silver
wire retained by a spiralling pattern of brass wire and with
Turk’s heads
107cm; 42Bin blade
A rapier with a hilt of this form and closely related
decoration is preserved in the Victoria & Albert Museum,
London, inv. no. M.104-1929. See J. F. Hayward 1963 no. 15
and L. G. Boccia & E. T. Coelho 1975, no. 561.
£9000-11000
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111
111
A NORTH EUROPEAN PAPPENHEIMER RAPIER, CIRCA
1630
with straight blade of flattened-hexagonal section,
rectangular ricasso struck with a series of marks,
symmetrical steel hilt of faceted bars interrupted by
delicately filed mouldings, comprising vertically recurved
quillons with bud-shaped tips, fluted écusson, knuckle58

guard, upper ring-guard joined to the knuckle-guard by an
additional bar, two lower ring-guards of decreasing size,
fitted between with a scalloped plate, faceted ovoid
pommel chiselled with a central foliate band (areas of light
pitting), and the grip bound with plaited wire and ‘Turks’
heads’
94cm; 37in blade
£4000-5000

112
112
A GERMAN SWEPT-HILT RAPIER WITH BLUED STEEL
HILT, CIRCA 1600
with sharply tapering blade of diamond section, tapering
ricasso stamped with a mark, probably the letters ST
arranged vertically beneath a crown for Wolfgang Stantler
(worn), reblued steel hilt of flattened rounded bars,
comprising down-curved forward-canted quillon with
flattened globular pierced terminal (repairs), knuckle-guard
with flattened globular terminal, bifurcated outer ring-guard
joining the arms of the hilt at the base, lower ring-guard,
trifurcated inner guard, and flattened barrel-shaped
pommel (the hilt refinished and repaired), and later grip
bound with plaited silver wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

This sword belongs to the well known group of rapiers
associated with the Munich Town Guard. The present
example varies in the use of an s-shaped as opposed to a
curved bar joining the outer ring to the lower ring-guard.
Others are preserved in the Royal Armouries, Leeds, the
Musée Royal de l’Armée et d’Histoire Militaire, Brussels,
and the Wallace Collection. Another example from this
group was sold Sotheby’s Olympia, 29th June 2005, lot 34
(£14,400, including premium). For a discussion of this
group see A.V.B.Norman 1980, pp.127-129.
£5500-6500

91cm; 35Pin blade
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113
113
A FINE GERMAN SWORD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with broad double-edged blade of flattened-hexagonal
section, cut with a short fuller on each side and stamped
with a stylised running wolf mark at the forte on one side,
the ricasso left blunt for the fingers, steel hilt of flattened
rounded bars, comprising a pair of écusson, strongly
down-curved quillon with rounded terminal, knuckle-guard,
and a pair of down-curved arms each en suite with the
quillon, pierced pommel formed of a pair of fleur-de-lys
arranged vertically, and retaining an early grip of plaited
brass wire
82.3cm; 32Gin blade

60

This sword was probably intended for use by an Austrian
Imperial Guard or a similar body. Four further examples are
preserved in the Hofjagd-und Rüstkammer, Vienna (inv.
nos. A896, 1558, 1562 and 1584). Another example, with
associated blade, is preserved in the James A. de
Rothschild Collection at Waddesdon Manor. See C. Blair
1974, pp.97-98.
£3000-4000

114

115

114
AN ENGLISH PILLOW SWORD, CIRCA 1660
in excavated condition, the blade retaining traces of a brass
inlaid running wolf mark and cutler’s mark (the upper
portion missing), steel hilt including a pair of large flattened
globular quillons and lobated pommel, chiselled throughout
with portrait profile medallions within framework of silver
pellets
53cm; 20N in blade
£50-70

116
116
A GERMAN EXECUTIONER’S SWORD, LATE 17TH/18TH
CENTURY

with double-edged blade stamped ‘Enrique Coel’ and ‘en
Alemania’ on the respective faces within a short fuller, steel
hilt including up-turned shell-guard, a pair of arms, straight
tapering quillons with moulded terminals, knuckle-guard en
suite, and globular pommel and the grip bound with
twisted copper wire

with broad flat blade formed with a blunt near square tip,
cut with a short fuller on each side and etched with the
inscription ‘Justicia’ above the figure of Justice and a
scrollwork panel, one side decorated with a wheel at the
end of the fuller and a bladesmith’s mark at the forte, and
the other with a gibbet (the etching worn), steel hilt
comprising a pair of straight tapering quillons with
moulded bud-shaped finials, plummet-shaped pommel,
and banded grip with later leather covering, in a modern
scabbard

81.2cm; 32in blade

80cm; 31Iin blade

£500-600

£2000-3000

115
A SPANISH MILITARY RAPIER, 18TH CENTURY
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117

118

117
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY
with associated blade cut with two pairs of short fullers
framing the inscription Andrea and Farara on the respective
faces and each interrupted by three King’s Head marks,
steel hilt of rounded bars carrying an alternating
arrangement of rectangular and square fluted panels
pierced with hearts and circles, fluted bun-shaped pommel
(quillon missing), and later grip carved with basket weave
designs and studded with steel nails, in a regimental
leather scabbard with steel mounts
86cm; 33Pin blade
£2000-2500

118
A SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED BROADSWORD, FIRST
QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY
with associated blade cut with a short fuller on each side
enclosed by the inscription ‘Andria Farara’ (polished bright),
steel hilt of rounded bars carrying alternating panels
pierced with hearts and circles, the two outer bars joined
by s-shaped bars, and bun-shaped pommel (later grip, the
hilt heavily pitted, quillon missing, losses)
81cm; 31Pin blade
£800-1200
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119
119
A RARE SCOTTISH BASKET-HILTED REGIMENTAL
BACKSWORD BY KNUBLEY, 11 CHARING CROSS,
LONDON, SECOND HALF OF THE 18TH CENTURY
with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, engraved
on each side with pairs of trophies-of-arms, foliage and
signed in full at the forte (edge nicks), regulation steel
basket-hilt of characteristic type, pierced with circles and
triangles, original conical pommel and wooden grip, in its
original steel-mounted leather scabbard (losses, now in two
pieces)
87.5cm; 34Iin blade
Knubley is recorded at this address circa 1785-92. Swords
of this type are relatively rare and the majority have plain
Birmingham blades of inferior quality, in contrast to the
present example. They were supplied by the colonels of
their regiments and cost around eight shillings and six
pence each. See A. D. Darling 1970, p.17.
£1200-1800

121

120
120
A SCOTTISH DIRK, FIRST QUARTER OF THE 18TH
CENTURY
in excavated condition, with straight single-edged blade cut
with a short slender fuller on each side, retaining some of
its rootwood grip carved with basketweave designs, lightly
engraved brass cap pommel retained by a square iron
button, and the blade applied with a later brass plaque
inscribed ‘Given by Canon Petrie M. A. found at Old
Leanach Culloden Moor 1920’
38.5cm; 15Bin

suspension frog; the third with straight blade inlaid with
brass ornament on its upper portion on each side, steel hilt,
and natural staghorn grip, in its leather scabbard complete
with two buckled loops for suspension; the fourth with
robust blade, steel hilt including down-turned scalloped
shell and a pair of acorn quillons, in its steel-mounted
leather-covered wooden scabbard
the first: 51.2cm; 20Bin
(4)
£1200-1800

£250-300

121
FOUR GERMAN HUNTING SWORDS, 18TH/19TH
CENTURIES
the first with etched blade double-edged towards the point,
decorated with a doe and the inscription ‘Weidmans Heil’
on the respective sides, steel hilt including down-turned
shell-guard and a pair of short moulded quillons, natural
staghorn grip, and in its original leather-covered wooden
scabbard with large steel mounts; the second with straight
fullered blade double-edged towards the tip, retaining
traces of etching at the forte, brass hilt, and natural
staghorn grip, in its brass-mounted leather scabbard with

122
A FRENCH HUNTING SWORD LATE 18TH CENTURY, AND
AN AUSTRIAN EPÉE, MID-19TH CENTURY
the first with tapering blade double-edged over its upper
half, and shaped ivory grip with moulded borders (rivets
missing), in a later velvet-covered wooden scabbard; the
second with etched blade signed by ‘R. W. Ohlig, Wien’,
and brass hilt cast in low relief including down-turned shellguard
the first: 41.7cm; 16Gin blade
(2)
£250-300
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123

124

123
A SMALL-SWORD BY THOMAS GRAY, 41 SACKVILLE ST,
CIRCA 1780
with slender blade of hollow-triangular section, etched and
gilt with scrolls and trophies on a blued panel over the
lower portion, burnished steel hilt, comprising oval dishguard, a pair of slender arms, slightly forward-canted
quillon, knuckle-guard, ovoid pommel and solid grip, fitted
throughout with numerous faceted beads of differing size in
imitation of brilliants, in its original shagreen-covered
scabbard with steel locket and chape, the former inscribed
with the maker’s name and address (the lower portion of
the scabbard missing, split along the seam)

125
124
A FRENCH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1750
with associated hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolls
over the forte (light pitting), steel hilt including doubleshell-guard, globular quillon, knuckle-guard, and ovoid
pommel, chiselled throughout in low relief with rococo
ornament including bouquets of flowers within oval frames,
garlands and scrollwork all against a gilt ground (losses),
and the grip with later binding of silver ribband and plaited
copper wire
80.5cm; 31N in blade
£600-800

80.5cm; 31N blade
Thomas Gray worked at Sackville Street circa 1749-1820.
He was a prominent Royal retail jeweller, cutler and
goldsmith. He was immortalized in Jane Austen’s Sense
and Sensibility as the ‘Gray’s of Sackville Street’ where the
‘Miss Dashwoods’ went to negotiate an exchange for a few
old-fashioned jewels of their mother’ (Chapter XXXIII). See.
L. Southwick 2001, p. 126.
£600-800

125
A DUTCH SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1720
with associated hollow-triangular blade, silver hilt cats and
chased in low relief, comprising double shell-guard
decorated with differing fencing scenes on each side within
a framework of rococo foliage, a pair of plain arms, quillonblock decorated with a swordsman on each side knuckleguard interrupted by a foliate moulding, globular pommel
decorated en suite with the guard and solid grip decorated
with scrolls and a reclining warrior on each face
71.8cm; 28Din blade
£600-800
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126
126
A SILVER-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, LATE 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY ENGLISH
with associated blade etched with a panel of strapwork at
the forte, silver hilt cast and chased in low relief,
comprising double shell-guard decorated with gadrooning
and flowerheads, a pair of fluted arms, down-turned fluted
bud-shaped quillon, fluted knuckle-guard interrupted by a
foliate moulding, and fluted globular pommel, and the grip
with later binding of silver wire and ‘Turk’s heads’
75cm; 29Iin
£500-700

127
127
A BRASS-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740
with associated blade of flattened-hexagonal section, giltbrass hilt including double shell-guard pierced and
chiselled with foliage inhabited by a fox set upon by a pair
of hounds enclosed within a framework of scrolling foliage
entwined with serpents, pierced quillon-block, globular
quillon and knuckle-guard chiselled with scrolling foliage,
pierced globular pommel en suite with the shell, and later
grip of plaited copper wire and ribband, and with a copper
inventory tag
76cm; 30in blade
£350-450
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128

129

128
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1750
with associated hollow-triangular blade, steel hilt
comprising double shell-guard pierced and chiselled with a
trellis pattern of foliage centring on a rose within an oval,
the borders decorated with swags, slightly forward-canted
globular quillon, quillon-block and knuckle-guard chiselled
with foliage and flowers, and ovoid pommel matching the
shell-guard, and the grip with later binding of silver wire
and copper ribband
81cm; 31Pin blade
£350-450

130
130
A CONTINENTAL SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740,
PROBABLY FRENCH
with hollow-triangular blade etched with a panel of
scrollwork and retaining some gilding at the forte, chiselled
and gilt steel hilt including double shell-guard with
moulded rim, decorated on each face with bouquets of
foliage and scrolling flowers, fluted globular quillon, fluted
knuckle-guard interrupted by a foliate moulding, and
globular pommel decorated en suite with the shell, and the
grip with a later binding of plaited silver wire and ‘Turk’s
heads’ (the gilding with areas of wear)
77cm; 30Gin blade
£300-400

129
A STEEL-HILTED SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1800
with hollow-triangular blade etched and gilt with scrolling
foliage and a garland on a blued panel at the forte and
signed with the bladesmith’s initials ‘H K’, steel hilt
including oval dish-guard with notched rim, the inner face
decorated with concentric bands of faceted beads and a
scalloped washer in the centre (the arms shortened),
knuckle-guard and flattened ovoid pommel decorated en
suite and swelling spirally fluted grip decorated with further
arrangements of beadwork
83.3cm; 32N in blade
£300-400
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131
A CONTINENTAL EPÉE, 19TH CENTURY
with etched hollow-triangular blade, gilt-brass hilt engraved
with foliage, including down-turned shell-guard spherical
pommel chiselled with foliage, in its leather scabbard with
gilt-brass mounts decorated en suite (the lower portion of
the scabbard, worn), and retaining its bullion knot
79.2cm;31Bin blade
£60-80

132

133

132
A FINE RONDEL DAGGER, LATE 15TH CENTURY, ITALIAN
OR FRENCH

133
A NORTH EUROPEAN BALLOCK DAGGER, 17TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY FLEMISH

with strongly tapering single-edged blade of triangular
section, the back-edge formed with two broad recessed
panels on each side and struck with a cutler’s mark
towards the forte, spirally carved horn grip swelling
towards the base and fitted with a beaded copper cap, the
pommel enclosed by a scalloped copper collar with
ropework edge, foliate button washer, and retaining traces
of gilding

with tapering single-edged blade formed with a robust
faceted back-edge, struck with a copper-lined maker’s mark
and retaining traces of engraved decoration at the forte on
one side, blackened hardwood grip formed with a pair of
characteristic nodules at the base, fitted with an iron plaque
enclosing the forte, and rising to a slightly swollen pommel
fitted with a star-shaped button washer

39.5cm; 15Iin

39cm; 15Gin
£1800-2500

Daggers of this form have been classified as Burgundian
due to a number of them having grips decorated with a
‘knotted’ pattern similar to that of the heraldic ragged
staves of Burgundy. This has been justifiably discounted
and the group has been attributed to an Italian workshop or
possibly one in France. Another example is preserved in
the James A. de Rothschild Collection at Waddesdon
Manor (cat. no. 56). See C. Blair 1974, pp. 161-162.
£3000-5000
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134
134
A RONDEL DAGGER, LATE 15TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of flattenedtriangular section, steel hilt formed of a circular guard
incorporating a grip ferrule and cap pommel drawn-out to a
nodular button, and retaining its wooden grip

135
135
A RONDEL DAGGER FORMED ENTIRELY OF STEEL, 15TH
CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of hollowdiamond section, tubular grip flaring out at the base, and
fitted with matching cap pommel with a plate at the top

31.5cm; 12Gin

39.5cm; 15Iin

£400-600

£400-600
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136
136
A NORTH EUROPEAN BALLOCK DAGGER, 17TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY FLEMISH
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of diamondsection, recessed at the forte and inlaid with a pierced
brass rosette panel, dark hardwood hilt of characteristic
form (repairs) fitted with a pair of shaped brass plates at
the base, and the pommel fitted with a fluted brass cap
33.7cm; 13Din

137
137
A BALLOCK DAGGER, 17TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with tapering blade of flatteneddiamond section, spirally carved bone hilt of characteristic
form with a pair of vestigial nodules at the base, fitted with
a thick steel plate and a brass fillet over the forte, and the
pommel retaining a portion of its star-shaped washer
28.3cm; 11in
£500-700

‡ £400-600
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138
AN IMPORTANT SPANISH PLUG BAYONET OF
EXHIBITION QUALITY BY EUSEBIO ZULOAGA, DATED
1848

further herms, classical warriors, exotic beasts, putti and
allegorical figures within a silver linear frame, the edges
damascened in gold with scrolling foliage, and remaining in
very good crisp condition throughout

with steel blade double-edged towards the tip, each face
damascened with a shaped panel of scrolling foliage
behind the principal edge, chiselled with a series of goldbordered scrolling fullers over the remaining surface and
enriched with gold pellets, the back-edge chiselled en suite
and following the contour of the grooves, stamped with the
date in gilt letters ‘A.1848’ in the centre and signed in gold
within a gilt oval at the forte, steel hilt formed with a pair of
short slightly down-curved quillons with c-shaped
terminals, swelling grip rising to a lobated pommel
matching the quillons and drawn-out to an attenuated
‘plug’, finely pierced and chiselled throughout with a
symmetrical pattern of foliage enriched with gold and silver
damascene, inhabited on one side by putti holding the
attributes of music and literature on the quillons, a pair of
addorsed herms with cornucopia tails, exotic birds, flowers
and a pair of winged demi-figures on the grip, and with
further figures holding banners and bouquets accompanied
by differing birds and winged masks on the other side, all
enclosed within a silver linear frame enriched with gold
scrollwork, in its steel scabbard pierced, chiselled and
damascened with foliage en suite with the hilt, inhabited by

42.2cm; 16Kin
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Eusebio Zuloaga (1808-1898) and his family are well known
as armourers of outstanding quality. The present bayonet
was made in the same year that Eusebio returned from one
of several trips to Paris and commenced work on the
restoration of the Spanish Royal Armoury which opened in
1849. It is likely that he and his son Placido worked on the
damascened parade armour of Philip II by Desiderius
Colman. This lot is distinguished from Eusebio’s other work
in the form of the blade and the hilt. The former is almost
certainly inspired by Iberian falcata of the 4th/5th Century
B.C. which would be most fashionable within the context of
the mid-19th Century interest in archaeological antiquities.
For a discussion of The Zuloaga Family see J. D. Lavin
1986, pp.63-156 and J. D. Lavin 1997.
This bayonet is apparently unrecorded.
Thomas Del Mar Ltd gratefully acknowledges Professor
James D. Lavin for his assistance in the preparation of this
catalogue entry.
‡ £12000-18000
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139
139
A SPANISH PAPER KNIFE OF BLUED STEEL, LAST
QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY

140
140
A SILVER-MOUNTED TROUSSE, 18TH/19TH CENTURY

formed in one piece, with single-edged blade formed with
a shaped clipped-back tip (small chip), decorated with
flowers and scrollwork in two different colours of gold over
the forte, and tapering handle of neo-renaissance form
decorated en suite

comprising Dutch knife with faceted silver grip engraved
with tulips and mythological figures, silver-topped bodkin,
in an associated rayskin-covered wooden scabbard, with
silver mounts top and bottom decorated with cusped
borders, and the locket decorated with the owner’s initial
‘M’ beneath a crown

19.8cm; 7Pin

20.5cm; 8Bin

The decoration is strikingly similar to the work of the
Zuloaga family, see footnote to previous lot.

£300-400

£180-220

141
A COLLECTION OF SIX SWEDISH BARREL KNIVES MID19TH CENTURY
varying in length from 11in (28cms) to 3in (8cms) overall,
folded, the barrels of maple with steel mounts
(6)
£200-250
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142

143

142
A TWO-HAND SWORD IN GERMAN LATE 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

143
A TWO-HAND SWORD IN LATE 16TH CENTURY STYLE,
19TH CENTURY

with wavy blade swelling towards the tip, stamped
‘Stantler’ on each side at the forte, rectangular ricasso fitted
with a pair of slender crescentic lugs, steel hilt of faceted
bars comprising slightly drooping quillons with tightly
curled terminals, fitted with additional lugs en suite behind
the terminals and a further pair beneath, inner and outer
ring-guards, plummet-shaped pommel, and leather-covered
moulded wooden grip

with double-edged blade swelling slightly towards the tip,
rectangular ricasso formed with a pair of crescentic lugs
towards the base of the blade, steel hilt including a pair of
straight quillons with button-shaped terminals, side-rings
and plummet-shaped pommel, and leather-covered
wooden grip

124.5cm; 49in blade

126.5cm; 49 Nin blade
£600-800

£2000-3000
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144
AN EXECUTIONER’S SWORD IN SPANISH 16TH CENTURY
STYLE AND ANOTHER EXECUTIONER’S SWORD, 19TH
CENTURY
the first with broad flat blade formed with a rounded tip,
cut with a broad shallow fuller on each side and with a brief
inscription, steel hilt including a pair of flattened strongly
down-curved quillons pierced with a fretted arrangement of
diamonds and quatrefoils, and flattened pierced arrowshaped pommel, in a modern leather-covered wooden
scabbard; the second with heavy flat blade with rounded
tip, steel hilt including a pair of straight quillons and fluted
globose pommel
the first: 62.5cm; 24Iin blade
(2)
£400-600

145
A SCOTTISH DIRK AND TARGE, 20TH CENTURY
the dirk with with scalloped blade, white metal-mounted hilt
engraved with the owners crest, a crescent, and the motto
‘Virtute Cresco’ on the ferrule, and the grip carved with
basketweave designs, in its scabbard, the targe covered
with leather tooled with traditional designs over the outer
face and studded with numerous copper nails
the first: 43cm; 17in
(2)
£80-120
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146
146
A FINE BOAR SWORD IN GERMAN 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, LATE 19TH CENTURY

with an engraved silver plaque en suite with the quillons,
and two-stage moulded grip, the upper portion encased
with a further silver plaque matching the pommel

with leaf-shaped blade formed with a medial ridge and
fitted with a pair of sprung lugs at the base, long shank of
rectangular section widening at the forte, steel hilt of
faceted bars, comprising a pair of straight quillons swelling
to a pair of bud-shaped finials, each applied with an
engraved silver plaque enclosing the tip, side-ring swelling
towards the centre, an additional thumb-plate filled with a
silver plaque pierced with gothic tracery, inner-guard of a
single bar, large faceted plummet-shaped pommel applied

108.5cm; 42N in blade
This sword is almost certainly the work of the notorious
faker Anton Konrad. It appears to be that illustrated in an
article of 1935 in the Zeitschrift where it is dated to circa
1560. For a discussion of Konrad’s work see H.
Schedelmann 1948.
£2500-3000
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147

148

147
A DECORATED RAPIER IN GERMAN LATE 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

148
A FINE SILVER-ENCRUSTED SWEPT-HILT RAPIER IN LATE
16TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

with straight fullered blade of flattened-diamond section,
etched with a scrollwork panel on each side and with a
classical framework filled respectively with God the father,
Christ-in-Splendour, and six Apostles on one side and the
Virgin Mary, the Host and six Saints on the other,
rectangular ricasso struck with a crowned ‘S’ mark on one
side and a further mark, the letters ‘SW’ within a shield, on
the other, steel hilt of flattened bars, comprising downcurved quillon, outer ring-guard, an additional up-turned
bar at the front, ovoid pommel and inner-guard of two bars,
faceted ovoid pommel, decorated throughout with an
etched pattern of scrolling foliage, and the grip bound with
plaited silver wire retained by a chased silver collar top and
bottom each set with gilt pellets

with slender blade of flattened-diamond section, cut with a
pair of slender fullers pierced with a series of decorative
slots over the lower portion, rectangular ricasso struck with
a mark, B crowned, on one side, steel hilt of flattened
rounded bars, comprising a pair of straight quillons,
knuckle-guard, outer ring-guard of three bars, the upper
joining the knuckle-guard to lower, a pair of arms,
trifurcated inner-guard, and large barrel-shaped pommel,
decorated throughout with encrusted silver on a gilt
ground, the principal bars with a running pattern of silver
flowers and foliage inhabited by squirrels and snails, a
cherubic mask on the écusson on each face, silver pellets
on the inner-guard, and the pommel decorated with an oval
frame filled respectively by St George Slaying the Dragon
on the front and the shipwreck of St Paul on the back, the
sides each with a neo-renaissance mask issuant with
scrolling foliage, and the grip bound with a spiralling
pattern of plaited wire and ‘Turk’s heads’

100cm; 39Din blade
£2000-3000

101.5cm; 40in blade
£2500-3000
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149
149
A LEFT-HAND DAGGER IN SPANISH MID-17TH CENTURY
STYLE, LATE 19TH/20TH CENTURY
with two-stage blade formed with a notched ricasso steel
hilt formed of a pair of straight quillons with swollen
terminals, up-turned guard pierced and chiselled with
foliage inhabited by birds-of-prey and putti, fluted pommel,
and the grip bound with twisted wire
54cm; 21Din
£600-800

150
A FINELY CHISELLED CUP-HILT RAPIER IN SPANISH MID17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
with blade of flattened-diamond section, plain ricasso, steel
hilt comprising deep cup-guard, the outer face pierced and
chiselled with a symmetrical arrangement of foliage
involving pairs of harpies and cornucopia centring on an
expanded flowerhead on each side, boldly flanged brim
pierced with a running pattern of foliage, a pair of straight
steel quillons with chiselled moulded terminals, écusson
chiselled with vine foliage, knuckle-guard interrupted by a
moulding, and solid pommel finely chiselled with a devil’s

150

151

mask surmounted by a harpy front and back and portrait
medallions on each side
104cm; 41in blade
£2000-2500

151
A LEFT-HAND DAGGER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY AND A HUNTING KNIFE, 17TH CENTURY
the first with fullered double-edged blade steel hilt
including a pair of straight writhen quillons with faceted
button terminals, strongly up-turned guard pierced with
foliage inhabited by exotic birds centring on a large oval
warrior profile medallion, and wire-bound grip; the second
with tapering blade of v-section, and steel hilt fitted with a
bone grip panel on each side (worn)
the first: 57.5cm; 22Kin
(2)
‡ £300-500
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152

153

155

152
A CUP-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY

154
AN EXECUTIONER’S SWORD IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE,
19TH CENTURY

with 17th Century blade stamped ‘Oaila’, steel hilt including
a pair of straight writhen quillons with button terminals,
knuckle-guard en suite, cup-guard pierced and chiselled
with strapwork frames filled with scrolling foliage centring
on grotesque masks, knop-shaped pommel, and wire
bound grip

with very broad flat blade retaining traces of an inscription
between a Maltese cross one one side and further
inscription including a cross potent on the other, steel hilt
comprising a pair of straight quillons with pierced shaped
terminals, applied with a Maltese cross on each side of the
quillon block, pierced openwork pommel, and wire bound
grip

110.5cm; 43Iin blade
£500-700

77.5cm; 30I in blade
£250-300

153
A LARGE CUP-HILT RAPIER IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE,
19TH CENTURY
with tapering double-edged blade stamped with a brief
inscription within the fuller on each face, steel hilt including
pierced cup-guard chiselled with foliage, a pair of short
writhen quillons with bud-shaped finials inlaid with brass,
and ovoid pommel decorated en suite with the quillon
terminals, and fishskin-covered grip (the steel parts pitted)
128cm; 50Gin blade
£250-300

155
A SWORD IN ITALIAN MID-16TH CENTURY STYLE AND A
SWORD IN GERMAN EARLY 16TH CENTURY STYLE, LATE
19TH CENTURY
with broad double-edged blade, steel hilt cast in low relief
with warriors in differing attitudes of combat, including a
pair of drooping quillons, side-ring and shield-shaped
pommel; the second with blade of flattened-diamond
section, steel hilt including a pair of horizontally recurved
quillons, and faceted plummet-shaped pommel
the first: 94.5cm; 37Bin blade
(2)
The first is based on the example preserved in the Musée
de l’Armée, Paris, (inv. no. J. 79).
£300-400
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156

156
A LANCE HEAD, PROBABLY 16TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with reinforced tip and conical
socket left open on the inside
14.5cm; 5N in high
‡ £100-150

157
157
A GERMAN MACE, MID-16TH CENTURY
formed entirely of steel, with head of six shaped flanges,
each reinforced in the centre, moulded central finial,
tapering cylindrical haft pierced for a thong and the grip
incised with a spiral pattern, (pitted throughout)
61.2cm; 24Bin
£1500-2000
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158
158
A RARE FRENCH DECORATED PARTISAN, SECOND
QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY
with broad tapering blade formed with a medial ridge and a
pair of up-turned lugs at the base, engraved on each side
with scrolling foliage enclosing a shield charged with a
rampant lion and a pair of addorsed dog masks issuant
with foliage at the base (light pitting), engraved faceted
socket pierced by a transverse bolt formed as dragon with
protruding coiled tail, on its original wooden haft carved
with numerous nodules set with brass capped nails (small
losses) and fitted with a conical iron shoe
72cm; 28Din head
£2000-3000
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159
159
A RARE GERMAN HALBERD, 17TH CENTURY
with long tapering central spike extending to the socket,
enclosing a large pierced plate, the upper portion formed
as a symmetrical arrangement of scrolling leaves, the lower
portion forming a crescentic head on one side and a downcurved rear spike on the other, punched and engraved with
scrolling linear patterns and tapering threaded socket, on a
wooden haft fitted with four long engraved steel straps
78cm; 30N in head
£1000-1200

160

161

162

160
A STYRIAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

162
A STYRIAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

with long tapering central spike, curved axe-blade pierced
with three groups of holes and incised with crescents, rear
spike stamped with three holes and a circular mark on one
side, short socket, and a pair of long straps (one broken),
on a wooden haft fitted with an additional pair of straps

with long tapering central spike of diamond-section,
forward-leaning curved axe blade pierced with three
groups of circles, pierced rear fluke stamped with the mark
of Pankraz Taller, tapering socket, and a pair of long straps,
on an early wooden haft fitted with an additional pair of
straps (the lower portion replaced)

76cm; 30in head
£700-900

62cm; 24Gin head
See footnote to previous lot.

161
A STYRIAN HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH
CENTURY

£600-800

with long tapering central spike of diamond-section,
forward-leaning curved axe blade pierced with three
groups of circles (the forward tip slightly bent), pierced rear
fluke stamped with the mark of Pankraz Taller, in a shield
four pellets divided by a saltire, tapering socket, and a pair
of long straps, on an early wooden haft fitted with an
additional pair of straps (the lower portion replaced)
83cm; 32N in head
A number of halberds by this maker are preserved in the
Landeszeughaus, Graz.
£700-900
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164

165

166

163
AN ITALIAN HALBERD, LATE 16TH CENTURY

165
A SCYTHE, 18TH CENTURY

with central spike of diamond section, forward-leaning
crescentic axe-blade with reinforced tip, a pair of pierced
lugs behind, and a pair of short straps (surface rust), on a
portion of a later wooden haft

with recurved single-edged blade swelling towards the tip,
stamped on one side with stylized flowers and foliage,
tapering socket, on a later wooden haft

64.8cm; 25I in head

35.5cm; 14in head
£200-300

£250-350

164
A HALBERD, LAST QUARTER OF THE 16TH CENTURY,
GERMAN OR SWISS
with slender central spike, forward-leaning axe-blade
pierced with three groups of holes and with a pair of
vestigial lugs behind, rear spike pierced en suite and
stamped with three pellets front and back and a mark on
one side, a pair of long straps, on an early wooden haft
enriched with small brass flowerhead nails
53.5cm; 21in head
A halberd stamped with same mark is preserved in the
Solothurn Zeughaus. See R. Wegeli 1905, cat. no. 487.
£600-800
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166
TWO GERMAN HALBERDS, THE FIRST MID-16TH
CENTURY
with tapering central spike flattened at the base, forward
leaning axe-blade, rear spike formed with two notches at its
base, and a pair of very short straps (painted black
throughout), on a later wooden haft; the second in 16th
Century style, with two-stage central spike with a mark on
one side, forward leaning axe-blade pierced with a
quatrefoil, a pair of long straps, on a wooden haft
the first: 52.5cm; 20Kin head
(2)
£350-450

167

168

167
A RARE GERMAN BOAR SPEAR, 17TH CENTURY

168
A GERMAN BOAR SPEAR AND COVER, 17TH CENTURY

with leaf-shaped blade formed with a medial ridge,
stamped with a maker’s mark, in a shield the letter T
crossed, a series of fourteen bolt-shaped marks on one
side and fifteen on the other, perhaps representing the
number of kills, tapering tubular socket retained by a
transverse bolt incorporating a steel toggle on one side, on
an early chip-carved wooden haft with conical steel shoe

with heavy leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section
tapering socket of hexagonal section, on an early chestnut
haft bound with a pattern of leather trellis, embossed with
the letters HH at the top, and complete with a
contemporary cover of leather over wood with traces of a
red seal

40cm; 15N in head

35.5cm; 14in head
£1200-1800

£1500-2000
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170
169
A GERMAN HALBERD, EARLY 17TH CENTURY AND
ANOTHER, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
the first with tapering central spike, pierced crescentic axeblade, rear spike, and a pair of straps (pitted, losses), on a
later wooden haft; the second stamped with a mark at the
base (pitted); and a socket bayonet (pitted), on a wooden
haft

173
172
A GEORGE II STATE PARTISAN OF THE YEOMAN OF THE
GUARD, CIRCA 1820-30

(3)

with tapering central blade of flattened diamond-section,
the base of broad crescentic form incorporating two pairs
of short straight ribbon-like lugs, moulded socket, large
pierced collar, the head engraved ‘GR2’, and a pair of
straps, on an early wooden haft with iron shoe (the steel
parts pitted, haft extensively wormed, the lower portion
replaced)

£40-50

69.8cm; 27Iin head

170
A HALBERD IN SWISS 16TH CENTURY STYLE

A number of State Partisans decorated with the cyphers of
King George IV and Queen Victoria are preserved in the
Royal Armouries, Leeds. They were re-used and decorated
as each monarch changed, making the present example a
rare survivor. See C.J. Ffoulkes 1915, pp.229-230, nos. 347370.

the first: 87cm; 34Din head

with two-stage central spike flattened and widening at the
base, slightly curved forward-leaning axe-blade pierced
with a series of four slipped circles, and a pair of long
straps
62cm; 24Din head
£400-500

171
A PIKE, 17TH CENTURY
with slender leaf-shaped blade of hollow-diamond section,
moulded at the base, tapering socket, and a pair of long
straps, on a wooden haft partially covered with fabric
studded with numerous fluted rivets
58.5cm; 23in head
£150-200
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£200-250

173
A SPEAR IN GERMAN LATE GOTHIC STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY
formed of a long tapering spike of square-section, swelling
to a diamond-shaped panel at the base, short tapering
socket, fitted with an octagonal plate incised with lines at
the base, on its wooden haft studded with nails
88.5cm; 34Pin head
£300-400

174
A DECORATED HALBERD AFTER THE GERMAN STYLE OF
1558 FOR THE EMPEROR FERDINAND I, 19TH CENTURY
cast in one piece, decorated on each side with the Imperial
cypher, a coronet impaled by the ragged staves of
Burgundy, and the date, all against a stippled ground
enriched with foliage (worn), on a portion of its wooden
haft (the lower half missing)
60cm; 23Kin head

174

£250-300

175
A DECORATED HALBERD AFTER THE GERMAN STYLE OF
1620 FOR PARIS GRAF LODRON, PRINCE ARCHBISHOP
OF SALZBURG, 19TH CENTURY
cast in one piece, decorated on each side with the
Archbishop’s arms beneath a Cardinal’s cap and the date,
all against a stippled ground enriched with scrolling foliage,
on a portion of its wooden haft (the lower half missing)
67.5cm; 26Kin head

175

£250-300

176
A BOAR SPEAR IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY
cast in one piece, with leaf-shaped blade, tubular socket,
and retaining traces of etched decoration throughout
(pitted), on its wooden haft bound with a trellis pattern of
leather (the lower half missing)
35.5cm; 14in head
176
£200-250

177
A MACE IN GERMAN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, LATE
19TH/20TH CENTURY
with head of six wedge-shaped flanges each thickening
towards the tip, fitted with a circular plate at the top, in the
centre and at the base, small central spike, and faceted haft
fitted with tubular grip bound with plaited wire

177

55.8cm; 22in
£250-350

178
A MACE IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

178

with head formed of four pierced shaped flanges, moulded
haft, and red velvet-covered grip with bullion thread top
and bottom
67cm; 26Gin
£300-400
85

179

179
Nikolai Bakulin (d.1952), or follower of
portrait of a seated cossack, oil on panel, framed
26.5cm; 10Gin x 21cm; 8Din
£800-1000

180
A FINE RUSSIAN SHASKA OF PRESENTATION QUALITY,
ZLATOUST, LATE 19TH CENTURY
with curved blade double-edged at the point, cut with a
broad shallow fuller on each face, etched, blued and gilt on
a frosted ground with scrollwork panels and the Imperial
double eagle on one side and further scrollwork, the cyrillic
letters VM and the Zlatoust Arms Manufactory inscription
on the other, the back-edge decorated with a panel of
etched blued and gilt scrollwork at the forte, gilt-brass hilt
of characteristic form chased with scrolls on a punched
ground, in its leather-covered wooden scabbard with giltbrass mounts cast and chased en suite with the hilt,
including two suspension bands with brass rings
79.5cm; 31Din blade
£8000-10000

86

87

181

182

181
A RARE RUSSIAN DRAGOON OFFICER’S PALLASCH, LATE
18TH CENTURY

182
A RARE RUSSIAN DRAGOON PALLASCH, LATE 18TH
CENTURY

with broad double-edged blade stamped with two
inspector’s marks at the forte and with a short rectangular
ricasso, regulation brass hilt (small cracks and brazed
repairs), including thumb-loop and finely chiselled
lionshead pommel, stamped with further inspectors marks
on the knuckle-guard and the quillon, leather-covered
wooden grip (small losses), in its regulation brass-mounted
leather scabbard (broken in two places), the locket
incorporating a long belt hook

with broad double-edged blade, short rectangular ricasso,
regulation brass hilt, including thumb-loop and chiselled
lionshead pommel, stamped with inspectors marks on the
knuckle-guard (rubbed), leather-covered wooden grip, in its
regulation leather-covered wooden scabbard with brass
belt hook

86.2cm; 34in blade
£3500-4500

88

86cm; 33Pin blade
£3000-5000

183

184

183
A RUSSIAN NICHOLAS II MODEL 1909 PRESENTATION
SHASKA FOR BRAVERY, CIRCA 1894-1904

184
A RUSSIAN NICHOLAS II MODEL 1909 SHASKA, CIRCA
1909-17

with slightly curved regulation blade cut with a pair of
narrow fullers along the back-edge, engraved with the
Imperial cypher and two inspector’s marks on one side and
the crowned Imperial double eagle on the respective faces,
the back-edge with a brief cyrillic inscription, brass stirrup
hilt with bravery inscription on the cross-guard, the
pommel with the crowned Imperial cypher and with the
badge of the Order of St Anne, banded wooden grip, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with regulation brass
mounts

with slightly curved blade double-edged at the point, cut
with a pair of narrow fullers, engraved with the crowned
Imperial cypher and the crowned Imperial eagle on the
respective sides at the forte and stamped with inspector’s
marks, the back-edge with a brief cyrillic inscription, giltbrass regulation stirrup hilt, the pommel cast with the
Imperial cypher, in its leather-covered wooden scabbard
with regulation brass mounts

73cm; 28Nin blade

£800-1200

74cm; 29Bin blade

£1500-2000
89

185

186

185
A RUSSIAN ALEXANDER II MODEL 1881 OFFICER’S
SHASKA, CIRCA 1881

186
A RUSSIAN ALEXANDER III MODEL 1881 OFFICER’S
SHASKA, ZLATOUST, CIRCA 1881-94

with slightly curved regulation blade cut with a pair of
narrow fullers along the back-edge, engraved with the
Imperial cypher and crowned Imperial double eagle within
a scrollwork panel on the respective sides at the forte,
regulation brass stirrup hilt, and later spirally carved grip, in
its leather-covered wooden scabbard with regulation brass
mounts

with slightly curved regulation blade, etched with
scrollwork, Zlatoust Arms Manufactory inscription and the
Imperial cypher on one side and the crowned Imperial
double eagle on the other, regulation brass hilt including
cap pommel cast with the Imperial cypher (top plate
replaced), and banded horn grip (one small hole), in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with regulation brass
mounts

78cm; 30Nin blade
£300-400

73.5cm; 29in blade
£600-800
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187

188

189

187
A COSSAK MODEL 1881 SHASKA, DATED 1918

189
A CAUCASIAN SHASKA, DATED 1899

with slightly curved regulation blade stamped with
inspector’s marks, arsenal inscription and the date at the
forte, regulation brass hilt, spirally carved hardwood grip, in
its leather-covered wooden scabbard with regulation brass
mounts and provision for a bayonet (now missing)

with curved blade double-edged at the point and cut with a
pair of slender fullers along the back-edge, etched with the
owners initials ‘Z.O.F.’ in cyrillic and the date on one side
and a further abbreviated inscription on the other, the hilt
formed of a pair of dark horn grip-scales, in its leathercovered wooden scabbard with a pair of brass rings for
suspension

86.5cm; 34in blade
£800-1200

77cm; 30Din blade
£400-600

188
A COSSAK SHASKA, CIRCA 1880
with earlier blade engraved with the date 1834 and Zlatoust
arsenal inscription on the back-edge in cyrillic, regulation
brass hilt including pierced pommel for a sword knot, in its
leather-covered wooden scabbard with regulation brass
mounts
85cm; 33I in blade
£400-600

91

190

191

190
A RUSSIAN HUNTING SWORD, ST PETERSBURG, LATE
19TH CENTURY
with broad blade formed with a double-edged point,
stamped with a mark at the forte including the Imperial
double eagle and signed ‘Schaf & Sons, St Petersburg’ in
cyrillic, gilt-brass hilt including a pair of short bud-shaped
quillons, down-turned shell-guard decorated with a
crowned Imperial double eagle enclosed by a hunting horn,
cap pommel, and staghorn grip, in its leather-covered
wooden scabbard with gilt brass mounts chased with
scrolling foliage on a punched ground
47cm; 18I in
£1200-1500

192

cypher, ivorine grip, in its regulation scabbard
38.5cm; 15Din
£800-1200

192
A RARE PAIR OF REGULATION PISTOL HOLSTERS,
POSSIBLY TULA, CIRCA 1800
each with leather-covered wooden body (patches of wear
and crazing), fitted at the top with a compartment for four
cartridges covered by a leather flap retained by a buckle
(one strap missing, the other detached), with two loops for
attaching to the saddle and with brass basal caps each
stamped with a mark, possibly Tula, inside
34.5cm; 13I in

191
A RUSSIAN NICHOLAS II MODEL 1914 DIRK, CIRCA 191417
with plain blade of cruciform section, regulation brass hilt
including cap pommel decorated with the crowned Imperial
92

(2)
£800-1000

193

194

193
A .650 CALIBRE RUSSIAN FLINTLOCK REGULATION
HOLSTER PISTOL, TULA, DATED 1804
with tapering sighted barrel stamped with a series of marks
including Tula military proof at the breech, grooved tang,
stepped bevelled lock inscribed with the date and Tula
arsenal inscription, regulation hardwood full stock moulded
about the lock and mounts (small chips, worn), regulation
brass mounts including spurred pommel and escutcheon
engraved with the Imperial cypher of Alexander I (ramrod
missing)
45.5cm; 17Pin
£1500-2000

194
A BELGIAN PERCUSSION MILITARY RIFLE FOR THE
RUSSIAN MARKET BY P.J. MALHERBE A LIEGE, CIRCA
1825-40
with rebrowned barrel fitted with adjustable back-sight and
with later bayonet bar on the right of the muzzle, signed
border-engraved back-action lock, figured walnut full stock
of regulation type, regulation brass mounts including
escutcheon engraved with the crowned Imperial cypher of
Nicholas I, butt-plate with the Imperial double eagle and
‘no. 903’ on the tang, folding patchbox-cover, a pair of steel
sling swivels, and with a steel ramrod, perhaps the original
76.5cm; 30Bin barrel
£1500-2000
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195
THE PROPERTY OF A LADY AND A GENTLEMAN BY
DIRECT DESCENT FROM THE RECIPIENT
A FINE PRESENTATION SWORD TO LIEUTENANT
COLONEL THE HONORABLE WILLIAM MONSON, DATED
1802
with curved blade double-edged for its last third, etched in
imitation of watering, applied on one face with the gilt
presentation inscription and on the other with the owner’s
blued and gilt monogrammed initials and full crested arms,
each side incorporating a long slender blued and gilt panel
with stylised key terminals and enriched with a spray of
foliage at the forte, gilt-brass stirrup hilt cast and chased in
low relief, comprising slender down-curved quillon,
ropework quillon-block, knuckle-guard decorated with oak
foliage at the top, and lion mask cap pommel, and the grip
retaining its original binding of plaited and twisted silver
wire, in its fishskin-covered wooden scabbard with large
brass mounts comprising finely chiselled locket with the
mask of Mercury on each side in high relief, a pair of bands
for suspension decorated with lilies and clam shells, and
openwork chape decorated with acanthus, and retaining its
red silk and bullion sword knot: in its original mahogany
case lined in red velvet (the lid now glazed for display), and
retaining its original leather belt embroidered with silver
wire and with a brass buckle chiselled with a prowling lion
77.5cm; 30Iin blade
The presentation inscription reads:
‘This scymetar [sic] was presented in the year, MDCCCII, to
the Honorable Lieutenant Colonel William Monson, by the
Non-Commissioned Officers and privates of the LVXXVI,
regiment, as a tribute of respect, esteem and gratitude.’

94

William Monson (1760-1807) received a commission into
the 52nd Regiment of Infantry in 1780 with which he
proceeded to India. He became Captain on 5th August 1785
and took part in the Battle against Tipu Sultan of Mysore.
He commanded a Light Company which successfully
attacked the southern entrenchment of Seringapatam on
22nd February 1792. Monson remained in India after the
peace and became Major in 1795. Two years later he
exchanged into the 76th regiment where he became
Lieutenant General. In 1803 he was appointed to the
command of the first Infantry Brigade at the outbreak of the
Mahratta war. He led the storming party at Allyghur on 4th
September 1803 where he was severely wounded and
incapacitated from field duty for six months. In 1804 he led
a force of four thousand natives to keep watch on Jeswunt
Rao Holkar who was threatening the British ally the Rajah of
Jeypore. When Holkar broke camp and retreated
Southwards Monson pursued him against the orders of
Lord Lake with the intention of alarming Holkar and
disbanding his army. This failed and in the forced retreat
the cavalry was annihilated. Monson managed to escape
with his infantry but attacks on his force continued and he
arrived in Agra on 29th August with only a few hundred of
the original force. In spite of this defeat he was again
employed by Lake in the final operations against Holkar in
Northern India. He acted as second in command to General
Fraser on 21st February 1805 and became the chief
command when his superior was wounded, from which
position Monson wrote a report of the victory to Lord
Wellesley. In 1806 he returned to England where he entered
parliament and died in Bath the following year.

£10000-15000

COLONEL THE HONORABLE
WILLIAM MONSON,
(Not included with this Lot)

VARIOUS PROPERTIES
196
A FINE PRESENTATION SWORD TO ADMIRAL
SARTORIUS BY WIDDOWSON & VEALE, SWORD
CUTLERS NO 73 STRAND, LONDON, RETAILD BY
SALTER, CIRCA 1834
with pipe-backed blade etched over almost its entire
surface with the crowned Royal Arms of Portugal, the
presentation inscription, and the cutler's details all amidst
elaborate scrolls of foliage on one side and further designs
of scrolling foliage and trophies enclosing the motto 'Aut
Honor Aut Nihil' on the other (areas of wear and pitting,
obscured in parts), gilt-brass stirrup hilt comprising quillons
formed as a fasces, knuckle-guard as a branch entwined
with a snake, a pair of langets chiselled with a deity, the
back-strap and pommel formed as a lion's pelt, and finely
chequered ivory grip (one small closed crack), in its original
wooden scabbard with later velvet-covering, (replaced in
its early life), with large gilt-brass mounts cast and chased
in low relief with flowers and scrolling foliage on a
punched ground, and medallions decorated with the the
seated figure of Justice, figures from the antique and a
classical warrior profile
83.5cm; 32Pin blade
The inscription reads:
PRESENTED TO HIS EXCELLENCY VICE ADMIRAL
SARTORIUS LATE COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF H. M. F. HIS
MAJESTY'S SQUADRON BY A FEW OFFICER'S WHO
HAVING SERVED UNDER HIS COMMAND APPRECIATE HIS
HIGH HONOR [SIC]COURAGE INDEFATIGABLE EXERTIONS
IN THE CAUSE OF LIBERTY
£5000-7000
Sir George Rose Sartorius (1790-1885) entered the navy in
June 1801 and joined the Tonnant in October 1804 under
the command of Captain Charles Tyler. He was present in
her at the battle of Trafalgar and was sent to the Daphne
frigate in 1806, in which he was present at Rio de la Plata.
In 1808 he was promoted to be lieutenant of the Success
and took part in the defence of Sicily where he
commanded the boats in bringing out trading vessels from
under heavy fire on shore. The Success was afterwards
employed in the defence of Cadiz, and on 1 Feb. 1812
Sartorius was promoted to the rank of commander. On 14
December 1814 he was appointed to the Slaney in the Bay
of Biscay which was in company with the Bellerophon
when Bonaparte surrendered himself on board her. In
1831 Sartorius was engaged by the exiled Regent of
Portugal, Dom Pedro, as Admiral to command the
Portuguese regency fleet against Dom Miguel, and in that
capacity obtained some marked successes over the
usurper's forces. The difficulties he had to contend with
were very great; he was met by factious opposition from
the Portuguese leaders; the supplies which had been
promised him were not forthcoming, and his men were
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consequently mutinous or deserted at the earliest
opportunity. Sartorius spent much of his own money in
keeping them together, and threatened to carry off the fleet
as a pledge for repayment. Dom Pedro sent two English
officers on board the flagship with authority, one to arrest
Sartorius and bring him on shore, the other to take
command of the squadron. Sartorius, being warned,
made prisoners of both as soon as they appeared on
board. Such a state of things, however, could not last; and
without regret, in June 1833, Sartorius handed over his
disagreeable command to Captain Napier, who, warned by
his predecessor's experience, refused to stir till the money
payment was secured. All that Sartorius gained was the
grand cross of the Tower and Sword, together with the
grand cross of St. Bento d'Avis and the empty title of
Visconte de Piedade. His name had, meantime, been
struck off the list of the English navy, but was restored in
1836. On 21 Aug. 1841 he was knighted, and at the same
time appointed to the Malabar, which he commanded in
the Mediterranean for the next three years. In 1842 he
received the thanks of the president and Congress of the
United States for his efforts to save the U.S. frigate
Missouri, burnt in Gibraltar Bay. In July 1843 off Cadiz he
received on board his ship the regent of Spain, Espartero,
driven out of the country by the revolutionary party. The
Malabar was paid off towards the end of 1844, and
Sartorius had no further service afloat, though he
continued through the remainder of his very long life to
take great interest in naval matters. As early as 1855 he
was said to have proposed to the admiralty to recur to the
ancient idea of ramming an enemy's ship; and though the
same idea probably occurred to many about the same
time, there is little doubt that he was one of the earliest to
bring it forward as a practical suggestion. He became a
rear-admiral on 9 May 1849, vice-admiral 31 Jan. 1856,
admiral 11 Feb. 1861; K.C.B. on 28 March 1865; viceadmiral of the United Kingdom in 1869; admiral of the fleet
on 3 July 1869, and G.C.B. on 23 April 1880. He died at his
house, East Grove, Lymington, on 13 April 1885. He
married, in 1839, Sophia, a daughter of John Lamb, and left
issue three sons, all in the army, of whom two, Majorgeneral Reginald William Sartorius, and Major-general
Euston Henry Sartorius, C.B., won the Victoria Cross; the
other, Colonel George Conrad Sartorius, is a C.B.

197

198
197
A 1796 PATTERN HEAVY CAVALRY TROOPER’S SWORD
BY WOOLLEY, DEAKIN AND DUTTON, CIRCA 1810
of regulation specifications, with spear-point blade (the tip
with a small chip), up-turned guard, in its steel scabbard
86.4cm; 34in blade
Provenance
The Royal House of Hanover, Schloss Marienburg, sold 13th
October 2005, lot 3680.
These makers are recorded circa 1808-12.
£500-700

John Salter died in 1834 after which the company was
reestablished by Widdowson and George Veale (his former
shopman and witness to his will) as Widdowson and Veale.

198
A HEAVY CAVALRY OFFICER’S SWORD, CIRCA 1810
with slightly curved pipe-backed blade with spear point
(holed along the pipe-back for 7in), regulation steel hilt with
its leather liner, leather-covered grip, in its steel scabbard
87.7cm; 34Iin
Provenance
The Royal House of Hanover, Schloss Marienburg, sold 13th
October 2005, lot 3683.
£500-700
97

202
A VICTORIAN COURT SWORD BY HENRY POOLE & CO.
SAVILLE ROW, LONDON
with etched blade, gilt-brass hilt cast in low relief, including
down-turned shell-guard with crowned VR cypher, in its
leather scabbard with engraved gilt-brass mounts and
retaining a portion of its sword knot, complete with its buff
leather cover
82cm; 32Din blade
200

Provenance
Judith, Lady Wentworth, Crabbet Park, Sussex
£100-150

203
A BRASS HILTED SWORD BAYONET, AND FOURTEEN
FURTHER BAYONETS, 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES

202
199
A VICTORIAN 1845 PATTERN INFANTRY OFFICER'S
SWORD BY HAWKES & CO. NO. 3750
of regulation specifications, with etched blade, gilt-brass
hilt, in its nickel-plated scabbard and complete with its
cover
84cm; 33in blade
£150-200

200
AN 1846 PATTERN NAVAL OFFICER’S SWORD BY GIEVE,
MATTHEWS & SEAGROVE LTD, POST 1902

the first for a German Rifled carbine with bayonet bar, 18in
spear pointed blade, lacking spring to the hilt; along with
two Chassepot bayonets; five German WW I bayonets two
with scabbards; a bayonet for a Comblain rifle with 20in
blade; a Chassepot bayonet with scabbard, and the
Chassepot with saw back blade; two Gras bayonets; two
Continental bayonets with double edged blade
(15)
£700-900
204
FIFTEEN VARIOUS BAYONETS AND A LEATHER CROSS
BELT
comprising, a Belgian model 1880 bayonet; a French model
1866 Chassepot bayonet, dated 1868; a French model 1874
Gras bayonet, dated 1877, in its scabbard; a French model
1842 bayonet; a French model 1886/93/16 Lebel bayonet;
two German model 1898/05 butcher knife bayonets, one
with pioneer blade; eight further bayonets and a leather
regulation cross belt

of regulation specifications, with etched blade, in its
scabbard and complete with its sword knot

(16)

79.5cm; 31Din blade

£400-500

£200-300

201
A GERMAN SABRE, EARLY 20TH CENTURY
with slightly curved fullered blade, nickel-plated steel
stirrup hilt, in its steel scabbard
81.2cm; 32in blade
£40-60

98

205
A PLUG BAYONET, CIRCA 1680 AND SEVEN FURTHER
BAYONETS
the first with 9in slightly curved blade double-edged at the
point and stamped with a mark, quillon terminals of axe
and hammer form, and tapered hardwood plug with iron
knop; an early continental socket bayonet for a large bore
gun, with pipe-backed blade; along with a Brown Bess
socket bayonet; four other Continental socket bayonets;
and a relic German bayonet
(8)
£350-450

206
AN ENGLISH WWI FIGHTING KNIFE, AND NINE
BAYONETS, 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES
the bayonets including, Gras with scabbard; a Mauser
bayonet with frog and scabbard; a Dutch bayonet; a
Continental bayonet with pipe-backed blade; three spiked
bayonets; and a German bayonet
(10)
£200-300

207
A DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY SWORD, DATED 1745
with double-edged blade stamped with the Dutch East
India Company monogram and the date on each side
(pitted), brass hilt comprising slotted guard, knuckle-guard,
a pair of vestigial langets, and banded grip
78cm; 30N in blade
£150-200

208
A FINE PRUSSIAN PRESENTATION SWORD, DATED 1912
with pipe-backed blade etched in imitation of watered steel,
decorated with elaborate patterns of scrolling foliage on
each side enclosing the inscription ‘1912 von Trotha s./l.
von Thun’ and with the crowned Prussian eagle at the forte
on one side, and ‘4. Garde -Feldartillerie Regiment Potsdam’
and ‘Eisenhauer Damastahl’ on the other, signed along the
back-edge at the forte ‘Richard Jablokoff, Potsdam’, giltbrass stirrup hilt cast with foliage in low relief including
down-turned quillon formed as a hound’s head, a pair of
langets decorated with crossed cannon on the outer face
and with a vacant shield on the inner, and the pommel
formed as a maned lion extending over the back-strap, and
original fishskin-covered grip applied with enamel garde star
(small chips), in its blackened steel scabbard with a pair of
brass suspension rings

208

84.5cm; 33Din blade
£3000-4000
99

209

209
A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY CUIRASS, 19TH CENTURY
comprising breast-plate with medial ridge, outwardly
flanged at the base, fitted with a pair of studs for securing
shoulder straps, back-plate formed en suite and retaining
its brass shoulder straps with lion mask bosses and a
leather belt

210

210
A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY BREASTPLATE, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY
with low medial ridge, rounded waist-flange and short
outward flanges at the neck and arm-openings, fitted with a
pair of studs for attaching shoulder straps, and stamped
with an arsenal number inside

45.5cm; 18in high

39cm; 15Din high

£400-500

Provenance
Glandyfi Castle
£200-300

100

211
211
A QUANTITY OF ROYAL ARTILLERY ACCOUTREMENTS
INCLUDING A SABRETACHE AND BELT POUCH, CIRCA
1900 AND LATER

213

comprising full dress sabretache with outer velvet-lined
leather cover, dress belt with hangers for sabretache, waist
belt, full dress pouch and cover, undress belt pouch,
holster for a Webley Mark I revolver, uniform epaulettes,
buttons for a waistcoat and jacket, chin-scales for a busby
etc

213
A MOUNTED DISPLAY OF HOUSEHOLD CAVALRY
TROOPERS DRESS, MODERN

(qty)

£500-700

comprising brass helmet plate, chin-chain, breastplate,
aiguilettes, shoulder straps, belt, spurs and bit, mounted on
purple velvet

£300-400

212
FIVE PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS OF THE BRITISH ARMY IN
SOUTH AFRICA AND CEYLON, CIRCA 1891-1900
the first and second including the British Army in Durban
and portraits of Boer War Commanders and Zulus, and
Ladysmith, the remaining three covering Ceylon, the
Canary Islands, including some watercolours, and the
departure of troops from Dublin, together with a collection
of engravings

214
TWO AUSTRIAN REGULATION SADDLES
complete with steel fittings (the leather with service wear),
An Austrian all-steel ersatz bayonet, four Austrian military
practice sabres, late 19th century, a buff-leather baldric for
an officer’s sword, late 17th/early 19th Century and a
quantity of regulation scabbards and further edged
weapons
(qty)
£500-800

£100-150
215
A LARGE COLLECTION OF REGIMENTAL AND OTHER
CHRISTMAS CARDS, CIRCA 1932-81
comprising approximately three hundred and seventy five
Christmas cards, principally regimental with some
diplomatic, bound in a large volume with blue cloth boards,
impressed ‘Christmas Cards’ in gilt letters on the front
31cm; 12Bin by 45cm; 17N in by 10.5cm; 4Bin
£200-300

101

Armour
216
A COMPOSITE GERMAN ARMOUR FOR FIELD AND
TOURNAMENT USE, LATE 16TH CENTURY AND LATER
comprising close helmet with heavy rounded one-piece
skull rising to a low comb (one small internally patched
repair), fitted at the nape with conical plume-holder, and
formed with a hollowed rim to fit over a collar, visor with
prominent step beneath its centrally divided vision-slit,
prow-shaped upper bevor pierced at each side with a
circular arrangement of eight holes around a further central
hole, later bevor fitted at its right side with forked support
for the upper bevor and formed at its neck with a hollowed
rim continuing that of the skull, the bevor and upper bevor
each secured at the right side by spring catches, the visor
secured by a wing headed screw, gorget of three lames
front and back, hinged on the left and secured at the right,
medially-ridged breastplate projecting forward over the
belly, boxed at each side, flanged outwards at its V-shaped
lower edges to receive a single fauld lame, fitted with a pair
of gussets formed en suite with the neck-opening, the
inside thickened over the left of the chest, a pair of tassets
of five lames, Italian late 16th Century backplate stamped
with the letters GP for Gioco del Ponte at the base, a pair of
full arm-defences, each comprising large pauldron of five
lames, vambrace with tubular upper cannon surmounted
by a turner, fully enclosed articulated couter with small
pendant-shaped wing, tubular two-piece lower cannon, a
pair of fingered gauntlets each formed of a long flared and
pointed cuff embossed over the ulna, and fitted with a
separate inner plate, five metacarpal-plates, a knuckle-plate
decorated with a roped transverse rib, shaped finger-lame,
scaled finger-defences and hinged thumb-defence with
matching scales, a pair of leg-defences, each comprising
cuisse of a main plate and short upper extension plate,
winged poleyn of three lames, tubular two-piece greave
with integral broad-toed sabaton of ten lames, the armour
finely etched in its main bands and borders with scrolling
leafy tendrils and flowerheads on a stippled ground, and in
its subsidiary borders with narrow guilloche bands, the
principal edges with finely roped turns, and the etching
retaining some gilding: on a fully articulated stand on an
oak plinth (expertly releathered throughout)
Provenance
The Roselius Haus, Bremen
The helmet with its distinctive upper bevor is similar to
those worn in the Saxon tournaments of the latter part of
the 16th Century. See L. Rangström 1992, p.98, no. 80 and
p. 351.
£20000-30000

102

103

217
AN IMPORTANT BASINET, WESTERN EUROPEAN, EARLY
15TH CENTURY
formed in one piece with a medially-ridged crown rising to
a high point, the lower edge arched over the brow and
turned outwards at the sides and rear, the base encircled
by a series of small stitch-holes for the attachment of a
lining, and each of its sides pierced above them with a pair
of rivet-holes for attaching a chin-strap, the left rear one
retaining its rivet (the apex of the crown rusted through at
the front, the lower edge chipped at three points, pierced at
each side with a pair of small wiring-holes and the rear with
an early patched repair), and in dark patinated condition
throughout
26.5cm; 10Gin high
An almost identical helmet, formerly in the collection of the
French collector Georges Pauilhac, is now in the Musée de
l’Armée, Paris (Inv. No. M.Po.676). See J-P. Reverseau 1982,
pp. 22-3, fig. 25.
This basinet is an extremely rare example of that from
which the sallet probably evolved. Its crown can be
compared in form with that of a kettle-hat in the Museé du
Louvre, Paris, known from documentary evidence to have
been owned by King Charles VI of France in 1411. See M.
Fleury 1988, pp. 150-5.
Similar helmets are depicted in contemporary French
manuscript illuminations such as the Histoire Romaine,
dated to circa 1410 [Biblioteque National Français, Paris, ms
fr. 264, fol.138, illustrated in F. Autrand et al 2004, pp. 43
and 45]. They can also be seen in numerous early 15th
century Spanish paintings such as the altarpiece of St
George, by a Valencian artist, in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, and a Crucifixion scene by Jaume
Cabrera in a private collection, Barcelona. (See C. M.
Kaufmann, 1970, p. 72, fig. 6; and M. de Riquer, 1968, fig.
144.
£12000-18000
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218

219

220

218
A GERMAN COMB MORION, NUREMBERG, LATE 16TH
CENTURY

220
A GERMAN COMB MORION, NUREMBERG, LATE 16TH
CENTURY

with rounded one-piece crown rising to a tall roped comb,
integral brim down-turned on each side, stamped with
Nuremburg town mark, rising to a low point front and back
(one small chip), the base of the skull encircled by eighteen
iron rivets, and with roped inward turns (patinated)

with rounded one-piece skull rising to a tall roped comb,
integral brim down-turned on each side, stamped with
Nuremburg town mark and a further mark (both indistinct),
rising to a point front and back, the base of the skull
encircled by eighteen iron rivets with brass rosette washers
(small losses), and decorated with recessed borders and
with roped inward turns

28cm; 11in high
£1200-1500

29.5cm; 11Kin high
£1000-1400

219
A GERMAN COMB MORION, NUREMBERG, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY
with rounded one-piece skull rising to a tall lightly roped
comb, integral brim down-turned at each side and stamped
with Nuremburg town mark, rising to a point front and
back, its edge decorated with a roped turn accompanied by
a recessed border, the base of the skull encircled by twelve
iron rivets with rosette washers (one washer missing), and
retaining traces of black from the hammer finish
31cm; 12Din high
£1200-1800
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221

222

223

221
A GERMAN BLACK-AND-WHITE COMB MORION, EARLY
17TH CENTURY

223
A GERMAN BLACK-AND-WHITE COMB MORION, EARLY
17TH CENTURY

with two-piece crown joined by a tall roped comb, integral
down-turned brim rising to a point front and rear and with
notched inwardly turned edge, the skull decorated on each
side with a large embossed fleur-de-lys against a blackened
ground, and the base encircled by nine iron rivets on brass
rosette washers (one missing)

with two-piece skull joined along the crest of a tall roped
comb, integral down-turned brim rising to a point front and
rear and with notched inward turned edge, the skull
decorated on each side with a broad raised crescentic band
on a blackened ground, and the base encircled by ten iron
rivets with brass rosette washers (two washers missing)

26cm; 10Din high

26cm; 10Din high

£1000-1500

£700-900

222
A GERMAN BLACK-AND-WHITE COMB MORION, EARLY
17TH CENTURY
with two-piece skull joined along the crest of a tall roped
comb with recessed border, integral down-turned brim
rising to a point front and rear and decorated at its edge
with a notched inward turn, the skull decorated on each
side with a large embossed fleur-de-lys on a blackened
ground, and the base encircled by nine iron rivets on brass
rosette washers (one missing)
24cm; 9Iin high
£700-900
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224

225

224
A GERMAN COMB MORION, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with rounded two-piece heavy crown joined along the crest
of a tall comb with a plain turn, integral brim down-turned
on each side, rising to a low point front and back, the base
of the skull encircled by fifteen iron rivets (one missing),
plain inward turns, and retaining an early lining band (small
dents, patinated)
27.5cm; 10N in high

226

227

226
AN ITALIAN MORION IN THE ‘SPANISH’ FASHION, LATE
16TH CENTURY
with tall one-piece almond-shaped crown rising to a very
short ‘stalk’ (the top holed), slightly down-turned narrow
brim with recessed border and plain turned edges, and the
base of the crown encircled by fourteen iron rivets
21cm; 8Din high
£400-600

£800-1200

225
AN ITALIAN MORION IN THE ‘SPANISH’ FASHION, LATE
16TH CENTURY
with one-piece almond-shaped skull rising to a short rearswept stalk (small holes on one side), fitted at the rear with
a later plume-holder, slightly down-curved narrow integral
brim drawn-out to a point front and rear, its edges
decorated with roped inward turns (one small crack), the
base of the crown encircled with iron rivets, and decorated
throughout with later panels of etched trophies-of-arms
and music within linear and ropework frames
21.7cm; 8Iin high
£800-1000
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227
A GERMAN MORION IN THE ‘SPANISH’ FASHION, EARLY
17TH CENTURY
with one-piece almond-shaped skull, near flat integral brim
stamped with two marks (indistinct, small cracks) drawnout to a point front and rear, with plain turned edges, and
the base of the crown encircled by fourteen brass rosette
washers (patinated)
17cm; 6N in high
£500-800

229

228
228
AN EAST EUROPEAN ZISCHÄGGE, THIRD QUARTER OF
THE 17TH CENTURY

229
A RARE EAST EUROPEAN ZISCHÄGGE OF SIEGE WEIGHT,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 17TH CENTURY

with one-piece hemispherical crown, embossed with fortyeight radiating flutes from a central boss accompanied by a
recessed border, fitted with a globular finial at its apex,
pointed peak with sliding nasal bar (locking screw missing),
neck-guard of four downward-lapping lames (now attached
to the skull with later fasteners), with plain inward turns,
studded throughout with domed brass rivets, and retaining
some early white paint (cheek-pieces missing, patinated)

with two-piece hemispherical crown joined along the crest
of a low comb, fitted at each side with a heavy reinforcing
plate, the left with a proof mark of a bullet, pointed peak
with sliding nasal bar secured by a locking screw, neckguard of four upward-lapping lames (some rivets missing,
one lame holed), two large pendent cheek-pieces pierced
with seven holes (now detached), decorated throughout
with incised borders, plain bevelled edges, iron rivets, and
much original black finish

28.5cm; 11Din high
£1400-1800

33cm; 13in high
£1000-1400
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230

231

232

230
AN EAST EUROPEAN ZISCHÄGGE, THIRD QUARTER OF
THE 17TH CENTURY

232
A RARE ENGLISH BURGONET, PROBABLY GREENWICH,
CIRCA 1630

with one-piece hemispherical skull (pierced with two holes,
delaminated inside), fitted with a flat headed rivet at its
apex, pointed peak with sliding nasal bar secured by a
locking screw, neck-guard of four downward-lapping lames,
a pair of large pendent ear defences pierced with nine
holes (now detached), decorated with plain inward turns
and studded throughout with domed steel rivets

with two-piece skull joined along the crest of a low comb,
embossed on each side with a trio of stepped flutes
interrupted by a central chevron (the right side with an
internally patched repair), fitted with pivoting peak
embossed with further chevron patterns, later plumeholder, and articulated neck-guard of three downwardlapping lames, the lowest turned outwards and embossed
en suite with the peak (the point repaired), a pair of fretted
brass hinges for cheek-pieces (incomplete, cheek-pieces
missing), and studded throughout with domed brass rivets
(pitted, areas of delaminations, losses)

27cm; 10Kin high
£1200-1800

231
A ZISCHÄGGE, PROBABLY GERMAN, MID-17TH
CENTURY
formed of a one-piece hemispherical skull embossed with
six radiating ribs, fitted at its apex with a pierced finial on a
circular washer, at its brow with a flat peak with sliding
nasal-bar stamped at its leaf-shaped lower end with the
letter ‘M’ and retained by a locking screw, at the nape with
a flaring neck-guard of four lames, the main edges of the
helmet decorated with plain inward turns, and blackened
throughout (cheek-pieces missing)
21cm 8Din high
Provenance
Glandyfi Castle
£700-1000
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21.5cm; 8Iin high
A very similar helmet is preserved in the Royal Armouries
Museum Leeds (inv. no. IV. 159). Other related examples
are preserved in the York Castle Museum (Acc. No. T188),
Warwick Castle, Hatfield House, the Hall of the Worshipful
Company of Armourers and Brasiers, London, and another
in the Royal Armouries, Leeds (inv. no. IV. 2016). See D.
Blackmore 1990, fig.13 and T. Richardson 2004, pp. 33-37,
figs 1-3.
£600-800

233
233
A VERY RARE GERMAN CUIRASS FOR A CHILD, CIRCA
1600

the shoulders, with plain inward turns, decorated
throughout with domed tinned iron rivets, fitted with a pair
of later shoulder straps and a portion of a leather belt

comprising medially ridged breastplate of peascod form
with plain turns at the neck and arm-openings, fitted at the
base with two articulated waist-lames incised with pairs of
lines at the top, the lower plate flanged outwards to receive
a pair of tassets of four articulated lames (the lower three
restored), the uppermost embossed with a pronounced rib
to fit over the turned lower edge of the lowest waist-lame,
back-plate formed en suite with the breast and shaped to

the breast-plate: 25cm; 9Pin high
Child’s armour is notably rare. A number of related adult
cuirasses of this form are preserved in the
Landeszeughaus, Graz. See P. Krenn 1987, p. 42.
£4000-7000
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234
A FINE ITALIAN BLUED AND GILT CUIRASSIER’S CLOSE
HELMET, EARLY 17TH CENTURY
with rounded one-piece skull rising to a low roped medial
comb and fitted at the nape with a chiselled and gilt steel
plume-holder in the form of a winged dragon, obtusely
pointed peak, flat upper bevor and bevor attached by
common pivots with gilt heads of rosette form, and two
gorget-plates front and rear, the upper bevor formerly
secured to the bevor at the right side by a swivel-hook and
pierced stud (the hook now missing), and pierced with
fourteen vertical-ventilation slots separated by roped and
gilt ribs, the bevor secured to the skull at the right of the
neck by a hinged hasp and turning-pin, the main edges of
the helmet decorated with roped and gilt inward turns, its
surfaces decorated on a blued ground with transverse gilt
bands interrupted by alternating cusps and fishtailed
projections, their lower edges bordered by pointillé trefoils
issuing from cusps (the gilding and bluing extensively
refreshed)
Provenance
Hôtel Drouot, Paris, 11 March 1970, lot 63
The helmet is closely similar in form to examples of early
17th century Italian make preserved in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, Acc. Nos 38.148.1 and 26.210,
the Art Institute, Chicago, The Museo di Capodimonte,
Naples, Inv. No. CA 4371, and the Wallace Collection,
London, Cat. No. A 63 (L. G. Boccia & E. T. Coelho, 1967,
figs 415, 421 & 424-5; and W. J. Karcheski, 1995, p. 33).
£18000-25000
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235
235
A RARE SPANISH INFANTRY BREASTPLATE, CIRCA 1500
formed in one piece with a strong medial ridge and bold
angular outward turns at its neck and arm-openings, its
shoulders in each case fitted with a later buckle, the right
struck with the “crow’s-foot” mark, the inside of the right
arm-opening and the inside of the waist in each case
painted in red with the collection-number 297, and the
inside of its outward-flanged lower edge struck with a
series of linear construction-marks (the lower corners of the
breastplate cropped, the flange patched and cracked)
39cm; 15Din high
It has been suggested that the “crow’s-foot” mark struck is
that of the Aragonese town of Calayatud, known from
contemporary documents to have been an important
centre for the manufacture of armour. Many pieces from
the former armouries of the Dukes of Ossuna and
Medinaceli bear this mark. See J. G. Mann 1933, (2003 ed.)
pp. 66-7 & 69.
£3000-4000

236
236
A SOUTH GERMAN BREASTPLATE FOR LIGHT FIELD USE,
LATE 16TH CENTURY
formed of a medially-ridged main plate projecting forward
over the belly, boxed at each side, decorated at the edges
of the gussets of its arm-openings and at its neck-opening
with finely roped prominent inward turns, fitted at each
shoulder with a double-ended iron buckle, at each side of
the top of the chest with a pair of rivets for the attachment
of an internal shoulder-strap, and flanged outwards at its Vshaped lower edges to receive a fauld of two (probably
originally three) fauld-lames each medially ridged and
boxed en suite with the main (the right gusset
disarticulated at its upper end, the surface lightly patinated
overall)
42cm; 16Iin high
Provenance
Edward Croft-Murray, Keeper of Prints and Drawings at the
British Museum, 1954-72
Croft-Murray was author of Decorative Painting in England
1537-1837. He was described in his obituary in the
Burlington magazine as “a meticulous scholar, an
enthusiastic connoisseur, and an endearing character”.
£3000-5000
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237
237
A SIEGE WEIGHT BREASTPLATE, 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY ENGLISH
formed of a rounded main plate with plain turns at the neck
and arm-openings, fitted at the base with a single waistlame, and at the shoulders with a pair of later buckles (one
incomplete), and in patinated condition throughout
35.5cm; 14in high
Provenance
Glandyfi Castle
£500-700

238
238
A GERMAN BACKPLATE OF SIEGE WEIGHT, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY AND A CONTINENTAL CAVALRY
BREASTPLATE, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the first flanged outwards at the base, with plain turns at
the neck and arm-openings, decorated around the neck and
in three bands diverging upwards from the waist with trios
of incised lines, struck twice with a bullet mark, original
black finish, and retaining an early leather strap numbered
‘35’; the second, with low medial ridge, struck with a bullet
mark, flanged outwards at the base, short flanged main
edges pierced for a lining, fitted with a pair of studs for
attaching shoulder straps, and two hooks and a further stud
for a belt (patinated black)
the first: 41.5cm; 16Gin high
(2)
£600-800
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239

240

239
A GERMAN GORGET, FIRST HALF OF THE 17TH CENTURY

240
A GERMAN GORGET, FIRST HALF OF THE 17TH CENTURY

formed of a single plate front and rear, connected by a rivet
at the left and secured by a stud and keyhole slot at the
right, the front plate formed with a medial ridge and
extending to a point, the rear of slight ogee form, the neck
with plain inward turn, decorated throughout with incised
lines around the borders, the lower edges with plain turns,
the neck encircled by twenty-three domed brass rivets, the
outer surface ‘black-from-the-hammer’, and retaining a
small portion of its fabric lining with silver brocade
scalloped borders

formed of a single plate front and rear, connected by a
single rivet at the left and secured by a stud and keyhole
slot on the right (small chips), the front plate formed with a
medial ridge and extending down to a point, the rear
slightly curved, the neck with plain inward turn and the
outer edges bevelled, bordered top and bottom with low
domed brass lining rivets, the surface ‘black-from-thehammer’, and retaining traces of an early lining band

14.5cm; 5Kin high

See footnote to previous lot.

A number of similar gorgets are preserved in the
Landeszeughaus, Graz. The present example is apparently
for an ‘aristocratic private’. See P. Krenn 1987, pp.56-587.
£400-500
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14cm; 5Iin high

£400-600

241

241
A RARE PAIR OF GAUNTLETS FROM THE ARMOURY OF
THE EARLS OF PEMBROKE, CIRCA 1555, PROBABLY
ENGLISH OR FLEMISH
each formed of a short tubular cuff closed by a riveted join
at the inside of the wrist, boxed at each side and decorated
at its flared upper edge with a file-roped inward turn
accompanied by a recessed border, two metacarpal-plates
(the first of the right with a riveted internal patch, the
second restored) their upper edges each decorated with
close-set filed nicks and an incised line, shaped knuckleplate (in each case restored), four finger-plates (from the
same series of gauntlets but probably associated, the last
of the left and the last two of the right restored) shaped
between the fingers with shallow V-shaped flutes having
incised lines in their valleys and V-shaped nicks at the
lower ends of their crests, the rounded distal end of the
final plate decorated with a recessed border, and a scaled
thumb-defence (in each case restored) issuing from the
lower edge of the cuff, the surface of the gauntlet now
bright with a mottled patina but originally black-from-thehammer

The gauntlets belonged originally to a series of demilance
or medium cavalry armours sold piecemeal from the
indigenous armoury of the Earls of Pembroke at Wilton
House, Wiltshire, by Sotheby’s, London, 23 June 1921 and
14 June 1923. The armours may have been acquired to
equip the followers of William Herbert, 1st Earl of
Pembroke (1501?-1570), when he was appointed Captain of
Calais in 1556, and were very likely worn by them when he
led the English contingent to the Battle of St Quentin in
1557. They were almost certainly among the forty-seven
black “dimi launces” mentioned in an inventory of the Earl’s
armoury taken at Wilton only a year later in December
1558. Other gauntlets of the series, formerly in the
collection of F. H. Cripps-Day, are now in the Royal
Armouries Museum, Leeds. See J. G. Mann, 1939, pp. 1016; and J. F. Hayward, 1964, pp. 225-30.
(2)
£2500-3500
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242
242
A FINE PAIR OF GERMAN GAUNTLETS, LATE 16TH
CENTURY
each formed of a long flared and pointed cuff with separate
short fixed inner plate, the main plate decorated with a
roped almond-shaped boss over the ulna and struck at its
apex with four dots, the centre of the inner plate struck
with the letter A, five metacarpal-plates each decorated
with a V-shaped nick at the centre of its bevelled upper
edge, a knuckle-plate decorated with a file-roped transverse
rib, two finger-plates (the distal one of the right with small
hole and crack) and a laterally-hinged thumb-defence of
scaled construction, the largest scale decorated at its
centre with a boss en suite with that of the cuff, the upper
edge of the cuff and the lower edge of the second fingerplate each decorated with a file-roped inward turn
accompanied in the case of the former by a series of
round-headed lining-rivets, the lower edge of the inner cuffplate decorated with a notched outward turn, the surface of
the gauntlet now bright but originally black-from-thehammer
(2)
£2500-3500
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243

244

243
A PAIR OF NORTH GERMAN ELBOW GAUNTLETS, CIRCA
1560-70, PROBABLY BRUNSWICK

244
A PAIR OF NORTH EUROPEAN GAUNTLETS, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY

each formed of a long flaring medially-ridged cuff with
separate short fixed inner plate, its roped upper edge cut
away at the inside of the elbow and bordered by a pair of
narrow grooves indented at their centres and enclosing a
series of twelve rosette-headed lining-rivets (three missing
from the right), six metacarpal-plates of which the last is
decorated distally with a pair of narrow grooves formed as
pairs of arches, a knuckle-plate decorated with a file-roped
transverse rib, five finger-plates shaped to the individual
fingers and decorated down the centre of each with a
longitudinal rib, and matching thumb-defence attached by
a lateral hinge, all parts painted black over an original blackfrom-the-hammer finish, with the knuckle-plate, the roped
upper edge, the grooved decoration and the bevelled
upper edges of the metacarpal-plates and its rivet-heads
touched out in gold

each formed of a markedly flared and pointed tubular cuff
closed by a riveted join at the inside of the wrist, its inwardturned upper edge (the right with some losses) bordered
by round-headed lining-rivets, two wrist-plates, five
metacarpal-plates, a shaped knuckle-plate retaining
fragmentary scaled finger-defences and matching scaled
thumb-defence (that of right missing) attached laterally by
leather hinges, the subsidiary edges of the gauntlet
decorated with pairs of incised lines (its surfaces heavily
patinated overall)
(2)
£1200-1800

(2)
£2000-3000
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246

245
245
A PAIR OF GERMAN GAUNTLETS, LATE 16TH CENTURY;
AND TWO ELEMENTS OF GAUNTLETS

246
A PAIR OF GERMAN GAUNTLET CUFFS, THIRD QUARTER
OF THE 16TH CENTURY

the first with tubular two-piece cuffs with rounded upper
ends extending to below the elbow, five wrist plates, one
retaining a single knuckle-plate embossed with a boxed
roped rib, and a large single lame for the fingers, the other
with the lower lame of a thumb-defence, the second a
hand-defence from a German right-hand gauntlet, mid-16th
century, comprising a wrist-plate embossed for the ulna,
four metacarpal plates, knuckle-plate with a boldly roped
transverse rib, two finger lames, and the lower plate of a
thumb-defence, and the fourth from a German gauntlet,
second half of the 16th Century, formed of seven
articulated lames (patinated throughout)

each formed of a flared and pointed cuff with separate
short fixed inner plate, decorated at its upper edge with a
roped inward turn accompanied by a recessed border, flat
almond-shaped boss at the ulna, its lower edge fitted with
one metacarpal-plate in the case of the right gauntlet, and
two and part of another in the case of the left, the surfaces
of both later painted in gold on black with narrow bands , a
stylised foliate pattern, and an undulating line between
triple dots (small perforation in left cuff and minor splits at
edges)

(4)
£1200-1800
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(2)
£300-400

247
247
A RARE PORTION OF A DECORATED GAUNTLET FOR THE
RIGHT HAND, CIRCA 1550-60, PROBABLY AUGSBURG
comprising inner cuff-plate with finely roped inward turn at
its edge and strongly boxed lower end, its front edge fitted
with part of an engraved brass hinge, its edge with a
pierced stud and two inner wrist plates shaped to the back
of the thumb, finely etched in stippled blackened bands
with sprigs of foliage inhabited by trophies, musical
instruments and a lion’s mask, the bands enclosed by
tendril-like acanthus sprigs alternating with trefoils, the
lower edge of the second inner wrist-plate etched with a
narrow band of guilloche, and retaining traces of gilding
(mottled patination and wear throughout)

248
248
A RARE GERMAN MAIL SLEEVE, MID-16TH CENTURY,
of riveted links each formed of wire of half-round section,
thickening over the shoulder and the upper arm, and the
cuff with two rows of riveted brass links (light surface rust)
A large number of similar mail sleeves are preserved in the
Landeszeughaus, Graz. In 1606 the armourer Ulrich Roth
delivered forty-one mail sleeves and 48 pairs of mail
gauntlets to the Zeughaus there. See P. Krenn 1987, p.50.
£500-800

10.8cm; 4Din
The decoration is very similar to the work of Ulrich
Holzman and is possibly from the same garniture as a
vambrace exhibited in Augsburg in 1980. See Augsburg
1980, p. 508.
£700-900
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249

250

249
A NORTH EUROPEAN CULET FROM A CUIRASSIER’S
ARMOUR, EARLY 17TH CENTURY, POSSIBLY FRENCH OR
FLEMISH

250
A COMPOSITE NORTH EUROPEAN CULET FROM A
CUIRASSIER’S ARMOUR, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
POSSIBLY FRENCH OR FLEMISH

of strongly flaring form, composed of five upwardoverlapping lames, the first of which is cut at each of its
upper corners with a rectangular notch and pierced at its
left and right sides respectively with a keyhole-slot and
circular hole, the latter accompanied by a swivel-hook, the
upper edges of the remaining lames and the lower edge of
the final lame each cusped five times, the last lame
embossed at its centre with fleur-de-lys flanked by a pair of
laurel branches and decorated at each side with two
groups of twenty-five round-headed rivets arranged in
rosette-formation, the main edges of the culet decorated
with file-roped inward-turns, accompanied in the case of
the upper one with a centrally-cusped raised rib and in the
case of the lower and lateral ones by recessed borders, its
subsidiary edges decorated with incised lines (patinated
overall; the first lame with minor cracks and a small
patched repair at its left articulation point)

composed of three upward-overlapping lames, the first
fitted at its outer ends (the left patched) with later riveted
extension-strips and pierced at each side of its boxed
upper edge with three keyhole-slots (the lower two later)
and the second and third, formed in two pieces joined
medially by rivets, all three decorated with pairs of incised
lines and punched concentric circles, the main edges of the
second and third lames turned inwards and their subsidiary
edges scalloped (light mottled patination overall)

£800-1000
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£600-800

251
251
A FINE PAIR OF BLUED PAULDRONS FROM A
CUIRASSIER ARMOUR, early 17TH CENTURY
each formed of nine lames overlapping outwards from the
third which is expanded downwards at the front and rear,
the main edges decorated with file roped inward turns, the
subsidiary edges with cut ogees, the front and rear of the
third lame and the rear of the ninth lame each decorated
with brass-capped iron rivets arranged in rosette formation,
the surfaces blued overall with contrasting rosettes
enclosing decorative rivets of the third lames and
transverse bands decorating the subsidiary edges of the
second to eighth lames of the pauldron and the centres of
its first and third lames (light surface rust, some lames
disarticulated)
(2)
The contrasting pattern used within the blued decoration is
notably rare. See also a pair of gauntlets sold Thomas Del
Mar Ltd
7 December 2007, lot 365.
£2000-3000
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253

252
252
A PAIR OF CUISSES AND POLEYNS, GERMAN, LATE 16TH
CENTURY

253
TWO GORGET LAMES FROM A CLOSE HELMET, CIRCA
1580

formed from the elements spaudlers, the cuisses each
formed of five lames, and the poleyns of two, the larger
upper one (the right with a welded patch) shaped to the
point of the knee and embossed with a spray of attenuated
almond-shaped ribs, the first lame of the cuisse and the
second lame of the poleyn each fitted with a later strap and
buckle, both elements decorated with bright recessed
bands and borders on a blackened ground in the “black
and white” fashion (light corrosion and minor damage
throughout)

each with central notch, low medial ridge, incised line at
the top, with recessed border and inwardly turned roped
edge

(2)
£600-800
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(2)
‡ £200-300

254
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED MINIATURE FIELD ARMOUR IN
THE GERMAN STYLE OF CIRCA 1580
comprising close helmet with roped comb, visor with a pair
of vision slits, bevor with three circular arrangements of
breathes on the left and lower bevor retained by a press
stud, gorget of a four articulated lames front and back,
breast and backplate, the former with medial ridge and
carrying a skirt of two lames, a pair of tassets each of four
lames, full arm defences, a pair of gauntlets (finger lames
missing), full leg defences with winged poleyns, articulated
sabatons, the principle lames decorated with central
notches, and with recessed borders and roped turns
throughout: on a wooden stand
64.8cm; 25Iin high
A similar miniature armour formerly in the Renwick
Collection was sold Sotheby & Co., 21st May 1973, lot 32.
Another was sold Thomas Del Mar Ltd, 26 June 2007 lot
265 (£6000 including premium).
£4000-5000

254

125

255.
A GROUP OF SEVEN HORSE BITS, 17TH/19TH
CENTURIES
one with u-shaped mouth-piece and an additional chain,
the side bars with engraved flattened terminals and
mouldings towards the mouth and with slender recurved
terminals at the top; another with u-shaped mouth-piece
and a pair of fluted rollers, another fitted with robust
mouth-piece and a curb chain, and four further bits
(7)
£1500-2000

256
A GROUP OF FIVE HORSE BITS, 17TH/19TH CENTURIES

255

three with v-shaped mouth-pieces, a pair of scrolling side
bars, curb chains, and retaining much tinned finish, and
two of more substantial construction, with robust curb
chains and fitted with brass rosette bosses on each side
(5)
£800-1200

257
THREE PAIRS OF STIRRUPS IN 16TH CENTURY STYLE
AND FOUR SINGLE STIRRUPS, 19TH CENTURY
the first pair of arched form, with fluted sides rising to a
loop at the top, and oval treads of three writhen bars; two
pairs of stirrups for a child, in 16th Century style, with
fluted arched sides and near circular treads; and four
further stirrups
the first: 15cm; 5Pin high
(10)
256

257
126

£1000-1500

259

258
258
A PAIR OF BRASS ROWEL SPURS, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY ENGLISH

259
A BRASS ROWEL SPUR, EARLY 17TH CENTURY,
PROBABLY ENGLISH

with slightly curved arched heel bands chiselled with
foliage and with figure-of-eight shaped terminals for
attaching buckles (now missing, small chips), short
moulded necks incised with scrolls, and each fitted with
seven-point star-shaped rowel

with moulded curved arched heel band with figure-of-eight
shaped terminal fitted with an elaborately pierced buckle
and catch on one side and two catches on the other,
moulded neck with raised filed mouldings, fitted with fivepoint rowel, and retaining traces of gilding throughout

15cm; 5Pin

15.5cm; 6Bin

(2)

£300-400

£600-800
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260
TWO GOTHIC STEEL SPURS, 15TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, the first with curved arched heel band
formed with a pierced panel at the base and with circular
terminals, one fitted with its original buckle and catch, short
neck, and multi-spiked rowel; the second with curved pointed
heel band, pierced terminals fitted with its original buckle and
catch and a pair of catches on the respective sides, short
slender neck, and rowel of twelve spikes
260

13.5cm; 5Gin
14cm; 5Iin
(2)
£120-180
261
A RARE PAIR OF EARLY BRONZE SPURS, PROBABLY LATE
ROMAN OR CELTIC

261

in excavated condition, each formed of a u-shaped heel
band of differing length on the respective sides, the
terminals pierced for attaching to the heel, and with traces
of iron at the neck for a short spike
7.5cm; 3in
(2)
A related pair of spurs attributed to the late Roman period
are illustrated in C. de Lacy Lacy 1904, plate 6. Another pair
attributed to the 7th Century Celtic are illustrated in M.
Scalini 2007, p. 97. nos. 3162 and 3163.
£50-80

262

a494/2

262
TWO MEXICAN STEEL ROWEL SPURS, LATE 18TH/EARLY
19TH CENTURY
with u-shaped heel bands inlaid with patterns of silver and
brass respectively, pierced shaped terminals for attaching
straps, moulded necks extending to a pair of long pierced
rectangular panels overlaid en suite with the heel bands,
and each fitted with characteristically large mulit-spiked
rowel with later pierced coins for washers
24cm; 9I in
(2)
£300-500

263

263
A PAIR OF MEXICAN SILVER-MOUNTED STEEL ROWEL
SPURS, LATE 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
with u-shaped heel bands inlaid with a chevron pattern of
silver, pierced diamond-shaped terminals for attaching
straps, moulded necks extending to a pair of long pierced
rectangular panels overlaid with silver, and each fitted with
characteristically large rowel of twenty-two spikes
21cm; 8Din
(2)

264
128

£200-300

264
A PAIR OF GILDED SPURS, 19TH CENTURY
with arched heel bands formed with a pair of slotted oval
finials for straps, recurved faceted necks fitted with starshaped rowels, and retaining some early gold painted finish
throughout
19.5cm; 7Nin
(2)
£200-300

265
A GRAND GUARD IN GERMAN LATE 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
of one-piece partly concave form, shaped for fitting over
the left spaudler, strongly flanged outwards at the top and
stamped with two small marks, pierced for attachment
bolts, and with plain unturned edge
54cm; 21Din high

265

‡ £500-700

266
A GERMAN SHIELD FOR THE JOUST IN MID-15TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
of concave canvas-covered wood, with curved edges,
strongly bouched on the right, the outer surface applied in
gesso with the Baronial arms of von Hornstein highlighted
in gilt (faded, small losses), and the inner face applied with
a single woven enarme
41cm; 16Din high
£800-1200
266
267
A GERMAN SHIELD FOR THE JOUST IN MID-15TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
of concave canvas-covered wood, with curved edges,
strongly bouched on the right, the outer surface painted
with the gilt Baronial arms of von Hornstein on a green
ground filled with foliage, the border painted red (small
losses), and the inner face applied with a single sinew
enarme
46cm; 18Bin high
£800-1200

268
A MAIL SHIRT, 17TH CENTURY

267

formed of large rivetted links of near circular section,
vented at the front and back, and extending over the upper
portion of the arm (cleaned, small losses)
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269

270

271

269
A HALF SHAFFRON IN GERMAN EARLY 16TH CENTURY
STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

271
A SALLET IN THE ITALIAN STYLE OF CIRCA 1470, 20TH
CENTURY

formed of a main plate embossed with hemi-spherical eyecovers and fluting arranged in groups of three on each
side, fitted with gutter-shaped ear-defences, fluted pollplate and an escutcheon

with one-piece skull rising to a low comb pierced at the
apex drawn-out at the back to a short pointed tail, with Tshaped face opening fitted with reinforced border, pierced
with holes around its circumference, and plain outwardlyturned borders

43.5cm; 17Bin
£300-500

28cm; 11in high
Based on the sallet by Provasio da Milano, preserved in the
Armoury of Schloss Churburg (inv. no. CHS58).

270
A BEVOR IN LATE 15TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
formed of a main plate drawn-out over the chin, with
moulded scalloped border at the base, fitted with a locking
bar for attaching to the top of the breast-plate, an additional
pivoting plate at the top secured by a push button, with
inward turned upper edge, and fitted with a pair of buff
leather straps and a steel buckle
20.2cm; 8in high
£600-800
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£1000-1500

272
ARMS AND ARMOUR SOCIETY VOLUME 1; The Art of the
Armourer (1963); AZIZ, ABDUL: Arms & Jewellery of the
Indian Moghuls (1948); CIMARELLI, ALDO: Arms & Armour
(1973); CREPIN & LEBLOND: Les Couteaux de Jet (1978);
GRUND: Encyclopedie des Armes (1993); HELD, R. A
Review of 162 Antique Arms and Pertinent Objects (1976);
HELD, ROBERT: Arms and Armor Annual; HUBER
(PUBLISHER): Hand und Faust-feuer-waffen,
Schweizerische Ordonnanz 1817-1975 (1971); KOSAR,
FRANZ: A Pocket History of Artillery Light Fieldguns (1974);
NICKEL, HELMUT (INTRODUCTION): The Art of Chivalry;
OGAWA, MORIHIRO: Japanese Master Swordsmiths: The
Gassan Tradition (1989); PAYNE-GALLWEY, SIR RALPH: The
Crossbow (1986); PITOUS, J.-P. & CREPIN-LEBLOND: Le tir
aux armes anciennes (1979); SARGEAUNT,B.E: Weapons
(1908); TARASSUK, LEONID & BLAIR, CLAUDE (ed): The
Complete Encyclopedia of Arms & Weapons (1982( THE
SCOTTISH ART REVIEW: Scottish Weapons (1963);
VENNER, DOMINIQUE: Les Armes de Cavalerie (1977)

Western Christendom, 1999; Norman, A.V.B., B.A., F.S.A.,
F.S.A. (Scot), Wallace Collection Catalogues, European
Arms and Armour Supplement, HMSO 1986; Peterson,
Harold L., The book of the gun, 1970; Revereseau, JeanPierre, Armes et armures de la Couronne AU MUSÉE DE
L’ARMÉE, 2004; Ricketts, Howard, Firearms, 1972; Robards,
Brooks, The Medieval Knight at War, 1997; Rodgers,
William Ledyard, Naval Warfare Under Oars, 4th to 6th
Centuries 1967; Schick, I.T., Battledress, The Uniforms of
the World’s Great Armies 1700 to the present, 1993;
Spiteri, Stephen C, Armoury of the Knights, 2003; Stead,
I.M., British Iron Age Swords and Scabbards, 2006;
Thomas, Brunos, and Gamber, Ortwin, and Schedelmann,
Hans, Arms and Armour, Masterpieces by European
Craftsmen from the Thirteenth to the Nineteenth
Century,1964, Wagner, Eduard, Medieval Costume, Armour
and Weapons, 2000; Wallace Collection Catalogues,
European Arms and Armour (Part I) (Gallery VII), HMSO
1924; Wilson, Frederick, The World’s Great Guns, 1983
£350-450

£400-500
274
273
Blackmore, H.L., The Armouries of the Tower of London,
The Ordnance, HMSO1976; Blackmore, Howard L., A
dictionary of London gunmakers 1350-1850, 1986; Brewis,
W. Parker, F.S.A., The Bronze Sword in Great Britain,
Frederick Hall for the Society of Antiquaries of London
1924; Byam, Michele, Arms & Armour, 1988; Davidson,
H.R. Ellis, The Sword in Anglo-Saxon England, 1962; De
Gheyn, Jacob, The Exercise of Arms, (reprint); Duffy,
Christopher, Siege Warfare, The Fortress in the Early
Modern World 1494-1660, 1979; Elliott and Snowdon Ltd,
Autumn exhibition of arms and armour Elliott and
Snowdon limited, October 74; Evans, R.D.C., The Plug
Bayonet, 2002; France, John, Western Warfare in the Age
of the Crusades, 1000-1300, 1999; Godoy, José-A, and
Leydi, Silvio, PARURES TRIOMPHALES Le maniérisme
dans l’art de l’armure italienne,2003 (?); Laking, Guy
Francis, M.V.O., F.S.A., Wallace Collection Catalogues,
Oriental Arms and Armour, HMSO 1974 (?); Laking, Sir Guy
Francis, Bart, A Record of European Armour and Arms
Through Seven Centuries and Cripps-Day, Francis Henry, A
Record of Armour Sales 1881-1924, 2000 (6 volumes);
Mann, James G., M.A., F.S.A., Wallace Collection
Catalogues, European Arms and Armour (Part III) (Gallery
V), HMSO 1945; Marquardt, Klaus, Eight Centuries of
European Knives, Forks and Spoons, 1997; Melegari, Vezio,
The Great Military Sieges, 1972; Messenger, Charles,
History of the British Army, 1997; Neal, W. Keith and Back,
D.H.L., British Gunmakers Messrs Griffin & Tow and W.
Bailes 1749-1790, 1989; Neal, W. Keith and Back, D.H.L.,
The Mantons: Gunmarkers, 1967; Nicolle, David, Arms and
Armour of the Crusading Era, 1050-1350, Western Europe
and the Crusader States, 1999; Nicolle, David, Arms and
Armour of the Crusading Era, 1050-1350, Islam, Eastern
Europe and Asia, 1999; Nicolle, David, Medieval Warfare
Source Book, Christian Europe and its Neighbours, 1998;
Nicolle, David, Medieval Warfare Source Book, Warfare in

SPITZER: LA COLLECTION SPITZER, ANTIQUITÉ MOYEN
AGE – RENAISSANCE, TOME SIXIÈME, PARIS 1892, loose
leaf contained in a folder embossed with the title in gold
letters
£500-700
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275
A LARGE SOUTH GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCK, LATE
15TH/16TH CENTURY AND TWO SMALLER LOCKS, 17TH
CENTURY

275

the first with a single sprung bolt and an additional catch,
the plate of rectangular form flaring to a cusped terminal,
applied over its outer surface with a series of slender
shaped foliate plates, stamped with a mark, possibly a spur,
in the centre, and with a key; the second and third each
with open mechanisms, one retained by a scrolling bar and
retaining its key, the other engraved and retained by fluted
bolts (chemically cleaned)
the first: 35.5cm; 14in wide
(4)
£1200-1800

276
TWO LARGE GERMAN STEEL DOOR LOCKS, 17TH
CENTURY
the first with three sprung bolts, operated both by the key
and a ring handle on the reverse, partly enclosed
mechanism covered with solid plates faced with a pair of
large iron plates pierced and engraved with scrolling
foliage terminating in profile masks, the lock covered by a
large faceted cone-shaped cover, with a key (chemically
cleaned, losses); the second with two sprung bolts and a
latch, the former operated both by a key (now missing) and
a ring handle on the reverse, partly, open mechanism
including a large shaped terminal covered with blued steel
applied with a pierced panel decorated with profile masks
and scrollwork (chemically cleaned, losses), together with a
contemporary escutcheon
the first: 37.5cm; 14Nin
(2)
£800-1000

276
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277
A DEVON CONSTABULARY TRUNCHEON AND A
VICTORAIN TRUNCHEON DATED 1868
the first of plain turned hardwood impressed with the
Constabulary details (partly obscured), the second painted
'S.C. Jany. 1868' and 'VR'
39.5cm; 15Iin
(2)
£80-100

278
A PAINTED MILITARY CHEST, LATE 19TH/EARLY 20TH
CENTURY
of wood bound with steel, fitted with a pair of doors
opening at the front, with a steel lifting handle at each end,
the interior with provision for a chest of drawers, the
exterior painted with a portrait of Lieutenant General Sir
John French, Lieutenant General Lord Methuen on the
doors and on the top with the owner’s name, Colonel J.
McNeil, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, Lord Baden
Powell, the piper Corporal McKay, inscribed with the Battle
Honour ‘Kimberley’, a field gun and the owner’s title (areas
of wear, small losses)

278

104cm; 41Din x 50.8cm; 20in x 55.8cm;22in
‡ £800-1200
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279
AN AXE, 18TH CENTURY
formed of a goosewing-shaped blade stamped with a
series of decorative stars and crescents, rectangular rear
pean, and short tapering socket (areas of pitting)
37.8cm; 14N in head
£100-150

279

280
A LARGE STEEL AXE HEAD, 18TH/19TH CENTURY
with broad near symmetrical head formed with a crescentic
blade, integral tapering tubular socket of near square
section, closed at the top, and in heavily patinated
condition throughout (pitted)
25cm; 9N in head
£200-300

281
AN AXE HEAD, 17TH CENTURY
280

in excavated condition, with curved leading-edge, stamped
with a crescent, three stars and a brass-lined maker’s mark,
perhaps two crossed swords, on one side, square back,
and short tubular socket
11cm; 4Gin head
£250-300

281
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282
282
A RARE EXHIBITION FOLDING KNIFE, 20TH CENTURY
with brass body faced with faux mother-of-pearl plaques on
each side, fitted with seventeen various folding implements
including blades, files, boot hooks, picks, bodkins,
screwdrivers and a single ivory blade on one side and
twenty smaller implements including gouges, spikes,
screwdrivers, spanners, levers and tweezers on the other
(minor losses), all between brass fillets, and remaining in
good crisp condition throughout
18.5cm; 7Din
£1500-2000
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283
283
A RARE ENGLISH STONEBOW FOR A CHILD, MID-17TH
CENTURY
with slender steel bow with a later string, slender fruitwood
tiller inlaid over its full length with patterns of twisted brass
wire at the borders, and with engraved bone plaques at
each end decorated with flowers and foliage (one
replaced), fitted with built-in steel gaffle with folding backsight, button-shaped cocking lever retained by a slender
steel band, later folding fore-sight with string and ivory ball,
a pair of steel side-plates, and pierced steel pommel
51.3cm; 20Din tiller
The inlay is similar to that found on English furniture of the
period.
£3000-5000
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284
284
A SAXON SLURBOW, BY JOHANN GEORG ERTTEL,
DRESDEN, DATED 1753
with blued steel bow decorated with a gilt band top and
bottom on each side, fitted with an early string, retained by
gilt cords and with its green pom-poms, fruitwood tiller
fitted an additional bar above and with bone bolt channel
(very light worm damage), engraved with the date ahead of
the string release, inlaid with engraved staghorn segmental
lines and plaques including panels of rococo foliage
inhabited by hounds on each side of the mechanism, a doe
and a stag pursued by a hound in a rococo landscape on
the left of the cheek-piece and further decorated panels on
top including a scalloped hollow for the thumb, steel string
release, double set trigger, steel trigger-guard, and bone
butt-plate engraved with the number ‘1’ and the maker’s
full initials ‘I. G. E’ and surname ‘Ertell’
67cm; 27Gin
This was converted for use as a slurbow in its early
working life.
Two gunmakers of this name, a father and son, are
recorded circa 1700-63 and 1728-94 respectively. A number
of firearms by them are preserved in the former Electoral
Gunrooms, Dresden though neither is recorded as a
crossbow maker. It is likely that this is the work of the
father as the son is recorded as in Amsterdam as both
Burgher and Master the year the present bow was
manufactured. See D. Schaal, 1975.
£3000-5000
137

285
285
A GERMAN SPORTING CROSSBOW, LATE 16TH CENTURY
with 19th century robust steel bow stamped with the
maker’s initials ‘J. H. & S.’ on the inside, fitted with string of
twisted cord and retained by further cords, ebonised
hardwood tiller swelling about the nut, veneered with a
staghorn plaque top and bottom and engraved with scrolls
of foliage (areas of wear), inlaid with staghorn rosettes and
a pair of segmental lines on each side (small chips and
losses), fitted with bone nut, a pair of iron lugs, retaining a
portion of its trigger mechanism, and pierced with a hole
for a loading rod on the underside
71cm; 28in tiller
£2500-3000
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286
286
A RARE SPANISH CROSSBOW, MID-16TH CENTURY
with robust short steel bow stamped with an arrangement
of marks on the left and right along the top edge, the lower
case letter ‘B’ in a pearled circle struck three times and
divided twice by the sacred trigram IHS, the inner face of
the bow also struck left and right with a triangular
arrangement of the circular B mark, fitted with a later string
of bound and twisted cords, retained by a pair of moulded
shaped irons, highly figured slender walnut tiller very
slightly arched for the grip, bolt channel inlaid with bone
lines on each side, the tiller with small decorative brass
plaques of shaped outline and plain brass panels encasing
the front and the rear, the nut and the goat’s foot lugs with
additional reinforces (some small brass plaques and the
staghorn lines replaced), bone nut, a pair of slender iron
lugs, long slender iron trigger, slender iron belt hook, and
painted with an early red inventory number
81.5cm; 32in bow
This bow is of similar construction to an example owned by
the Emperor Charles V (d. 1558) signed by Juan de la
Fuente, preserved in the Armeria Real, Madrid (inv. No.
J.18). See V. de Don Juan 1898, fig.236.
£2000-3000
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287
AN ITALIAN STONEBOW, 17TH CENTURY
with slender steel bow retained by a pair of irons, fitted
with later string with turned wooden spacers, bevelled
fruitwood tiller of characteristic form, carved with raised
bands and with a scroll above the trigger, fitted with fixed
moulded steel fore-sight, folding back-sight, a pair of small
side-plates, slender trigger with moulded finial, and later
turned pommel (the front finial missing)
94.5cm; 37Din
£600-800

287

288
A RARE BOHEMIAN PISTOL CROSSBOW BY DIWISCH IN
BRUNN, FIRST QUARTER OF THE 19TH CENTURY
with slender blued steel bow retained by a central thumbscrew, octagonal sighted rifled bolt channel fitted with
back-sight of two folding leaves, signed on an engraved
panel at the lower end of the bolt channel over the action,
engraved action-cover, double set trigger, figured walnut
tiller with chequered pistol grip, engraved steel side-plates,
spurred trigger-guard and butt-cap, vacant German silver
escutcheon, and retaining some blued finish throughout
38cm; 15in tiller
This maker is recorded in Brunn circa 1800-30.
£800-1000

288
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289
289
A GERMAN STONEBOW (SCHNEPPER), EARLY 17TH
CENTURY
with slender steel bow (string missing), a pair of fore-sight
pillars, built-in gaffle retained by a spring-catch at the rear
stamped with a brass-lined maker’s mark, in a shield the
letters HI conjoined, and a further mark (indistinct),
scalloped lever terminal, engraved folding back-sight,
moulded trigger set by a foliate button, fruitwood butt
moulded for the fingers and inlaid with a vacant shield
beneath a coronet on the left
67cm; 26Gin tiller
£2000-2500
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290
290
AN ENGLISH STONEBOW, MID-17TH CENTURY
with slender steel bow (string missing), slender fruitwood
tiller previously inlaid with brass wire, and with engraved
bone plaques behind the bow, fitted with built-in steel gaffle
with folding back-sight, button-shaped cocking lever
retained by a slender steel band, folding fore-sight, and
pierced steel pommel
68cm; 26N in tiller
Provenance
Glandyfi Castle
£700-900
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291
291
A FLEMISH CROSSBOW IN 17TH CENTURY STYLE,
MODERN
with robust steel bow fitted with string of twisted cord and
retained by a pair of irons, hardwood tiller inlaid with brass
plaques, the underside with characteristic scrolling rest,
fitted with steel stirrup, nut and trigger, brass bolt channel
and trigger-guard, and complete with its steel windlass;
and with six crossbow bolts
99cm; 39in tiller
(8)
£300-500

292
A FITTED CASE FOR A PAIR OF BELGIAN PERCUSSION
TARGET PISTOLS BY TOUREY A LIÈGE, MID-19TH
CENTURY
for a pair of pistols approximately 40cm long, the outer
surfaces veneered with rosewood and ebony borders,
inlaid with brass on the lid including an elaborately pierced
central plaque centring on the owner’s initials ‘P v D’
beneath a Royal crown, the interior lined in red velvet
(areas of wear), and retaining a number of contemporary
accessories including bullet-mould, powder-flask, turnscrew
and ramrod
£400-500
292
293
A GROUP OF SEVEN LOCKS AND FIVE BARRELS, 17TH19TH CENTURIES
comprising a matchlock mechanism, third quarter of the
17th Century, with rounded lock-plate, incorporating pan
with later pivot-cover, moulded dog, and long moulded
trigger; a wheel-lock plate in 17th Century style, 19th
Century, with chiselled dog; a Central Italian flintlock
mechanism, mid-18th Century, a Liègois flintlock
mechanism, mid-18th Century; a left-hand flintlock
mechanism, circa 1730; and a percussion lock from a
rampart gun, circa 1800, converted from flintlock; an Italian
pistol barrel, 18th Century, with reeded breech stamped
‘Lacarino Cominaco’; a German pistol barrel, 18th Century,
etched and gilt in the Turkish taste; and three further pistol
barrels

294
A GROUP OF GUN ACCESSORIES

(12)

comprising a cap dispenser made by Ken Steggles; a small
powder flask for a pistol; a powder flask by Dixon with
beaded design; a large French pistol flask of pineapple
form; a shot dispenser nozzle; a Continental multi tool put
in a horn body; a large bore powder dispenser; a barrel
wrench for a percussion pocket pistol; a Popes patent
pinfire cartridge extractor; part of a rifle backsight by
Parker; two military sling swivels; a lions head boss; a
ramrod for a rimfire pistol; a steel spring; a breech
inspectors tool, a gun screwdriver by Hawkesley with horn
handle; a tin of Kynoch percussion caps, and part of a
powder flask body

£800-1000

(19)
£300-400

295
A FOLDING TANG-SIGHT FOR A TARGET RIFLE, CIRCA
1860-70
of blued steel, the left-hand side overlaid with a German
silver panel calibrated to 2000 yards, adjusted by a screw
thread with a knurled knob at the top, numbered ‘6’ and
with breech fixing at the base
13cm; 5Bin high
£400-500
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296

296
A SOUTH GERMAN INLAID CARTRIDGE BOX (PATRON),
CIRCA 1580
with fruitwood body of plano-convex section, the interior
with provision for five cartridges (top plate missing), the
outer surface inlaid in staghorn with an arrangement of
scrolling flowers centring on a lionhead mask plaque, all
contained within a ropework frame and enriched with
minute pellets (wormed), flanged steel base fitted with two
loops for suspension, and hinged steel lid embossed with a
rib, secured by a catch on the right and with an additional
loop at the rear (the steel parts painted black)
13cm; 5Bin high
£1500-2000
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297

298

297
A GERMAN CIRCULAR POWDER-FLASK, LATE 17TH
CENTURY

298
AN ITALIAN BONE POWDER-FLASK ENGRAVED IN
RENAISSANCE STYLE, 19TH CENTURY

of turned burrwood, the inner and outer surfaces each
decorated with a series of concentric circles (the inside with
a small hole), the outer face inlaid in bone with a circular
arrangement of flowerheads and pellets joined by a series
of slender panels, enclosed by a steel band around the
edge, fitted with tapering steel nozzle with spring cut-off, a
pair of rectangular steel loops for suspension, and with
later green tassels

decorated over its surface with figures from classical
mythology within a framework of differing patterns of
foliage and interlace, fitted with hound’s mask nozzle, and a
pair of steel rings for suspension
30.5cm; 12in high
£300-500

17cm; 6N in high
£400-700
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299
299
A RARE LARGE FOUR-WAY COPPER FLASK, MID-19TH
CENTURY
with tapering copper body of circular then oval section, the
base fitted with a cavity for flints and with a brass cap with
with knurled rim, the top fitted with brass nozzle and spring
cut-off, and two tubular compartments for ball
17.8cm; 7in high
Given the provision for a large quantity of ball this may
have been made for a repeating gun.
£600-800

300
A HORN POWDER-FLASK, LATE 18TH CENTURY AND AN
EMBOSSED COPPER POWDER-FLASK BY J. & W.
HAWKSLEY, 19TH CENTURY
the first with natural cowhorn body, fitted with German
silver basal cap and a slender band each with suspension
loop, and graduated German silver nozzle with spring cutoff; the second decorated with scrolling foliage on each
side, the outer face including a hunter, hound and horse
vignette, and with graduated nozzle with spring cut-off
the first: 29cm; 11Gin

300
301
A VERY LARGE HORN FLASK, 18TH CENTURY
of curved stained cowhorn, fitted with turned horn basal
cap decorated with a pattern of concentric bands and with
turned horn threaded stopper, a pair of steel sling swivels
on brass washers, and retaining a leather carrying strap
(nozzle missing)
68.5cm; 27in
£100-150

302
A LARGE HORN POWDER-FLASK AND FOUR FURTHER
POWDER-FLASKS, 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES
the first with cowhorn body, brass basal cap with scalloped
border, fitted in the centre with a threaded wooden stopper,
brass nozzle with spring cut-off and with a suspension loop
at each end; a brass flask by Hawksley, a leather shot flask,
and two further powder-flasks (worn)
the first: 41cm; 16Bin
(5)
£100-150

(2)
£150-200

303
A TWO-WAY SHOT FLASK
with an oval lid at each end secured by a spring along the
back of the body and engraved in the centre with three
lines
21.5cm; 8Iin
£80-100
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304
A LEATHER SHOT-FLASK AND A CONTINENTAL
POWDER-FLASK, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the first with leather body embossed with the crowned
Royal arms and impressed ‘London’ on one side and fitted
with graduated brass nozzle with cut-off (spring missing);
and the second with leather body and graduated brass
nozzle with cut-off
the first: 21.5cm; 8Iin
(2)

305

£100-150

305
A CENTRAL ITALIAN FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL
CONVERTED FOR USE AS A STRIKE-A-LIGHT, BY
ANTONIO CHOGI, MID-18TH CENTURY
with tapering brass barrel, engraved with scrolls and signed
over the breech, hinged on the left and opened by a stud of
the breech tang, fitted with a spring device inside for a tipup match-holder (missing), engraved bevelled lock
decorated with bands of pellets, figured moulded walnut
full stock, and brass mounts including trigger-guard with
foliate finial (escutcheon missing)
22cm; 8Kin
£300-400

306
AN ENGLISH BRONZE SALUTING CANNON, LONDON
PROOF MARKS, 19TH CENTURY
with tapering multi-stage barrel fitted with later fore-sight,
cast and chased with raised astragal bands decorated with
foliage, chiselled in relief with a trophy-of-arms on the
chase and foliage, carrying a vacant escutcheon on the first
reinforce, the latter stamped with London view and proof
marks beneath, a pair of leafy dolphins on a punched
ground, plain trunnions, raised vent, the base ring chiselled
with foliage and drawn-out to a cascabel formed as a
mulberry enclosed by acanthus leaves (pitted cleaned
overall)

306

57cm; 22I in barrel
2.5cm; 1in bore
£1800-2200
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307
A FINELY CONSTRUCTED FRENCH MODEL CANNON
BASED ON THE GRIBEAUVAL SYSTEM, COMPLETE WITH
ITS AMMUNITION WAGON AND LIMBERS, DATED 1826
comprising tapering multi-stage brass barrel swelling at the
muzzle, chiselled with neo-classical foliage behind and a
pronounced roped band, chiselled with further bands of
foliage at each end of the chase, the date in a panel and a
coat of arms, two fleur-de-lys divided by a tierced in bend
beneath a hatched chief enclosed by a wreath of laurel
foliage and surmounted by a further fleur-de-lys, over the
first reinforce, plain vent field, the cascabel chiselled with
foliage and a roped band en suite with the muzzle, a pair of
faceted lifting handles, and a pair of plain trunnions, on its
steel-clad wooden carriage with provision for the barrel in
service and in transport, fitted with a pair of steel-shod
spoked cambered wheels, complete with its fittings
including rammers and clearing rods, and iron-clad
ammunition box, with its limber mounted en suite, and
ammunition wagon comprising a long box fitted with one
lid covering four compartments, the carriage with two
steel-shod spoked cambered wheels and with two
additional spare wheels, complete with its limber
44.5cm; 17I in barrel
2cm; N in bore
(4)
£12000-18000

PROVENANCE
Robin Wigington

EXHIBITED
International Art Treasures, The Assembly Rooms, Bath,
1973, no. 332A
General Jean-Baptiste Vaquette de Gribeauval (1715-89)
was responsible for reorganising the French artillery which
was effective from 1774 to 1827. For ease of manufacture
all guns were cast without the characteristic decoration of
earlier French guns. The system also included a lighter and
more mobile series of standard gun carriages and
accessories for the first time. See H. L. Blackmore 1976, p.
231.
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308
WINHOLDT, MICHEL
A FINE DRAWING OF A 48 POUNDER AND A 24
POUNDER DECORATED CANNON, BOTH DATED 1646
63.5cm; 25in by 16cm; 6Din and 51.5cm; 20Din x 14cm;
5I in respectively
(2)
ink on paper (each with a repaired clean tear), the 48
pounder signed and dated within a cartouche over the first
reinforce and inscribed '8 lodt Eissen' [48 pounds], the 24
pounder signed and dated around the base-ring '4 lodt
Eissen' [24 pounds], both framed and glazed
The Weinholdt (Weinhold) family are recorded as a family
of gun and bell founders originating in Danzig. Late in the
17th Century they moved to Dresden where they
succeeded the Herolds as chief founders to the Electors of
Saxony.
The present drawings are in keeping with contemporary
British 'demi-cannon' and 'whole cannon' later known as
cannon of 7 and cannon of 6 respectively.
See H. L. Blackmore 1976 and A. N. Kennard 1986, p. 152.

£6000-8000
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309
AN IRON CANNON, 19TH CENTURY
with multi-stage barrel flaring at the muzzle, raised
astragals, raised rectangular vent field for an ignition
device, moulded base-ring drawn-out to a globose
cascabel, breeching loop (chipped), a pair of trunnions: on
a later iron carriage (pitted throughout)
119.3cm; 47Din barrel
2N in bore
£1000-1500

310
A BRONZE CANNON, 19TH CENTURY
with tapering barrel formed in three stages, raised vent
field, rounded base-ring drawn-out to a moulded globose
cascabel, and a pair of plain trunnions (pitting, cleaned)
8.8cm; 3Gin bore
118.8cm; 46N in barrel
£1000-1500

309

310
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312

311
311
BRONZE SALUTING CANNON, 18TH CENTURY
with tapering multi-stage barrel, strongly moulded muzzle
and astragals, stylised dolphin lifting handles on a bed of
small punched stars, rounded base-ring punched with
further stars on a matted ground and incorporating a
scalloped vent, and finely chiselled bud-shaped cascabel:
on its steel-clad wooden carriage fitted with a pair of steelshod spoked cambered wheels
25cm; 9Pin barrel
£1500-2000

312
A FINE MODEL SALUTING CANNON, LATE 18TH/19TH
CENTURY
with five-stage brass barrel moulded at the muzzle, raised
astragals, raised rectangular vent field, globose cascabel
incorporating a square panel at the top, and a pair of plain
trunnions, on its brass-mounted walnut carriage, fitted with
height-adjusting mechanism comprising a threaded steel
worm acting on a pivot-plate attached to the cascabel, with
brass turning handle (one small chip), a pair of brass clad
spoked cambered wheels, and solid trail with brass fittings
46.5cm; 18Din
Sold with a label recording its inclusion in an exhibition at
the Science Museum, South Kensington.
£1500-2000
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313
A CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION MODEL CANNON, LATE
19TH CENTURY
with four-stage moulded brass barrel, fitted with percussion
nipple at the vent, on its wooden carriage fitted with a pair
of large steel-clad trucks, height adjusting mechanism, and
hand operated ignition hammer, and complete with its
combination spanner, nipple wrench and turnscrew
20.5cm; 8in barrel
50 bore
£600-800

314
A PAIR OF BRONZE SALUTING CANNON IN 17TH
CENTURY STYLE, 19TH CENTURY
each with tapering multi-stage barrel cast with raised foliate
mouldings, a crowned coat-of-arms and the date 1630 over
the first reinforce, a pair of dolphins, plain trunnions, and
globose cascabel decorated with foliage
45.5cm; 17Pin barrels
313

2.5cm; 1in bores
(2)
£400-600

315
A BRASS CANNON IN THE STYLE OF COSIMO CENNI,
MODERN
after the Bargello cannon, of embossed sheet brass,
decorated with a knight over the chase, the muzzle
engulfed by a lion’s head, decorated with a knightly figure
on the chase, and the arms of the Medici on the first
reinforce, and the cascabel formed as the head of St Paul
314

71cm; 28in barrel
£500-700

315
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Property removed from Warwick Castle
to benefit the Great Hall armour display
Lots 316 to 350
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316
TWO INDIAN LACQUERED HIDE DHALS, 19TH CENTURY
the first with shallow convex body, fitted with four circular
gilt-brass bosses chiselled with flowers and with pierced
cusped borders and a crescent above, the inside with its
padded liner and enarmes; the second with up-turned rim,
fitted with four cental bosses with pierced borders and a
crescent above, and the inside retaining a portion of its
padded liner and rings for enarmes
60cm; 23Kin and 47.5cm; 18N in diameter
(2)
Inv. nos. A027 & A142
316

£400-600

317
TWO INDIAN LACQUERED HIDE DHALS, 19TH CENTURY
the first with shallow convex body up-turned at the edge,
fitted with four circular gilt-brass bosses with pierced
cusped borders, a crescent and two further bosses at the
top formed en suite, the inside with a portion of its padded
liner and enarmes; the second of more pronounced form,
with domed silver-plated bosses, and retaining its padded
liner and rings for enarmes
54cm; 21Din and 45cm; 17N in diameter
(2)
Inv. nos. A026 & A139
317

£300-400

318
THREE INDIAN HIDE DHALS, 19TH CENTURY
each with shallow convex body, the first near translucent
(the second and third warped), fitted with three pairs of
central bosses, and retaining iron rings for enarmes on the
inside, the first decorated with gilt flowers on the bosses,
the second with gilt bosses with fluted borders and the
third with chiselled steel bosses
51.5cm; 20Din; 53cm; 20Pin; and 42cm; 16Iin diameter
(3)
Inv. nos. A138 & A140
£200-300

318
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319
319
A VERY RARE VIKING STIRRUP, 11TH CENTURY
in excavated condition, with slightly curved tread (cracked
through and chipped), arched sides of U-shaped section,
rising to a loop at the top (incomplete), swelling to a
characteristic boss above the tread and widening to a
spatulate base, decorated over the entire outer surface in
brass with a pattern of false damascened symmetrical
scrollwork
23.5cm; 9Din high
Inv. No. 004
Literature
Wilfred A. Seaby and Paul Woodfield, Viking Stirrups from
England and their Background, in Medieval Archaeology
24, 1980, pp. 112-113, no. 20.
The decoration and form is characteristic of English type
2Ci stirrups of which there are seven recorded examples.
For a discussion of this group see the article cited above.
£1000-1500
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320

321

320
AN ENGLISH PLUG BAYONET, CIRCA 1680-90

321
AN ENGLISH PLUG BAYONET, CIRCA 1680-90

with tapering blade double-edged towards the tip, stamped
with a King’s head mark on one side, cast and chiselled
brass hilt comprising a pair of straight quillons with warrior
head terminals, matching pommel, and turned hardwood
grip

with tapering blade double-edged towards the tip, stamped
with a King’s head mark on one side, cast and chiselled
brass hilt comprising a pair of straight quillons with warrior
head terminals (one slightly bent), matching pommel, and
turned hardwood grip

44cm; 17Din

42cm; 16Iin

Inv. No. E023

Inv. No. E024

Similar plug bayonets were used during this period by the
Guard of the Royal Household
£700-900
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£700-900

322

323

324

322
AN ENGLISH MORTUARY SWORD, SECOND QUARTER
OF THE 17TH CENTURY

the frontal guard towards the quillon, and spherical
pommel, and with an early wire-bound fishskin-covered
grip

with straight blade double-edged towards the tip (areas of
pitting), stamped on each side at the forte with a running
wolf mark and a cross mark, each retaining some copper
inlay, steel hilt including scrolling quillon, a pair of langets,
guard chiselled with a symmetrical arrangement of three
grotesque faces and foliage on each side of the blade,
drawn-up at the front to an additional frontal bar, knuckleguard with a pair of scrolling bars at the front and a single
bar behind, thumb-loop, and chiselled pommel (later grip)

85.7cm; 33N in blade

79.5cm; 31Din blade

324
AN ENGLISH MORTUARY SWORD, SECOND QUARTER
OF THE 17TH CENTURY

Inv. no. E031
A similar sword is preserved in York Castle Museum (inv.
no. CA 730), See C. Mazansky 2005 p. 263.
£1000-1400

323
AN ENGLISH MORTUARY SWORD, SECOND QUARTER
OF THE 17TH CENTURY
with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, cut with a
slender fuller along the back-edge and stamped with a
mark on each side, symmetrical steel hilt chiselled with
foliage and grotesque masks (worn), comprising solid
guard with scrolling quillon, knuckle-guard joined to the
frontal guard by a pair of curved bars, a further bar joining

Inv. no. E032
A Scottish sword stamped with the same mark on the
blade is preserved in the Royal Armouries, Leeds. See A. R.
Dufty 1975, pl. 108, no. 53a.
£1000-1400

with straight blade double-edged towards the tip, cut with a
pair of slender fullers along the back-edge on each side,
symmetrical steel hilt chiselled with foliage and grotesque
masks on the underside of the guard, drawn-up at the rear
to form the knuckle-guard, fitted with an additional vertical
bar with bifurcated scrolling bases front and back, each
joined to the knuckle-guard by a pair of moulded bars, a
pair of short pointed langets, vestigial quillon, and chiselled
pommel (later grip)
78.5cm; 30Pin blade
Inv. no. E213
£1000-1400
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325

326

325
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, CIRCA 1740, AND
ANOTHER, MID-18TH CENTURY
the first with hollow-triangular blade, steel hilt chiselled
throughout with scalloped patterns within moulded frames,
including double shell-guard, knuckle-guard interrupted by
a moulding, and matching pommel (later grip); the second
with hollow-triangular blade, steel hilt pierced with a
pattern of scrolling flowers and foliage enclosing a trellis
framework, including shell-guard (the rear portion missing),
knuckle-guard, and pierced pommel, and retaining an early
grip of plaited silver wire and ribband
the first: 80.7cm; 31Pin blade
(2)
Inv. nos E191, E321
£250-350
326
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD WITH BLUED STEEL HILT,
CIRCA 1790
with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolls and foliage
over the forte, blued steel hilt engraved with bands of
beadwork and foliage, including oval dish-guard, small
globular quillon, knuckle-guard, ovoid pommel, and with
some blued finish throughout (areas of oxidation, later grip)
83.5cm; 32Pin blade
Inv. nos E192
£150-200

327
328
TEN SMALL SWORD BLADES, MID-18TH CENTURY
one of colichemarde type and etched with a panel of
scrollwork at the forte, the remaining nine of hollowtriangular section, and two retaining their tangs
83cm; 32Kin average blade
Inv. nos E264, E267, E271, E273 & E274
£150-200

329
SEVEN SOCKET BAYONETS, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
comprising four with 4in sockets, each stamped with a
crown and one stamped ‘Makin’, and three with 3in
sockets, one inscribed ‘12’ on the socket and ‘Harper & Co’
on the forte, one inscribed ‘4’ on the socket and two in
their leather scabbards
33cm; 13in to 43cm; 17in blades
(7)
Inv. nos. F065, F068, F070, F072, F076, F318 & F320
£250-350

330
NINE SOCKET BAYONETS, 18TH/EARLY 19TH CENTURY
comprising eight with 4in sockets and plain blades of
hollow-triangular section and one with 3in socket inscribed
‘6’ and with hollow triangular blade
40cm; 15N in blade, average

327
AN ENGLISH SMALL-SWORD, MID-18TH CENTURY
with hollow-triangular blade etched with scrolling foliage at
the forte (worn), steel hilt including double-shell-guard
pierced and chiselled with a trellis pattern of foliage,
quillon-block and ovoid pommel each pierced en suite and
knuckle-guard decorated with foliage (later grip)
76.5cm; 30Bin blade
Inv. nos E012
£150-200
160

(9)
Inv. nos. E331-339
£350-450

331
331
A FINE AND IMPORTANT ITALIAN BREASTPLATE BY
GIOVANNI ANGELO MISSAGLIA OF MILAN, EARLY 16TH
CENTURY

Literature
James G. Mann, Die Waffensammlung auf Warwick Castle,
2. Teil, in Zeitschrift für Historische Waffen- und
Kostümkunde, N. F. Vol. 6, 1937, p. 53, fig. 8.

formed of a medially-ridged main plate with deep neck and
arm-openings decorated at their edges with bold angular
inward turns, the latter stepped between the outer ends to
receive gussets (now missing), pierced on the right with
four holes for attaching a lance rest (missing), the right
shoulder struck with a maker’s mark, a Lombardic ‘M’
beneath a split cross, and a separate waist-plate flanged
outwards at the base for a fauld (missing, the centre of the
waist-lame and the lower end of the right arm-opening with
riveted internal patches, the surface showing patches of
pitting)

The mark struck on the main plate is that of the celebrated
Milanese family of armourers, the Negroni da Ello,
commonly known as the Missaglia. Already active in the
14th century, they came to particular prominence in the
following century under Tommaso (recorded circa 14301452) and his eldest son Antonio (recorded 1441-1496). The
present piece was made in the early 16th century, under
Antonio’s eldest son Giovanni Angelo Missaglia (recorded
1504-1529). His most notable surviving work is a fluted
armour in the German fashion in the Musée de l’Armée,
Paris (Cat. No. G8), dating from about 1510-15. His mark
also occurs on a great basinet worn by Henry VIII of
England when fighting in foot combat at the Field of Cloth
of Gold in 1520, suggesting that his works, like those of his
predecessors, were widely exported. See B. Thomas and O.
Gamber 1958, pp. 717-27, the same authors 1967 pp.234-5,
figs 198-204, and C, Blair 1955, p. 94, figs 1-3 & 15.

41cm; 16Bin high
Inv. No. A012

£4000-7000
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333

332
332
A BREASTPLATE FOR HEAVY FIELD USE, LATE 16TH
CENTURY, ENGLISH OR FLEMISH

333
AN ENGLISH BREASTPLATE FOR SIEGE USE, LATE 17TH
CENTURY

of deep “peascod” fashion, formed in one piece with roped
outward turns at its neck and arm-openings (the lower ends
of the latter trimmed, probably during its early working life),
and an outward-flanged lower edge cut with a series of
lobes each pierced with a rivet-hole at its centre, the right
of the chest fitted with an angular lance-rest decorated on
its upper surface and on its spring-catch with incised lines
and attached by a hinge to a thick shaped base-plate
retained by two screws, the surface of the breastplate
decorated with three diverging pairs of incised lines (the
upper right corner cracked, the lower corners bent, the
surface showing patches of pitting and scoring)

formed of a single medially-ridged plate with shallow neck
and arm-openings and V-shaped lower edge, its shoulders
and sides cut with slots for retaining-straps and its edges
pierced with stitch-holes for the attachment of a buff
leather lining, the surface patinated over an original blackfrom-the hammer finish, and retaining a detached fragment
of its lining, together with a handwritten label

47cm; 18Iin high
Inv. No. A001
Literature
James G. Mann, Die Alten Rüstkammerbestände auf
Warwick Castle, in Zeitschrift für Historische Waffen- und
Kostümkunde, N.F. Vol. 5, 1935-6, p. 160, Tafel XII, no.2.
A breastplate of almost identical form originally in the
collection of Viscount Boyne, Brancepeth Castle, Co.
Durham was sold by Sotheby’s, 23 November 1922, lot 207
to Francis Henry Cripps-Day and is now preserved in the
Royal Armouries, Leeds. See F. H. Cripps Day 1924, pp.
259-60, fig. 200.
£2000-3000
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48.5cm; 19in high
Inv. No. A009
A number of breastplates of this type are preserved in the
Royal Armouries at the Tower of London and Leeds.
£500-600

335

334
334
A GREAT HELM IN 14TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY, ALMOST CERTAINLY FROM THE WORKSHOP
OF SAMUEL LUKE PRATT

335
A GREAT HELM IN 14TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY, ALMOST CERTAINLY FROM THE WORKSHOP
OF SAMUEL LUKE PRATT

formed of four riveted plates, with horizontal vision slot
divided by a long reinforcing bar, pierced on the right with
a series of rectangular ventilation-slots, fitted with a
suspension hook at the rear and a ring at the front, and in
patinated ‘aged’ condition throughout

formed of four riveted plates, with horizontal vision slit
divided by a long reinforcing bar formed with a crossshaped finial at the top, pierced on the right with a
cruciform ventilation hole, and a further cross-shaped
aperture to accommodate a chain-guard towards the
centre, and in patinated ‘aged’ condition throughout (holed
at the rear, painted black throughout)

39cm; 15Gin high
Inv. no. 98
Samuel Luke Pratt worked from 47 New Bond Street and
sold both genuine antique armour and decorative
reproductions. He sold a number of pieces from the
Meyrick Collection to Lord Warwick during the 1870’s and
no doubt helped with the renovations of the Great Hall
following the fire of 1871. Two similar helms are preserved
in St George’s Hall, Windsor.
£700-900

41.5cm; 16Din high
Inv. no. 99
See footnote to previous lot.
£700-900

336
A SCOTTISH TARGE IN 18TH CENTURY STYLE, 19TH
CENTURY
of circular form, the outer surface covered with tooled
leather, fitted in the centre with a low domed brass boss,
studded over its surface with numerous small brass nails
arranged as alternating concentric circles and triangles
involving larger brass bosses, and the inner surface with a
fur lining in imitation of boarskin
51cm; 20in diameter
£200-250
163

337

338

339

337
A COMPOSITE PIKEMAN’S PART ARMOUR, CIRCA 1630

neck (indistinct), and fitted with later studs for shoulder
straps (painted black throughout)

comprising pot with hemispherical crown formed in two
pieces joined medially along a low comb, and an integral
brim turned down at each, one-piece breastplate of
vestigial ‘peascod’ form fitted at each side of the chest with
a pierced stud for a shoulder-strap (hooks missing), integral
fauld with a pair of pierced studs on each side for attaching
tassets, and one-piece backplate flanged outwards at its
lower edge, with a single scale from a shoulder strap at
each side, and the main edges decorated throughout with
plain inward turns and recessed borders, the pot decorated
with incised lines (heavily pitted, the breast and back each
with holes, painted black throughout)

35cm; 13N in high

44cm; 17Din high
Inv. nos. A141, A025 & A179
£1000-1500

338
A COMPOSITE CUIRASS, MID-17TH CENTURY, PROBABLY
DUTCH
comprising heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a
medial ridge, V-shaped waist-line, raised neck-opening and
short outward flanged lower edge, each side of the chest
fitted with a stud for a shoulder strap and two later bolts,
the main edges decorated with plain inward turns
accompanied by incised lines at the neck and armopenings, the former interrupted by a V-shaped invection
continuing to a medial line, stamped with a mark at the

164

(2)
Inv. nos. A177 & A167
£500-700

339
A COMPOSITE CUIRASS, MID-17TH CENTURY
comprising heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a medial
ridge, V-shaped waist-line, raised neck-opening and short
outward flanged lower edge, each side of the chest pierced
for a stud for attaching a shoulder strap (missing), and with
the neck and arm-openings with plain turns, and backplate
incised with lines at the neck and arm-openings, and stamped
with three marks, a maker’s mark A beneath a crossbar, the
quality-control mark of the London Armourer’s Company for
the Commonwealth period (1649-60) comprising the letter ‘A’
beneath a helmet, and the cross of St George within an
escutcheon, and retaining one lame of a shoulder strap on
each side (pitted and painted black throughout)
42cm; 16Iin high
(2)
Inv. nos. A185 & A156
For other pieces of armour bearing the same marks as this
backplate see T. Richardson 2004, p. 22.
£400-600

340
340
A COMPOSITE CUIRASS, MID-17TH CENTURY
comprising heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a
medial ridge, V-shaped waist-line, raised neck-opening and
short outward flanged lower edge, the neck and arm
openings decorated with plain inward turns, each side of
the chest fitted with a stud for attaching a shoulder strap,
the right of the chest and belly each struck with the proof
mark of a bullet, the main edges with later piercing for a
lining, the left of the waist fitted with a later hook (heavily
pitted), and the backplate incised with lines around the
borders and down the centre, and stamped at the neck
with a maker’s mark, the letters IW, and retaining one scale
of a shoulder strap each side (painted black throughout)
42cm; 16Iin high
(2)
Inv. nos. A159 & A175
The mark is that of Joseph Whorewood (recorded 1636/778) or John Wright (recorded 1616-47) or both, see T.
Richardson 2004, p. 88.
£400-600

341

342
backplate formed en suite, stamped with two marks at the
neck, the maker’s initial H and the crowned IR government
ownership mark of the reign of James II, and pierced with a
series of holes each side for attaching shoulder-straps
(painted black throughout)
40cm; 15N in high
(2)
Inv. nos. A164 & A160
£400-600

342
A COMPOSITE CUIRASS, MID-17TH CENTURY
comprising heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a
medial ridge, V-shaped waist-line, raised neck-opening and
short outward flanged lower edge, each side of the chest
fitted with a stud for attaching a shoulder strap, the left of
the belly struck with the proof-mark of a bullet, the neck
and arm-openings decorated with plain inward turns, and
backplate formed en suite, stamped at the neck with the
maker’s mark CL, and retaining one lame of a shoulder
strap on each side (painted black throughout)
43.2cm; 17in high

341
A COMPOSITE CUIRASS, MID-17TH CENTURY
comprising heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a
medial ridge, V-shaped waist-line, raised neck-opening and
short outward flanged lower edge, each side of the chest
fitted with a stud for attaching a shoulder strap, the left of
the belly struck with the proof mark of a bullet, the neckopening with traces of a mark, and with plain turns, and

(2)
Inv. nos. A152 & A186
The maker’s mark CL also occurs on two harquebusiers
pots in The Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds (inv. no. II 300
& 307). See T. Richardson 2004, p. 52.
£400-600
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343

344

343
A COMPOSITE CUIRASS, MID-17TH CENTURY

344
AN HARQUEBUSIER’S POT, MID-17TH CENTURY

comprising heavy one-piece breastplate formed with a
medial ridge, v-shaped waist-line, raised neck-opening and
short outwardly-flanged lower edge, each side of the chest
fitted with a stud for attaching a shoulder strap, the left of
the belly struck with the proof mark of a bullet, incised with
lines at the arms, and with plain turns, and the backplate
formed en suite, stamped with two marks at the neck,
perhaps the letter TR combined and the crowned IR mark
for the reign of James II, and retaining one lame of a
shoulder-strap on each side (painted black throughout)

with hemispherical skull formed in two pieces joined
medially along a low medial comb (holed on the right, fitted
at the brow with pivoted peak bearing a triple-barred faceguard, and at the nape with a neck-guard embossed to
simulate four lames (chipped), with recessed borders,
studded throughout with rivets and incised with a line on
each side of the skull (painted black throughout)

45.5cm; 17Pin high

£500-700

(2)
Inv. nos. A022 & A158
£400-600
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23.5cm; 9Din high
Inv. no. A033

345
345
A RARE ENGLISH SHOT-PROOF PAVISE, EARLY 17TH
CENTURY
of pentagonal form with rounded corners, widening slightly
to its obtuse pointed upper edge, rising at its centre to a
low pyramidal boss, fitted at the rear with a reinforcing
plate and pierced at its upper end with an outward-flanged
vision-slit, each side fitted with four sturdy rivets for the
attachment of enarmes, its inward -turned edge file roped
and bordered by an incised line (minor cracks, the lower
edge split), and round-headed lining-rivets with sub-circular
internal washers retaining substantial remains of a thick
leather buff lining (heavily patinated overall)

Literature
Francis Grose, Military Antiquities respecting a History of
the English Army from the Conquest to the Present time,
London 1812, volume II, p. 358, plate 48.
The exceptional weight of this shield would suggest that it
was intended for siege use.
£1200-1800

64.5cm; 25Gin high
Inv. A476

Detail from Grose
167

346
AN ENGLISH STONEBOW BY BARKER, WARRINGTON,
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY
with steel bow fitted with a later string with wooden
spacers, folding fore-sight (incomplete), figured walnut tiller
of gun-stock form with built-in gaffle, signed on the backsight and engraved with a flower, and steel butt-plate
engraved No 110; and a goat’s foot lever, 17th Century,
formed entirely of steel
69.5cm; 27Iin tiller
(2)
Inv. no. C002 & C005
346

£350-450

347
A RARE STEEL DOG COLLAR, CIRCA 1740
the first fitted with a hinge on one side and secured by a
slot over a loop on the other, studded around its
circumference with projecting rivets with rounded heads
for protection, pierced over its surface with circles and
crescents, applied with the date 174- in brass, and fitted
with a later chain, together with a series of steel spikes,
possibly for a cooking device
the first: 15.2cm; 6in diameter
(2)
Inv. no. S037 & S038
347
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£300-500

348
A GEORGIAN GILT COPPER GORGET, A BUFF LEATHER
BELT, AND A BUGLE BY I. KOHLER, ST JAMES’S ST,
LONDON, 18TH CENTURY
the first engraved with the crowned Royal Arms for pre1801, the second with brass fittings, the third of copper,
applied with a brass rim around the bell with the maker’s
details and stamped with a series of marks on each side, a
rampant lion, a fleur-de-lys and a rampant unicorn on each
side and with an associated mouthpiece
(3)
Inv. nos. U004, U002 & F066
The bugle was almost certainly made by John Köhler who
was born in Germany circa 1770 and worked at this
address 1811-30.

348

£500-700

349
A LEATHER BELT POUCH OF REGULATION TYPE, 18TH
CENTURY
with slightly curved rectangular flap secured to the base by
a leather tab and toggle, fitted with two loops on the back
and two steel buckles on the base, and later wooden
interior with provision for eighteen charges retaining eleven
replica charges
21cm; 8Din wide
£300-400

350
AN UNUSUAL GRENADE POUCH, PROBABLY 18TH
CENTURY
with green front applied with a brass plaque cast an chased
as a one-legged grenadier with mitre cap applied with the
cypher of Queen Anne, above the motto ‘Love and Honour’
(laqcuered, the velvet mothed), the inner face of linen
inscribed ‘32’ and ‘Giddins’, complete with its leather bag
(worn)

349

18.5cm; 11Bin
It appears unlikely that this was intended for military use.
No regiment is known to have used this motto or the
device of a one-legged Grenadier. It is possible that it was
made for theatrical use, perhaps for a production such as
Farquhar’s ‘The recruiting Officer’, first produced in 1706.
£1000-1500
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351
352

European and American Firearms
VARIOUS OWNERS
351
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY SPENCER, CIRCA 1790
with brass barrel flaring towards the muzzle, fitted with
spring bayonet on top and sparsely engraved over the
breech, border-engraved tang fitted with bayonet catch,
signed border-engraved lock, figured walnut full stock,
brass mounts comprising solid side-plate engraved with
border ornament and a rococo shell, trigger-guard
decorated with a flower on the bow and with acorn finial,
butt-plate decorated en suite, two ramrod-pipes, and horntipped wooden ramrod with steel worm, perhaps the
original
70.2cm; 27Kin
£900-1100

352
A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY PERRY, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF AND LONDON PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1780, AND A COMPOSITE PERCUSSION
BLUNDERBUSS, MID-19TH CENTURY
the first with three-stage brass barrel belled at the muzzle,
signed bevelled stepped lock fitted with bolt safety-catch
(cock replaced), figured walnut full stock (fore-end cracked
and chipped), brass mounts including slender side-plate.
trigger-guard with stylised acorn finial, butt-plate with tang
of shaped outline, and associated brass-tipped ramrod; the
second with earlier brass barrel formed in four stages and
stamped with the barrelsmith mark, ‘IB’, engraved backaction lock signed ‘Smith’, hardwood full stock (cracks), and
brass mounts including engraved trigger-guard and buttplate
the first 80.5cm; 31N in
(2)
William 2 Perry is recorded in Birmingham circa 1776-88
and is known to have signed his guns ‘London’ and also to
have used London assayed silver.
£700-1000
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353

353
A DOG-LOCK BLUNDERBUSS BY I. BRAZIER, CIRCA 1740
with heavy brass barrel formed in four stages, belled
towards the muzzle and formed with a pronounced
moulding behind, stamped with London proof marks and
the barrelsmith’s mark over the breech, steel tang, signed
flush-fitting lock with flat cock fitted with dog-safety-catch
and faceted pan, blackened hardwood full stock (wormed),
impressed with a mark, ‘R’ crowned, on the right, brass
mounts comprising solid side-plate, butt-plate with short
rounded tang, trigger-guard with globular finial, a single
ramrod-pipe, later brass-tipped ramrod, and the middle of
the stock with provision for a swivel mount (now missing)
107.5cm; 42Din
£3000-4000
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354
355
356

354
A DUTCH COLONIAL FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS, EARLY
19TH CENTURY

355
A CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK MUSKETOON, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY, PROBABLY ITALIAN

with swamped steel barrel strongly swelling and fluted
towards the muzzle, inlaid with fine brass linear patterns
and a central foliate panel, English regulation lock stamped
with ‘GR’ crowned, Tower and with Ordnance mark,
hardwood full stock (cracks and repairs), boldly carved with
flowers on the right of the butt, regulation brass mounts
and a pair of steel sling swivels (ramrod and fore-end cap
missing)

with three-stage steel barrel retained by a pierced steel
band, formed with a raised moulding and strongly belled
towards the muzzle, large bevelled lock of regulation type
(the upper portion of the cock missing), figured walnut full
stock pierced for a swivel mount on the fore-end (chipped
around the lock), faceted butt, steel trigger-guard and steel
ramrod

112cm; 44Bin

116cm; 45Kin
£500-600

£250-350
356
A PERCUSSION BLUNDERBUSS BY GRICE, BIRMINGHAM
PRIVATE PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1790
converted from flintlock, with three-stage brass barrel
flaring towards the muzzle, steel tang, signed rounded lock,
figured walnut half-stock, brass mounts comprising solid
side-plate , trigger-guard with acorn finial, vacant
escutcheon and ramrod-pipes (the bayonet missing, later
ramrod, the stock cracked through and repaired at the grip)
85cm; 33Iin
£500-700
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358

357
A .700 CALIBRE COMPOSITE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK
MUSKET, AND A .750 CALIBRE COMPOSITE CONTINENTAL
FLINTLOCK CARBINE, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
the first with tapering barrel retained by three barrel bands,
the tang re-engraved with the date 1763, regulation lock
with rounded tail and brass pan, full stock with recessed
cheek-piece, and steel mounts; the second with earlier
barrel retained by two steel bands, strongly bevelled lock,
walnut full stock (chipped), and regulation steel mounts
the first: 92.5cm; 36Gin barrel

358
AN AMERICAN 6 BORE FLINTLOCK WILDFOWLING GUN,
CIRCA 1820
with two-stage sighted heavy barrel fitted with folding
ladder back-sight calibrated to 800 yards, engraved lock
decorated with a turkey, figured hardwood half-stock with
very slender butt, brass mounts comprising trigger-guard
(repaired), butt-plate, white metal fore-end cap, and four
German silver barrel bolt escutcheons (later ramrod)
125cm; 49Din barrel
£500-700

(2)
£250-350
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360
361

359
A .700 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK MUSKET OF
REGULATION TYPE, LIÈGE PROOF, AND A 20 BORE
CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK TRADE GUN, LIÈGE PROOF,
19TH CENTURY
with tapering barrel retained by three steel bands, large
rounded lock fitted with pierced cock, full stock impressed
8462 on the left of the butt, and regulation steel mounts;
the second with two-stage barrel, engraved lock signed
‘Mre J. F. & Co a Liége [sic]’, hardwood full stock carved
with a hook on the spine of the butt, and brass mounts
the first 93.5cm; 36N in barrel
(2)
£300-500

360
A .750 INDIA PATTERN FLINTLOCK MUSKET,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820
with tapering sighted barrel, regulation rounded lock with
‘V2’ crowned and stamped ‘Tower’ on the tail, ring neck
cock, walnut full stock, regulation brass mounts, steel sling
swivel (the forward sling swivel missing), and steel ramrod
100.5cm; 39Iin barrel
£1200-1800
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361
A .600 CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK INFANTRY MUSKET,
THE LOCK DATED 1856
based on the Austrian model of 1838, with two-stage
sighted barrel retained by three steel bands and struck with
Liège proof, regulation lock figured walnut regulation full
stock, impressed ‘PK’ beneath the lock, and steel mounts,
with its steel ramrod
94.5cm; 37Din barrel
£400-600

362
362
A PAIR OF 40 BORE AUSTRIAN FLINTLOCK SPORTING
CARBINES BY PERRET A GRATZ, CIRCA 1740
with octagonal swamped sighted brass barrels fitted with
engraved steel back-sights of two folding leaves, one
retaining some original blue colour, engraved with a band
of beadwork at the breeches, steel tangs engraved ‘1’ and
‘2’ respectively, signed stepped bevelled locks (one top-jaw
missing, the steels with small chips), double set triggers,
figured walnut full stocks carved with rococo scrolls about
the barrel tangs and behind the rear ramrod-pipes, the
butts with carved cheek-pieces decorated en suite on the
left and with patchbox with sliding fluted cover on the right,
brass mounts comprising solid side-plates with bevelled
borders, vacant escutcheons of shaped outline, butt-plates
with pronounced heels, trigger-guard with faceted bows,
and a pair of moulded ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end caps
(one with small chips, the other cracked), and original horntipped wooden ramrods
64cm; 25Din
(2)
This maker appears to be unrecorded.
£3000-4000
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363

363
A 15 BORE FLINTLOCK COACHING CARBINE BY
BENJAMIN GRIFFIN, BOND STREET, LONDON, CIRCA
1765
with lightly swamped barrel fitted with silver barleycorn
fore-sight, signed within a linear frame drawn-out to a loop
over the breech, fitted with a moulded cup beneath the
muzzle and a moulded ramrod-pipe behind, engraved
grooved tang, signed border-engraved rounded lock fitted
with moulded sliding safety-catch and later cock, figured
walnut half-stock, skeleton butt, engraved brass mounts
comprising fore-end cap, trigger-guard with a rose on the
bow and early acorn finial, solid side-plate, and later horntipped wooden ramrod
62cm; 24Gin barrel
Provenance
William Keith Neil, sold Christie’s 8th November 1995, lot
123
William Wrightson, Cusworth Hall, Doncaster
Literature
W. Keith Neal & D. H. L. Back, Griffin & Tow and W. Bailes,
1989, p.70, plates 20a, b.
£2500-3000
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364
365
364
A 15 BORE GERMAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET, CIRCA 163040

365
A 14 BORE GERMAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET, CIRCA
1630-40

with two-stage sighted barrel struck with two pellet marks
over the breech, fitted with pan, flash-guard and pivoting
pan-cover, narrow rectangular lock retained by two screws,
wooden full stock carved with a fluted moulding behind the
barrel tang (small repairs), slender fish-tail butt, stamped on
the right with the Austrian bindenschild, steel trigger-guard,
fore-end cap and ramrod-pipe, and steel-tipped wooden
ramrod, perhaps the original

with two-stage sighted barrel struck with two pellet marks
over the breech, fitted with pan, flash-guard and pivoting
pan-cover, narrow rectangular sparsely engraved lock
retained by two screws, wooden full stock with slender
fish-tail butt, stamped on the right with the Austrian
bindenschild, steel trigger-guard, fore-end cap and ramrodpipe, and steel-tipped wooden ramrod, perhaps the original

99.5cm; 39Bin barrel

105cm; 41Gin barrel
£2000-2500

£2000-2500
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366
367
366
A 16 BORE GERMAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET, CIRCA 163040

367
A 14 BORE GERMAN MATCHLOCK MUSKET, CIRCA 163040

with two-stage sighted barrel, fitted with pan and flashguard (pivot pan-cover missing), narrow rectangular
sparsely engraved lock retained by two screws, wooden
full stock with slender fish-tail butt, stamped on the right
with the Austrian bindenschild, steel trigger-guard, fore-end
cap and ramrod-pipe, and steel-tipped wooden ramrod,
perhaps the original

with two-stage sighted barrel struck with two pellet marks
over the breech, fitted with pan, flash-guard and pivoting
pan-cover, narrow rectangular lock retained by two screws,
wooden full stock incised with linear ornament and carved
with a fluted moulding behind the barrel tang (small repairs
ahead of the trigger-guard), slender deep fish-tail butt (one
small chip at the top), stamped on the right with the
Austrian bindenschild, steel trigger-guard and ramrod-pipe
(fore-end cap missing), and steel-tipped wooden ramrod,
perhaps the original

104cm; 41 in barrel
£2000-2500

103cm; 40Kin barrel
£2000-2500
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369

368
A .700 COMPOSITE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION
SPORTING GUN AND A 25 BORE GERMAN PERCUSSION
SPORTING GUN

369
AN UNUSUAL 25 BORE PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN BY
P. BOND, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

(2)

converted from flintlock, with strongly swamped barrel in
the Indian taste, chiselled with a fine scales in imitation of
‘damascus’ steel, the muzzle and breech each decorated by
a wavy pattern carrying small flowerheads in relief, the
former with bead fore-sight and the latter with raised
grooved back-sight, engraved tang decorated with scrolling
flowers and foliage, signed stepped border-engraved lock,
figured walnut half-stock, chequered grip, engraved steel
mounts including trigger-guard with pineapple finial, four
engraved silver barrel bolt escutcheons each flanked by a
pineapple motif on either side, and horn fore-end cap (the
steel parts with surface rust and wear, ramrod missing)

£180-220

133cm; 52Din barrel

the first converted from flintlock, with tapering sighted
military barrel, French regulation lock with Charleville
arsenal inscription, hardwood half-stock, and the butt with
sliding patchbox-cover (worn throughout, ramrod missing);
the second with octagonal sighted barrel, associated lock
signed Hebert and engraved with a hound, figured walnut
full stock, carved walnut trigger-guard, and brass mounts of
shaped outline (worn)
the first: 85.3cm; 33Kin barrel

£350-450
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370
371
372
373
370
A .451 CALIBRE WESTLEY RICHARDS PATENT 'MONKEY
TAIL' CARBINE, NO. 15950, DATED 1875

372
A .577 CALIBRE SNIDER-ENFIELD TWO BAND RIFLE,
DATED 1874

with blued Whitworth barrel, signed dated lock, regulation
steel mounts, with its steel clearing rod

of regulation specifications, with folding back-sight, the lock
stamped with the date, a crown and ‘Tower’, with its steel
ramrod (the steel parts pitted)

63.5cm; 25in barrel
£300-500

83.5cm; 32N in barrel
£250-300

371
A .50 CALIBRE RIMFIRE SPENCER CIVIL WAR MODEL
REPEATING CAVALRY CARBINE, NO. 59711, CIRCA 1863-5
of standard production specifications, the barrel rifled with
six grooves, and the stock fitted with a saddle bar with ring
and a steel sling swivel (the steel parts pitted and cleaned,
the maker’s inscription worn)
56cm; 22in barrel
£350-450

373
A .577 CALIBRE SNIDER-ENFIELD TWO BAND RIFLE BY
B.S.A. CO, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, DATED 1871
of regulation specifications, with folding back-sight
calibrated to 800 yards, the lock stamped with the date and
VR crowned (stock cut-down to three-quarter length,
ramrod missing)
83.5cm; 32N in barrel
£150-200
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374
375

374
A 32 BORE CALIBRE IRISH PERCUSSION SPORTING RIFLE
BY W. & J. RIGBY, NO. 8490, CIRCA 1839

375
A GERMAN WHEEL-LOCK SPORTING RIFLE, 17TH
CENTURY

with etched twist octagonal sighted barrel retaining traces
of the maker’s signature over the breech and fitted with
folding leaf back-sight, numbered breech inlaid with a
slender platinum line and with pierced platinum plug,
signed scroll-engraved back-action lock, figured walnut
half-stock (one small crack opposite the lock), chequered
grip, engraved steel mounts including patchbox cover,
trigger-guard, ramrod-pipe (one missing) and a pair of steel
sling swivels, and silver escutcheon with later initials (later
ramrod, fore-end cap missing, worn)

converted for use as a trap or alarm gun, with cut-down
octagonal barrel stamped with the barrelsmith’s marks at
the breech, flat lock engraved with a pair of cavalry officers
in contemporary dress before a city, later hardwood full
stock, and later steel mounts of rudimentary construction
33cm; 13in
£400-500

78.5cm; 30Pin barrel
The Rigby records include serial number 8490 ‘second best
rifle.......made for G. Bury.’ See D. H. L. Back 1992, p.85.
‡ £400-600
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376

376
A PAIR OF 40 BORE NORTH EUROPEAN WHEEL-LOCK
PISTOLS, MID-17TH CENTURY
with two-stage barrels, one retaining traces of a ‘P’ mark
over the breech, slender tapering tangs, flat lock-plates with
bevelled rear edges, fitted with external wheels, sliding
pan-covers and dogs (one trigger missing), figured
hardwood full stocks (small cracks and minor repairs), oval
pommels encircled by a narrow steel band, plain steel
mounts comprising trigger-guard, ramrod-pipe and foreend cap, and associated steel-tipped ramrods; together
with a contemporary combined wheel-lock key and
turnscrew
60cm; 23Kin
(3)
£3000-4000
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377

377
A RARE PAIR OF VIENNESE BUTT RESERVOIR AIR
PISTOLS BY JOH FRUWIRTH A WIEN, CIRCA 1810
each with blued octagonal sighted barrel rifled with twelve
grooves, signed in silver and inlaid with silver bouquets on
each side, inlaid with a further silver bouquet over the
breech, fitted on the right with blued steel tubular ball
magazine and sliding transverse feed-block at the rear,
standing back-sight, brass action-cover engraved with a
floral trophy and leafy border ornament, fitting with cocking
indicator on the left, border-engraved lock decorated en
suite and with a panoply of flags, engraved spurred
cocking lever, figured walnut fore-end carved with scrolls
and foliage beneath the lock, engraved side-plate
decorated with a sunburst and with blued button safetycatch, blued steel trigger-plate, engraved brass trigger

decorated en suite with the action and with bouquet finial,
and steel butt reservoir with its original painted finish in
imitation of tortoiseshell (small losses), and retaining some
original blued finish throughout
30.5cm; 12in
(2)
A number of Viennese makers copied the Girandoni system
in the early 19th Century. Another pistol of this type by the
same maker is preserved in the Museo di Artiglieria, Turin
(inv. no. N.261). See A. Hoff 1972, pp. 71-72. A further pair
of air pistols also with faux tortoiseshell butt reservoirs, and
with similar actions, by Josef Lowenz are preserved in the
National Museum, Prague (inv.no. II1408 & 1409).
£5000-7000
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378

378
A PAIR OF 40 BORE FLINTLOCK RIFLED TARGET PISTOLS,
CIRCA 1830, PROBABLY SWISS
with blued octagonal barrels fitted with silver fore-sights
and rifled with seven grooves, numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ over
the respective breeches and decorated with a band of gilt
beadwork, the tangs fitted with standing back-sights,
burnished steel locks fitted with blued bolt safety-catches,
rainproof pans and rollers, blued double set triggers, highly
figured walnut full stocks carved with leafy mouldings
behind the rear ramrod-pipes and a further moulding
centring on a diamond behind the tangs, chequered butts
enriched with silver wire and pellets, engraved brass
mounts comprising solid side-plates decorated with scrolls
around the borders and foliage, oval pommels and triggerguards decorated en suite, vacant mother-of-pearl
escutcheons, a pair of ramrod-pipes, engraved bone foreend caps, and bone-tipped baleen ramrods
34.5cm; 13Kin
(2)
£3500-4500
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379

379
A FINE PAIR OF 28 BORE BOHEMIAN SILVER-MOUNTED
FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOLS BY WISTALLER, OLMITZ,
CIRCA 1750
with etched twist swamped barrels in the Turkish manner
fitted with silver fore-sights, encrusted with silver over
much of their surface comprising scrolls and a band of
beadwork around the muzzle, scrolling foliage over the
median, and the breech decorated with rondels and scrolls
incorporated within a linear framework enclosing a pseudo
Turkish gold inscription and set with a garnet behind, goldlined vents, engraved barrel tangs decorated with a rococo
scallop and numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively, rounded
locks signed ‘Wistaler’ and ‘a Olmitz’ (one top-jaw and
screw missing), blued triggers, figured walnut full stocks
moulded over the fore-ends, carved with rococo ornament
behind the rear ramrod-pipe and about the barrel tang, full

silver mounts engraved with rococo ornament, comprising
solid side-plate, trigger-guards, butt-caps, vacant
escutcheons, a pair of ramrod-pipes, and silver fore-end
caps, and each with its original silver-tipped wooden
ramrod
46cm; 18Bin
(2)
Georg Wisthaler (active 1718-50) apprenticed in Vienna and
later worked for the Bishop of Olmütz, present day
Oloumec, in Moravia. A pair of pistols by Matthé a
Mannheim with barrels decorated in the same manner
were sold Christie’s, 8th November 1995, lot 175. A gun
barrel from the same group was sold Herman Historica
19th May 2001, lot 91.
£4000-5000
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380

380
A PAIR OF 20 BORE BOHEMIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER
PISTOLS, MID-18TH CENTURY
with etched twist swamped barrels fitted with brass foresights, engraved tangs numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively,
bevelled locks chiselled with mounted cavalrymen and
rococo scrolls (one top-jaw and screw missing), figured
walnut full stocks carved with rococo scrolls over the foreends and about the barrel tangs (small cracks and repairs),
brass mounts cast and chased in low relief against a
matted ground, comprising solid side-plates decorated with
cavalrymen in combat within a wooded landscape, triggerguards with trophies-of-arms and portrait medallions on the
bows and acanthus finials, butt-plates with further
cavalrymen and trophies, crowned escutcheons filled with
profile busts, a pair of ramrod-pipes, and fore-end caps,
and each with its original brass-tipped wooden ramrod
(one incomplete)
47.5cm;18N in
(2)
£3000-3500
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381

381
A PAIR OF 22 BORE GERMAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER
PISTOLS, CIRCA 1740
with etched twist swamped barrels formed with long flats
fitted with moulded fore-sights (one replaced), etched
tangs, rounded locks chiselled with foliage on the tails (the
top-jaws and screws replaced), blued pans and steel
springs, blued triggers and trigger-plates, figured walnut
full stocks moulded over the fore-ends (one cracked, the
other repaired), carved with foliage about the barrel tangs,
burnished steel mounts comprising slender spurred
pommels, trigger-guards with finials of shaped outline, a
pair of moulded ramrod-pipes, horn fore-end caps, and
horn-tipped ramrods, perhaps the original
45cm; 17N in
(2)
£1800-2200
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382
383

382
A 40 BORE CENTRAL ITALIAN SNAPHAUNCE BELT
PISTOL, SECOND QUARTER OF THE 18TH CENTURY

383
A 32 BORE BAVARIAN FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL BY
IOHANN IACOB KUCHENREUTER, CIRCA 1750

with two-stage barrel fluted over the breech stamped
‘Lazzari Cominaz’, engraved rounded lock of characteristic
form fitted with sliding pan-cover and chiselled with warrior
masks and a herm, figured walnut full stock moulded over
the fore-end (small cracks and repairs), applied with an
engraved and chiselled brass plaque about the barrel tang
and over the fore-end, decorated with the figure of Perseus
and a profile mask amidst scrolling foliage respectively, full
brass mounts comprising solid side-plate decorated with
scrolling foliage and a serpent centring on a profile
medallion, spurred pommel with grotesque mask cap,
trigger-guard with moulded finial and a grotesque on the
bow, a pair of moulded ramrod-pipes, fore-end cap and
slender steel belt hook (later ramrod)

with swamped barrel signed on the flat, fitted with silver
fore-sight, inlaid with silver scrollwork over the breech,
numbered ‘1’, and stamped with three gold-lined
barrelsmith’s marks over the breech (Neue Støckel 7719
and 654), plain bevelled lock with rounded tail, figured
walnut full stock carved with scrollwork behind the rear
ramrod-pipe and about the breech, brass mounts of shaped
outline, comprising side-plate, spurred faceted pommel,
trigger-guard, two ramrod-pipes and vacant escutcheon,
horn fore-end cap, and with its horn-tipped wooden
ramrod, perhaps the original

47.8cm; 18N in
£2500-3500
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51cm; 20in
Johann Jakob Kuchenreuter (1709-83) was
Hofbüchsenmacher to the Princes von Thurn und Taxis.
£1500-2000

385

384
A 17 BORE EAST INDIA COMPANY FLINTLOCK CAVALRY
PISTOL, CIRCA 1819-39

385
A .650 CALIBRE 1756 PATTERN LIGHT DRAGOON PISTOL
AND A FLINTLOCK HOLSTER PISTOL, CIRCA 1800

the barrel stamped with London view and proof marks, a
crowned ‘9’ and a further mark, the lock with East India
mark and a crowned ‘3’, regulation full stock, regulation
brass mounts, steel lanyard ring and steel swivel rammer

See D. Harding 1997, vol. II, pp. 296-297.

the first with 9in barrel, regulation lock (top-jaw missing),
walnut full stock with ordnance stamp, regulation brass
mounts including pommel engraved ‘SG’ and ‘24’; the
second with tapering barrel struck with London proof
marks at the breech, engraved flat lock, figured walnut full
stock, and later brass trigger-guard engraved with a
bouquet (both with surface rust and later ramrods)

£250-350

the first: 38.5cm; 15Bin

39cm; 15Din

(2)
£400-500
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386

386
A PAIR OF 22 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK
PISTOLS BY WILKES, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM SILVER
HALLMARKS FOR 1777, MAKER'S MARK CF
with two-stage swamped barrels lightly engraved with
foliage on the breeches and stamped with Irish census
marks, engraved tangs, stepped bolted locks signed on
scrolls (the steel parts worn), figured walnut full stocks
inlaid with silver wire scrollwork behind the locks, the sideplates and about the barrel tangs (the fore-ends repaired)
full silver mounts cast and chased in low relief, comprising
trophy-of-arms side-plates, butt-caps with grotesque
masks, trigger-guards engraved with flowerheads on the
bows and with trophy finials (one restored), a pair of silver
ramrod-pipes and vacant escutcheons (later ramrods)
34.5cm; 13Iin
(2)
£1500-2000
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387

387
A PAIR OF SILVER-MOUNTED FLINTLOCK TURN-OFF
PISTOLS SIGNED I. PENDRILL, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1730
each with moulded cannon barrel, engraved breech and
tang, signed rounded lock engraved with foliage and
border ornament, figured walnut half-stock, full silver
mounts comprising side-plate pierced with a design of
foliage including a monsterhead terminal, trigger-guard
with acanthus finial and a flowerhead on the bow, spurred
pommel engraved with sprays of foliage and fitted with
grotesque mask cap, vacant escutcheon, and a pair of
scrolling plaques on each side of the tang (the steel parts
with some pitting, the mounts rubbed)
31.5cm; 12Gin
(2)
£1500-2000
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388

388
A CASED PAIR OF 22 BORE SILVER-MOUNTED
PERCUSSION PISTOLS BY RICHARD KING, LONDON,
CIRCA 1740
converted from flintlock, with turn-off cannon barrels,
engraved breeches stamped with London proof marks and
the maker’s mark beneath (worn), engraved breech tangs,
border-engraved rounded actions signed beneath the
percussion drums, figured walnut butts carved with a
scallop moulding about the tangs (one butt repaired), silver
mounts cast and chased in low relief, comprising sideplates pierced with rococo foliage and scrolls, vacant
escutcheons and grotesque mask butt-caps, and steel
trigger-guards: in an oak case for a mid-19th Century
percussion revolver with later lining
27.3cm; 10N in
(2)
£1500-2000
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389

389
A PAIR OF 80 BORE FLINTLOCK TAP-ACTION PISTOLS BY
TWIGG, LONDON, CIRCA 1780
with turn-off barrels cut for a barrel key at the muzzles,
numbered ‘1’ to ‘3’ at the breeches, brass actions
numbered en suite with the barrels, signed in an oval on a
trophy-of-arms on the left and fitted with tap-lever,
inscribed ‘London’ in a further oval on a trophy on the right,
sliding thumb-piece safety-catches also locking the steels,
flat-sided walnut butts, engraved steel trigger-guards
decorated with a rococo flowerheads (areas of wear
throughout)
15.5cm; 6in
(2)
£700-900
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390
A 54 BORE FLINTLOCK BOX-LOCK POCKET PISTOL,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1820
with turn-off barrel, engraved action decorated with stylised
trophies-of-arms (top-jaw and screw replaced), sliding
thumb-piece safety-catch, flat-sided walnut butt (worn), and
steel trigger-guards engraved with a star
23.5cm; 9Din
‡ £250-300

391

391
A 54 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL BY TWIGG,
LONDON, CIRCA 1780
with turn-off barrel fitted with spring bayonet beneath, boxlock action signed within an oval on the left, sliding thumbpiece safety-catch also locking the steel, flat-sided figured
walnut butt and engraved sliding trigger-guard releasing
the bayonet
19cm; 7Iin
£200-300

392
AN 80 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL SIGNED SMITH,
LONDON, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, EARLY 19TH
CENTURY
392

with brass turn-off barrel, box-lock action signed on a
trophy-of-arms on the left, sliding thumb-piece safetycatch, folding trigger (action defective), and flat-sided
figured walnut butt
18cm; 7Bin
£120-180
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Actual size

393

393
A RARE 4MM MINIATURE PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL
SIGNED D.EGG, NO. 1 PALL MALL LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1840
with turn-off barrel engraved with a band of foliage around
the muzzle, scroll-engraved box-lock action signed on the
left and inscribed ‘London’ on the right, blued folding
trigger, engraved sliding thumb-piece safety-catch, rounded
brass butt finely chiselled with scrolls and acanthus foliage
over its full surface, and fitted with a small steel lanyard
ring
8cm; 3Bin
£1400-1800
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394
A PAIR OF 40 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840
with octagonal brass barrels strongly moulded at the
muzzles and stamped with the numbers ‘196’ beneath the
breeches, box-lock actions engraved with scrolling foliage,
engraved tangs, flattened bag-shaped butts cut with
chequering, and engraved steel trigger-guards (worn)
18cm; 7Bin
(2)
£200-300

395
A PAIR OF 28 BORE PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS
BY REA, CIRCA 1800
394

converted from flintlock, with octagonal sighted barrels,
stamped with London proof marks at the breech and one
stamped ‘2’, engraved tangs, signed stepped locks
previously fitted with bolt safety-catches, figured walnut full
stocks, engraved brass mounts including trigger-guards
with pineapple finials, and brass ramrod-pipes (one ramrod
missing the other replaced)
25cm; 9Pin
(2)
£350-450

396
A FRENCH .700 CALIBRE MODEL 1822 PERCUSSION
PISTOL; AND A 10 BORE PERCUSSION PISTOL OF
REGULATION TYPE, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1820

396

the first of regulation specifications, the lock with St
Etienne arsenal inscription (the steel parts pitted, belt hook
missing); the second rebuilt from flintlock, with tapering
barrel, border-engraved lock, figured walnut full stock,
regulation brass mounts and steel ramrod (fore-end split)
the first: 34cm; 13Gin
(2)
‡ £400-500
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397

397
A CASED PAIR OF 25 BORE PERCUSSION OFFICERS
PISTOLS SIGNED MEREDITH, LONDON, BIRMINGHAM
PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1830
each with browned twist heavy octagonal barrel fitted with
platinum fore-sight and inscribed ‘London’ over the breech,
engraved case-hardened breech decorated with sprays of
foliage, inlaid with two gold lines and fitted with pierced
platinum plug, engraved case-hardened breech tang
decorated en suite and fitted with standing back-sight,
signed engraved flush-fitting blued bolted lock decorated
with further sprays of foliage, blued hammer en suite,
blued set trigger (one sear defective), figured walnut halfstock, chequered butt, engraved blued steel mounts
comprising spurred trigger-guard with pineapple finial and
rear ramrod-pipe, browned forward ramrod-pipe, silver
fore-end cap, vacant silver escutcheon and silver barrel bolt
escutcheons, original brass-tipped wooden ramrods and
retaining some original colour throughout: in their original
fitted mahogany case with brass flush-fitting carrying
handle, lined with blue velvet (areas of light wear, two
compartments loose), and complete with original
accessories comprising blued bullet mould, nipple wrench,
copper three-way flask, mallet and mainspring clamp
40cm; 15N in
Henry Merdith signed his guns London but is recorded at
22 Whitehall Street, and 48 St Paul’s Square, Birmingham
1824-27 and 1828-33 respectively.
£4000-5000
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398
399

398
A .36 CALIBRE U.S. COLT MODEL 1851 HARTFORD
FACTORY ENGRAVED REVOLVER WITH IVORY BUTT, NO.
93351 FOR 1860
of standard production specifications, the barrel, lug, frame,
trigger-guard and back-strap all engraved with scrolling
foliage on a granular ground in the manner of Gustave
Young, the barrel, lug and frame each with traces of
original finish (oxidised to a matt colour, the cylinder worn,
barrel wedge replaced), the trigger-guard and back-strap
with traces of original silver plating, and original ivory butt
(age cracks)
33.2cm; 13Bin
£2500-3000
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399
A .36 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE U.S. COLT MODEL 1871/72
CARTRIDGE CONVERTED POCKET REVOLVER, NO. 4038
with 3Iin blued round barrel stamped ‘Colt’s Pt. F.A. MFG.
Co. Hartford. CT USA’, engraved cylinder, case-hardened
frame stamped with patent details on the left, casehardened trigger, polished walnut butt, with matching
numbers and retaining much original finish throughout
See R. Q. Sutherland & R. L. Wilson 1971, p. 230.
21.5cm; 8Iin
£1500-2000

400
401

400
A .36 CALIBRE COLT 1851 HARTFORD FOURTH MODEL
NAVY REVOLVER WITH IVORY BUTT, NO. 93291 FOR 1860

401
A .44 CALIBRE COLT MODEL 1860 ARMY REVOLVER, NO.
116976 FOR 1863

of standard production specifications, the barrel and frame
retaining minute traces of blued finish, the trigger-guard
and back-strap with traces of silver-plating, fitted with ivory
grips, and with matching serial numbers throughout (one
small age crack, the steel parts cleaned)

of standard production specifications, with 8in barrel and
matching serial numbers throughout (the steel parts with
areas of wear, the butt bruised)

33cm; 13in

34.5cm; 13Kin
£700-900

£1000-1500
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402
A .32 RIM-FIRE LONG CALIBRE SMITH & WESSON
MODEL NO. 1-1/2 FIVE-SHOT REVOLVER, NO. 58846,
CIRCA 1878-92
of standard production specifications, with 3Iin round
barrel, and retaining much original finish throughout
21.7cm; 8Iin
£200-300

403
A 7MM BELGIAN SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER, LIÈGE
PROOF, NO. 4603, CIRCA 1860
402

with octagonal sighted barrel, plain cylinder and frame, the
latter signed ‘Arendt Brevete’, folding trigger, sliding buttton
safety-catch behind the trigger, and chequered hardwood
butt (clearing rod missing)
18cm; 7in
£50-60

404
A .38 CALIBRE COOPERS PATENT SIX-SHOT PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1850

404

with fluted barrel group, scroll-engraved rounded action
signed on a panel on the left, ring-trigger, and figured
walnut grips
19cm; 7Iin
£150-200
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THE PROPERTY OF A COLLECTIOR
405
A PAIR OF FRENCH 50 BORE FLINTLOCK POCKET
PISTOLS WITH LEFT-AND RIGHT-HAND LOCKS, CIRCA
1750
each with tapering sighted barrel, plain tang, rounded lock,
figured walnut full stock carved with a flowerhead behind
the tang, inlaid with silver wire scrollwork on the spine of
the butt, moulded steel mounts comprising solid side-plate,
spurred pommel, trigger-guard with shaped finial, and
ramrod-pipe, and original steel ramrod (surface rust)
14.5cm; 5Kin
(2)
£600-800

406
A PAIR OF 32 BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS BY BOUTET DIRECTEUR ARTISTE MANUFRE A
VERSAILLES, CIRCA 1810
converted from flintlock, with short turn-off barrels,
chamfered muzzles engraved with a band of beadwork and
swags behind, inscribed ‘Manufr a Versailles’ and with a
differing band of foliage at the breech, finely engraved boxlock actions, signed on the top, fitted with sliding foliate
button safety-catches, decorated with differing lion scenes
comprising two fighting lions, a lioness protecting her cub,
a pair of resting lions, and a prowling lion on the respective
sides, the undersides numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’, fitted with
engraved folding triggers and decorated with further
scenes including Hercules and the Nemean lion in a canopy
above a scrolling bouquet, and bag-shaped ebony butts
carved with foliage around the borders enclosing finely
chequered panels, (each with small cracks, areas of surface
rust and light pitting)

405

13.2cm; 5Din
(2)
£1500-1800

406
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407
A 40 BORE D.B. FRENCH FLINTLOCK PISTOL, CIRCA 1760
AND A CENTRAL ITALIAN FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING
PISTOL CONVERTED FOR USE AS A STRIKE-A-LIGHT, BY
A. GOGGI, MID-18TH CENTURY

407

the first with tapering sighted barrels retaining traces of gilt
decoration, bevelled locks with engraved tails (one cock
broken the other missing), figured walnut full stock carved
with scrollwork behind the breech (the butt chipped) and
engraved steel mounts including spurred pommel and
trigger-guard with broad bow (heavily patinated
throughout, ramrod missing); the second with tapering
two-stage brass barrel hinged on one side, fitted with tipup match-holder, signed bevelled lock, moulded walnut full
stock (broken) and moulded brass mounts
the first: 33cm; 13in
(2)
£500-600

408
A 25 BORE FLINTLOCK TRAVELLING PISTOL BY I & W
RICHARDS, BIRMINGHAM PRIVATE PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1800

408

with turn-off barrel, signed engraved box-lock action,
figured striped hardwood butt (a Continental replacement),
sliding trigger-guard safety-catch, later pommel formed
with a pronounced rib, and with later silver plating
throughout
31cm; 12Bin
£250-300

409
A 50 BORE CENTRAL ITALIAN SNAPHAUNCE
TRAVELLING PISTOL, LATE 18TH CENTURY
with earlier Spanish barrel stamped with the gold-lined
maker’s mark of Geromino Fernandez (Neue Støckel 364)
and a series of gold-lined decorative marks at the breech,
engraved tang (cracked), engraved and chiselled lock with
sliding pan-cover, moulded walnut full stock (small chips,
rubbed) and brass mounts including spurred pommel (the
steel parts pitted, trigger-guard repaired, later ramrod)
24cm; 9Iin
£450-550
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410
A PAIR OF 100 BORE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK MUFF
PISTOLS, EARLY 19TH CENTURY
each with turn-off barrel, box-lock action engraved with a
hound pursuing a fox on the respective sides, fitted with
sliding thumb-piece safety-catch and folding trigger, and
flat-sided walnut butt (worn)
12.5cm; 4Pin
(2)
£350-450

411
A 140 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL, LIÈGE
PROOF, A 54 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, AND AN 80 BORE CONTINENTAL
PERCUSSION LONG BARRELLED MUFF PISTOL, MID19TH CENTURY
the first with turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved box-lock
action, folding trigger and ivory butt (chipped); the second
with turn-off barrel, engraved box-lock action with traces of
blued finish, folding trigger, and fluted ivory butt (small
cracks); and the third with long slender etched twist barrel,
engraved box-lock action, folding trigger, and ivory butt
(small cracks)

410

the first: 11cm; 4Gin
(3)
£450-550

411
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412
A PAIR OF 120 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUFF
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY
with etched twist turn-off barrels, numbered ‘279’ beneath
the breeches, scroll-engraved blued box-lock actions,
folding triggers, rounded figured ivory butts (one with a
small chip), and vacant gold escutcheons
11cm; 4Din
(2)
£400-500

413
A PAIR OF 120 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUFF
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY
with etched twist turn-off barrels, numbered ‘8’ beneath the
breeches, scroll-engraved box-lock actions, folding triggers,
and rounded figured ivory butts
412

11cm; 4Din
(2)
£400-450

413
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414
A PAIR OF 140 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION MUFF
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock actions,
folding triggers, and rounded figured ivory butts with
slightly beaked pommels (age cracks)
10.7cm; 4Bin
(2)
£400-450

415
A PAIR OF 140 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION MUFF
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with turn-off barrels, numbered ‘400’ beneath the breeches,
scroll-engraved box-lock actions (one hammer spur
chipped), folding triggers, and bag-shaped ebony butts
(surface rust)
9.5cm; 3N in
(2)

414

£250-300

415
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416
A PAIR OF 120 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUFF
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY
with turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock actions,
folding triggers, fluted ebony butts carved with foliage
behind the actions, and German silver butt-caps fitted with
scrollwork silver traps (surface rust)
13.7cm; 5Gin
(2)

£250-300

417
A PAIR OF CONTINENTAL 80 BORE PERCUSSION MUFF
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with browned twist turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved boxlock actions, engraved folding triggers, and fluted ebony
butts with steel caps (light surface rust)
416

12.2cm; 4N in
(2)
£240-280

417
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418
A PAIR OF 32 BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS BY GAUCHEZ A PARIS
with case-hardened turn-off barrels, case-hardened
breeches signed in an oval on the underside, casehardened box-lock actions fitted with top-mounted button
safety-catches, folding triggers, and light burr walnut butts
with carved moulded pommels
17cm; 6Kin
(2)
A maker of this name is recorded at 15 Quai Napoleon circa
1840-50.
£400-500

419
A PAIR OF 60 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY
with turn off rifled barrels, box-lock actions stamped ‘16’ on
the right and engraved with flowers and foliage, folding
triggers, ebony butts with ivory pommels fitted with
scalloped German silver caps, and vacant German silver
shield-shaped escutcheons

418

14.7cm; 5N in
(2)
£300-350

419
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420
A PAIR OF 50 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840
each with etched twist octagonal barrel, moulded breech
incorporating the back-sight, scroll-engraved side-hammer
action, folding trigger, and rounded ebony butt (surface
rust)
20.5cm; 8in
(2)
£300-400

421
A PAIR OF 50 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1830
420

with octagonal twist sighted turn-off barrels, scrollengraved actions fitted with engraved blued side hammers,
figured walnut butts rising to a central point, engraved steel
trigger-guards, and vacant German silver escutcheons
(surface rust)
19.2cm; 7Iin
(2)
£240-280

422
A 120 BORE D.B. FRENCH PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL,
ST ETIENNE PROOF, AND A 54 BORE BELGIAN D.B.
PERCUSSION PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY

421

the first with separate rifled barrels joined by a small block
incorporating the fore-sight at the rebated breeches, boxlock action, figured walnut butt, broad steel trigger-guard
and brass-tipped steel ramrod; and the second with
octagonal barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock action, figured
walnut butt, engraved steel trigger-guard, and vacant
shield-shaped German silver escutcheon (surface rust)
the first: 20.3cm; 8in
(2)
£350-450

422
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423
A 54 BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL BY
LEPAGE A PARIS, NO.884/286, MID-19TH CENTURY AND
A 70 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL,
MID-19TH CENTURY
the first with turn-off barrel, rifled with eight narrow grooves,
engraved and gilt with linear patterns in the oriental taste,
foliate engraved action signed in gold on the underside and
decorated with scrolling foliage, folding trigger, and fluted
ivory butt fitted with engraved steel cap; the second with
blued barrel decorated with a band of gilt petals around the
breech, scroll-engraved box-lock action, folding trigger, and
fluted butt fitted with engraved steel cap
the first: 14.4cm; 5Kin
(2)
£550-600

423

424
AN 80 BORE D.B. BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, MID19TH CENTURY, A 7MM D.B. CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE POCKET
PISTOL, CIRCA 1860; AND A FRENCH PIN-FIRE POCKET PISTOL,
ST ETIENNE PROOF, CIRCA 1870
the first with blued twist barrels, engraved box-lock action,
blued hammers figured burrwood butt and steel trigger-guard
engraved with crossed fronds (surface rust); the second with
barrels released by a blued rotary underlever, engraved boxlock action, folding trigger, and dark hardwood butt (surface
rust); and the third with blued barrel released buy an
engraved rotary underlever, box-lock action engraved with
trellis pattern, folding trigger, fluted ebonised butt carved with
a panel of foliage on each side, and steel butt-cap
17.2cm; 6N in
(3)
£400-500

424

425
TWO BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOLS, LIÈGE
PROOF, CIRCA 1830, A BELGIAN PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF CIRCA 1840, AND A CONTINENTAL
PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL, MID-19TH CENTURY
the first with turn-off barrel, rounded side-hammer German
silver action engraved with scrolling foliage, folding trigger,
ebonised butt, and the butt cap fitted with chased silver trap;
the second with etched twist turn-off sighted barrel, rounded
side-hammer action engraved with scrolling foliage, folding
trigger, ebonised butt, and German silver butt-cap with lion
mask trap; the third with etched twist barrel, scroll-engraved
box-lock action, folding trigger, and figured walnut butt; and
the fourth with blued turn-off barrel, octagonal breech
decorated with gold pellets, box-lock action engraved with
vine foliage, folding trigger, and fluted ebonised butt
the first: 19.8cm; 7N in
(4)

425

£400-500
209

426
A PAIR OF 80 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION PISTOLS,
LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840
with blued twist turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock
actions, folding triggers, bag-shaped walnut butts and
vacant German silver escutcheons (surface rust)
18cm; 7in
(2)
£240-280

427
A PAIR OF 70 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
426

with etched twist turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock
actions numbered ‘259’, folding triggers, engraved tangs,
bag-shaped ebony butts (one with small chips), with
engraved steel caps, vacant shield-shaped German silver
escutcheons, and the steel parts retaining their original gilt
finish throughout
14.3cm; 5Kin
(2)
£400-500

428
A PAIR OF 40 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with blued twist octagonal barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock
actions numbered ‘1’ and ‘2’ respectively, folding triggers,
highly figured angular walnut butts carved with foliage
behind the actions, and each numbered ‘24/35’ and fitted
with scalloped steel cap
427

19.5cm; 7Kin
(2)
£300-400

428
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429
A PAIR OF 32 BORE ITALIAN PERCUSSION PISTOLS
SIGNED GALETTO, CIRCA 1820
converted from flintlock, with swamped barrels formed
with a flat, signed locks engraved with border ornament
and foliage, figured walnut full stocks (one fore-end
cracked), chequered butts carved with a band of acanthus
around the base, silver-plated brass mounts engraved with
foliage, rhomboid escutcheons engraved with the owner’s
initials, and original horn-tipped ramrods with steel worms
(surface rust)
23.5cm; 9Din
(2)
£450-550

430
A PAIR OF 54 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY

429

with etched twist ribbed turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved
box-lock actions with folding triggers, dark-stained
hardwood buts, engraved German silver mounts
comprising vacant escutcheons and butt-caps with traps
(surface rust)
14.2cm; 5Iin
(2)
£250-300

431
A PAIR OF 40 BORE SPANISH PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS BY YBARZABAL IN EIBAR, CIRCA 1820
converted from flintlock, with blued turn-off barrels
engraved with a pair of lines around the muzzles and
inscribed ‘ Del Exmo Sor Marques de Branciforte’ in gold,
signed long breeches, box-lock actions chiselled with
foliage terminating in monsterheads on a recessed gilt
ground, figured walnut butts, and steel trigger-guards
chiselled and gilt en suite with the locks (surface rust)

430

20.2cm; 8in
(2)
£400-500

431
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432
A PAIR OF 54 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with turn-off barrels, numbered 82 beneath the breeches,
scroll-engraved actions numbered en suite, folding triggers,
and fluted ebony butts with steel pommels
15.8cm; 6Bin
£240-280

433
A PAIR OF 50 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION TRAVELLING
PISTOLS, MID-19TH CENTURY
with long turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved box-lock actions,
flat-sided walnut butts, and steel trigger-guards (surface
rust)
29.5cm; 11Kin
432

(2)
£200-300

434
A 50 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL
AND A SMALL BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION
TRAVELLING PISTOL, LIÈGE PROOF, MID-19TH CENTURY
the first with octagonal barrel fitted with spring bayonet
beneath, box-lock action engraved with trophies-of-arms,
chequered walnut butt (cracked) and engraved sliding
trigger-guard releasing the bayonet (surface rust); the
second with blued octagonal barrel, scroll-engraved casehardened box-lock action fitted with a hammer acting on
the centre of the breech, figured walnut butt, spurred
trigger-guard and steel ramrod (surface rust)
433

the first: 21.5cm; 8Iin
(2)
£200-300

434
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435
A PAIR OF 120 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION SMALL
TRAVELLING PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1840
with etched twist turn-off barrels, numbered ‘137’ beneath
the breeches, box-lock actions finely engraved with neorococo flowers and scrollwork over their full surfaces,
folding triggers, and swelling ivory butts (small cracks and
chips)
23.5cm; 9Din
(2)
£350-450

435

436
AN 80 BORE CONTINENTAL D.B. PERCUSSION POCKET
PISTOL, CIRCA 1840
with turn-off barrels, box-lock action engraved with neorococo ornament, folding triggers, figured light walnut butt,
and engraved German silver butt-cap with trap
14.5cm; 5Kin
£200-250

437
AN 80 BORE OVER-AND-UNDER CONTINENTAL SINGLE
TRIGGER PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL IN THE
ENGLISH TASTE, CIRCA 1840

436

with short turn-off barrels, engraved box-lock action
decorated with a panel of scrolling foliage incorporating a
coiled serpent, folding trigger, and ebonised butt fitted with
silver butt-cap with scalloped trap, and vacant gold
escutcheon
15.4cm; 6Bin
£400-500

437
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438
A 28 BORE D.B. ITALIAN PERCUSSION TRAVELLING
PISTOL BY CASTIGLIONI F. GRASSET, BRESCIA, CIRCA
1830

438

with tapering barrels signed in gold on the rib, silver bead
fore-sight set on a gilt star, decorated with bands of gilt
foliage at the muzzle and ahead of the breech, casehardened breech decorated en suite and struck with the
gold-lined barrelsmith’s mark, signed locks sparsely
engraved with exotic birds and foliage, figured walnut full
stock cut with a panel of chequering on each side of the
butt, engraved blued steel mounts including butt cap and
broad spurred trigger-guard, each decorated with trophiesof-arms and brass-tipped wooden ramrod (surface rust)
29cm; 11Gin
£400-500

439
AN 80 BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOL,
MID-19TH CENTURY

439

converted from flintlock, with turn-off cannon barrel,
rounded lock (signature indistinct), figured walnut halfstock carved with scrolling foliage ahead of the ramrodpipes and behind the tang, moulded steel mounts
comprising solid side-plate, spurred pommel and triggerguard with urn-shaped finial, and with no provision for a
ramrod
17.2cm; 6N in
£200-300

440
A 20 BORE ITALIAN OVER-AND-UNDER PERCUSSION
WENDER PISTOL, CIRCA 1870
with tapering barrels released by the trigger-guard, plain
steel tang, and the action incorporated within a slender
walnut butt carved with a panel of chequering on each side
(surface rust)
440

20cm; 7Pin
£200-250

214

441
A PAIR OF 40 BORE ITALIAN OVER-AND-UNDER
PERCUSSION TRAVELLING PISTOLS SIGNED G. COTTINI,
BRESCIA, CIRCA 1840
with octagonal twist barrels joined by a German silver
panel along the left and carrying a German silver ramrodpipe on the right, engraved breeches and tangs, signed
locks engraved with rococo scrolls and shell ornament,
engraved hammers, figured walnut half-stocks with fluted
butts, engraved steel mounts including trigger-guards and
butt caps en suite with the locks, and original brass-tipped
wooden ramrods with steel worms (surface rust)
23.2cm; 9Bin
(2)
£700-800

442
A PAIR OF 60 BORE CONTINENTAL PERCUSSION
PISTOLS SIGNED LEPAGE A PARIS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA
1830

441

with turn-off barrels, cut with micro-groove rifling, flushfitting side-hammer actions engraved with scrolling foliage
(one hammer loose, the retaining screw head detached),
engraved action tangs, engraved folding triggers and highly
figured bag-shaped walnut butts (light surface rust)
18cm; 7Ain
(2)
£600-700

442

215

443
A 120 BORE BELGIAN MARIETTE PATENT FIVE-SHOT
PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF,
CIRCA 1845 AND AN AMERICAN ALLEN AND WHEELOCK
FOUR-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER,
CIRCA 1857-60
the first with turn-off barrels, scroll-engraved rounded
action, ring trigger, back-strap stamped Mariette Bte and
figured walnut butt (reblued, surface rust); and the second
of standard production specifications (surface rust, triggerguard missing)
the first: 18cm; 7Bin
(2)
£400-500
443
444
AN 80 BORE BELGIAN MARIETTE PATENT FIVE-SHOT
PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF,
CIRCA 1845
with consecutively numbered long turn-off barrels, scrollengraved rounded patent action, ring trigger, engraved
back-strap stamped Mariette Bréveté, and a hardwood butt
formed of a pair of ebonised panels
444

26.8cm; 10Iin
£350-450

445
AN 80 BORE BELGIAN SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION
PEPPERBOX REVOLVER LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1845
with turn-off barrels, rounded action engraved with
scrolling foliage, engraved back-strap en suite and stamped
Mariette Bréveté on the top, ring trigger, and ivory butt
19.8cm; 7N in
445

216

£400-500

446
AN 80 BORE SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX
REVOLVER SIGNED WILKINSON & SON, LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS, CIRCA 1845
with blued fluted barrel group, signed rounded German
silver action engraved with scrolls of foliage and border
ornament, engraved blued bar hammer, blued trigger,
figured walnut butt, and engraved blued trigger-guard
(surface rust, pitting)
21cm; 8Din
£500-600

446

447
A RARE 7MM FRENCH SIX-SHOT PERCUSSION
REVOLVER WITH ENCLOSED HAMMER BY DEVISME A
PARIS, CIRCA 1860
with octagonal rifled sighted barrel signed on the top-strap
(indistinct) and released by a lever on the left of the lug,
plain cylinder fitted with partitioned nipples the chambers
with pillar breech of Thouvenin type, chequered walnut
butt, steel trigger-guard and butt-cap, the latter stamped
Devisme Bte (surface rust, worn)

447

L. F. Devisme was granted a number of patents for his
revolvers during the years 1855-66, including one for metal
cartridges. See A. W. F. Taylerson and C. Blair (ed.) 1983,
p.234 and figs. 231 & 232.
23cm; 9in
£350-450

448
A .41 CALIBRE U.S. MOORE’S PATENT NO. 1 DERINGER,
CIRCA 1860-65
of standard production specifications, the barrel inscribed
‘D. Moore Patented Feb 19 1861’, (the hammer spur
chipped), inscribed ‘de Covarsi Badoajoz’ on the left of the
butt, and retaining some early silver plating and gilding
throughout

448

12.5cm; 4Pin
£350-450

449
AN AMERICAN .41 CALIBRE RIM-FIRE REMINGTON
DOUBLE DERINGER, CIRCA 1870-80
of standard production specifications, the breech fitted with
extractor, fitted with later bone grips (one cracked), and
with later nickel-plating throughout
12.8cm; 5in

449

£300-400
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450
A BELGIAN 10MM COLETTE SYSTEM PISTOL, NO. VC161,
LIÈGE PROOF CIRCA 1860
with blued octagonal rifled barrel, fitted with tubular
magazine above incorporating a sight at each end, scrollengraved action, sliding thumb-piece blued steel safetycatch, fluted walnut butt with a central panel of foliage on
each side, and engraved steel mounts including spurred
trigger-guard and butt-cap (surface rust)
36cm; 14Bin
450

Victor Colette of Liège designed his system for repeating
firearms in 1855.
£600-800

451
A RARE 120 BORE FRENCH PERCUSSION PALM PISTOL
SIGNED LEPAGE FRÈRES À PARIS, CIRCA 1860
with blued octagonal rifled sighted barrel inscribed ‘Inv
Delvigne’, fitted with a percussion nipple in the centre of
the breech, enclosed action incorporating a horizontally
cocked hammer chiselled with a serpent mask in the round,
the trigger formed as a serpents’ tail, composite grips
formed with a hound amidst foliage on each side, (one
small crack), inscribed respectively ‘Lepage Fres à Paris’
and, ‘Seuls Depositaires’, and steel ramrod (surface rust)
10.2cm; 4in
An identical pistol is preserved in the National Museum,
Prague (inv. no. II-1494. See M. Sáda 1986, p. 150.
451

£400-600

452
A PAIR OF 54 BORE FRENCH D.B. PIN-FIRE POCKET
PISTOLS BY GABION, ST ETIENNE, ST ETIENNE PROOF
MARKS, CIRCA 1870-80
each with etched twist drop-down barrels rifled with four
broad shallow grooves and released by a lug beneath the
muzzle, fitted with silver bead fore-sight, border-engraved
tang grooved for sighting, sparsely engraved action signed
on the underside, fitted with case-hardened hammers with
gilt borders, folding triggers decorated with neo-rococo
scrolls, fluted ivory butt (one with small cracks) fitted with
shaped steel cap fitted with a screw-in rod for releasing the
barrels, and with blued and gilt screws throughout
14.5cm; 5N in
(2)
£600-800

452
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453
TWO 80 BORE D.B. CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE TRAVELLING
PISTOLS, CIRCA 1870
the first with blued barrels decorated with gold scrollwork
over the breeches and released by a rotary underlever,
fitted with a sliding safety-catch incorporating the fore-sight
over the breech, scroll-engraved action, and fluted butt
(surface rust); and the second with blued barrels released
by a rotary underlever, and the action engraved with
scrolling foliage (surface rust)
the first: 25.5cm; 10in
(2)
£300-400

454
AN 8MM BELGIAN SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER
SIGNED MARIETTE BTE, LIÈGE PROOF, NO. 1826, CIRCA
1860

453

with rifled sighted barrel engraved with a scroll at the
muzzle and breech, the latter signed and stamped with the
serial number on the left, scroll-engraved numbered frame,
the barrel released by a blued sprung bolt beneath the lug,
scroll-engraved numbered cylinder, ebonised butt carved
with scrolls en suite, steel lanyard ring, engraved triggerguard, and the steel parts retaining much early gilt finish
throughout
27.5cm; 10N in
£500-600

455
A 4MM CONTINENTAL SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER,
LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1860; A 7MM CONTINENTAL SIXSHOT PIN-FIRE REVOLVER, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1860;
AND A 3MM CONTINENTAL SIX-SHOT PIN-FIRE
REVOLVER, CIRCA 1870

454

with slender blued two-stage barrel moulded at the muzzle,
decorated over its surface with silver scrolls, scrollengraved frame fitted with hinged loading gate on the right
and threaded safety-catch on the left, blued cylinder
decorated en suite with the barrel, folding trigger, ivory
grips, and the butt fitted with a screw-in clearing rod (the
second missing its back-sight and clearing rod); the third
with long fluted cylinder, and nickel-plated throughout
(worn)
the first: 23.7cm; 9Din
(3)
£200-300
455

219

456
A 0.35-42 CALIBRE CONTINENTAL DREYSE SYSTEM
NEEDLE-FIRE REVOLVER, NO. 2198, CIRCA 1860 AN A
CONTINENTAL GALLERY PISTOL, LATE 19TH CENTURY
the first with octagonal sighted barrel rifled with four
grooves (fore-sight damaged), inscribed ‘v. Dreyse
Sommerda’ over the top-strap, engraved action and
cylinder, inlaid with silver scrolls over the breech,
chequered figured walnut butt, steel mounts including
engraved trigger-guard, and the butt with lanyard ring
(surface rust); and the second with short octagonal barrel,
the breech incorporating a swivelling nipple operated by a
thumb lever on the right, and a sprung cocking bar, figured
walnut butt, and spurred steel trigger-guard (surface rust)
the first: 27.5cm; 10Pin
(2)
£600-700
456
457
A RARE 6MM FRENCH NOEL PATENT TEN-SHOT PILLLOCK TURRET PISTOL BY J. P. CANAT & CIE, PARIS, NO.
293, CIRCA
with blued octagonal sighted barrel stamped with patent
details and maker’s signature on the respective sides of the
rib, pierced frame engraved with foliage, vertically mounted
blued cylinder, engraved side-hammer, cylinder cover and
catch, folding trigger, and chequered walnut butt with
engraved numbered steel cap (surface rust)
22cm; 8Kin
457

Pierre Jules Noel received the patent for his turret pistol on
22nd December 1868.
£500-700

458
A RARE 7MM ITALIAN EIGHT SHOT CENTRE FIRE VOLLEY
PISTOL, SIGNED MITRAGLIERA MEROLLA, CIRCA 1870

458

with rifled barrels arranged in two horizontal rows, fitted
with blued fore-sight, signed Mitragliera Merolla on the top
flat and released by a sprung breech block with knurled
grips on each side, blued steel removable breech plate, two
knurled hammers each acting on four barrels and released
simultaneously by the trigger, plain frame, chequered
walnut butt, spurred trigger-guard, suspension ring, and the
steel parts nickel-plated throughout
17.8cm; 7in
Giovanni Merolla is recorded in Naples circa 1850-75.
£1000-1200
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459
460
461

459
A 120 BORE PERCUSSION KNIFE-PISTOL BY JAMES
RODGERS, SHEFFIELD, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1865
with octagonal German silver barrel, German silver frame
enclosing the action, fitted with a pair of horn panels over
brass fillets, folding steel trigger, two signed folding knifeblades, the larger retaining traces of an etched inscription,
the butt fitted with German silver trap, a pair of steel
tweezers on the left, and with provision for a bullet mould
on the right (now missing, areas of surface rust)
16cm; 6Din
£500-600

460
A 120 BORE FRENCH DUMONTHIER PATENT COMBINED
D.B. PERCUSSION PISTOL AND DAGGER, CIRCA 1850
with tapering barrels fitted with a fullered blade between, a
pair of knurled hammers also forming the left-hand side of
the cross-guard, and fitted with a pair of spirally fluted horn
grip-scales, in its original steel-mounted leather-covered
wooden scabbard (surface rust throughout, the action
defective, chape missing)
33cm; 13in
See H-W. Lewerken 1989, pp. 232-3 nos. 57 and 58.
£400-500

461
A 54 BORE CONTINENTAL FLINTLOCK COMBINED
PISTOL AND WHIP, THIRD QUARTER OF THE 18TH
CENTURY
with slender tapering barrel encased in leather, moulded at
the muzzle, fitted with external flintlock action towards the
base (the mainspring replaced), fabric-covered wooden
grip (light wear), and fitted with a long braided thong at the
muzzle
55cm; 21Kin
£500-700
221

463

463
A 5MM FRENCH 10-SHOT CENTRE-FIRE TURBIAUX
SYSTEME PALM PISTOL ‘LE PROTECTOR’ BY S.G.D.G.,
NO. 2960/2459, CIRCA 1890
462

with short two-stage barrel, round frame with patent and
maker’s details on the respective sides, hard rubber grips,
and retaining some early nickel-plated finish
11cm; 4Gin

462
AN 8MM FRENCH FIVE-SHOT CENTRE-FIRE GAULOIS
PATENT PALM PISTOL BY ARMES ET CYLCES
MANUFACTURE FRANCAISE, ST ETIENNE, NO. T16244,
CIRCA 1880
with short sighted barrel retaining traces of inscription on
the flat, engraved engine turned blued action decorated
with a trellis pattern filled with flowerheads, fitted with
safety on the left, sprung squeezer action, and bakelite
palm: in its felt case with German silver clasp (light moth
damage)
13cm; 5Bin
See L. Winant 1956, p. 83 fig. 74.
£300-400
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Jacques Turbiaux patented ‘Le Protector’ in 1883, see L.
Winant 1956, p. 78.
£400-500

464
465

464
A CASED PAIR OF 4MM CONTINENTAL PIN-FIRE PALM
PISTOLS, CIRCA 1870

465
A CASED PAIR OF 180 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION
MUFF PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1850

each with short rifled moulded barrel swinging to the right
for loading and stamped ‘Dse’ over the breech, action with
knurled hammer, and the butt formed of a pair of near
circular ivory panels: in original fitted ebonised case lined
in black velvet (the lid with a small crack), complete with an
ivory cartridge holder

each with etched twist turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved boxlock action, engraved folding trigger, rounded ivory butt
(one with an age crack): in original fitted case lined with
blue velvet (light wear, small losses), complete with a
combination bullet-mould, turnscrew and nipple wrench

7.5cm; 2Pin

9.5cm; 3N in
£500-600

£400-500
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466
A CASED PAIR OF 180 BORE BELGIAN PERCUSSION
MUFF PISTOLS, LIÈGE PROOF, CIRCA 1850
each with etched twist turn-off barrel, scroll-engraved boxlock action, engraved folding trigger, ebonised butt, and
German silver escutcheon: in original fitted case veneered
with walnut and lined with plum velvet (light wear, lid
warped), and complete with a three-part flask and
associated combination bullet-mould, turnscrew and nipple
wrench
11cm; 4Din
466

£500-600

467
A CASED PAIR OF 30 BORE PERCUSSION BELT PISTOLS
BY JOSEPH LANG, 7 HAYMARKET, LONDON, CIRCA 1835

467

each with signed browned twist octagonal sighted barrel
fitted with stirrup ramrod beneath, scroll-engraved casehardened breech incorporating the back-sight, scrollengraved case-hardened side-hammer action fitted with
sliding safety-catch, finely chequered walnut butt, scrollengraved blued steel mounts comprising trigger-guards,
butt-caps with traps and plain belt hooks, and vacant silver
escutcheons (light surface rust): in their original fitted oak
case lined in green baize, the lid with trade label for 22
Cockspur Street, and complete with some accessories
including bullet mould and copper priming flask (the lid
detached, case worn)
21.2cm; 8Din
Joseph Lang worked at 7 Haymarket from 1825-52, the
following year he is recorded at 22 Cockspur Street,
Charing Cross until 1874.
£1000-1200

468
A CASED PAIR OF 120 BORE FRENCH UNDER HAMMER
PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL BY J. B. CESSIER À ST
ETIENNE

468

with turn-off damas frisé barrel, rounded case-hardened
under-hammer actions signed ‘J. Bte Cessier à St Etienne’
in gold on the tangs, hammers with knop-shaped terminals,
case-hardened triggers, dark-stained horn grips (one with a
small crack), and retaining much original finish throughout:
in a later veneered case lined in blue velvet with later
combination barrel wrench and bullet mould
14.5cm; 5N in
Jean Baptiste Cessier trained in Paris and at the
Manufacture de Versailles. He is recorded making barrels
of this type from 1817.
£1200-1500

224

469

469
A CASED 54 BORE WEBLEY PATENT THIRD MODEL
‘LONG-SPUR’ FIVE-SHOT PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY
BLISSETT, LIVERPOOL, BIRMINGHAM PROOF MARKS,
CIRCA 1860
with signed blued octagonal sighted barrel, case-hardened
cylinder with numbered chambers, case-hardened hammer
(tip chipped), scroll-engraved blued frame signed on the
right, chequered walnut butt, engraved steel mounts and
retaining much original finish throughout (areas of surface
rust): in original fitted mahogany cased lined in green
velvet, and complete with some accessories including
brass War Department bullet mould, and nickel oil bottle
(the case with light wear, the lid relined)
26.5cm; 10Gin
£1200-1800

END OF SALE
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Sale Results for 12th December 2007
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
11
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
84
85
86
88
90
91
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

£220
£220
£280
£6000
£950
£750
£450
£600
£800
£500
£150
£15000
£1500
£500
£680
£300
£550
£7000
£9500
£150
£250
£500
£10000
£65
£250
£550
£600
£850
£650
£650
£800
£2800
£800
£2400
£900
£500
£400
£280
£1600
£1000
£500
£420
£470
£950
£480
£1800
£480
£500
£950
£550
£300
£450
£650
£650
£600
£500
£500
£160
£360
£1800
£160
£300
£400
£950
£950
£950
£950
£360
£300
£120
£120
£40
£140
£1300
£250
£150
£300
£400
£400
£2500
£2000
£1300
£1100
£1100
£1100
£1100
£650
£1000
£950
£400
£450
£550

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
155
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
194
195
196
197
199
200
201
203
204
206
207
208
209
211
212
213
216

£380
£1200
£1300
£450
£750
£650
£500
£4500
£2800
£3000
£3400
£2800
£850
£320
£320
£420
£550
£550
£350
£180
£150
£550
£40
£280
£300
£1000
£400
£220
£750
£280
£480
£1600
£110
£1600
£380
£1700
£850
£600
£2000
£650
£400
£1800
£400
£450
£400
£350
£400
£1800
£400
£1400
£1500
£700
£1200
£11000
£650
£1800
£800
£800
£280
£950
£600
£1400
£1000
£1000
£1200
£550
£500
£1000
£800
£700
£600
£650
£800
£600
£600
£650
£400
£420
£200
£200
£400
£190
£450
£800
£1500
£2500
£4800
£650
£4500
£3500
£3500
£3000

217
219
220
223
224
225
226
230
231
235
236
237
240
241
242
243
244
245
247
248
249
250
251
252
254
255
257
258
260
261
263
264
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
311
315
316
319
320
321
322
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
332
333

£3000
£4000
£2500
£4000
£1000
£400
£600
£500
£1400
£2400
£1100
£400
£500
£320
£500
£400
£350
£280
£400
£550
£450
£850
£400
£400
£700
£240
£1600
£1600
£450
£150
£300
£4000
£1000
£650
£850
£1400
£450
£350
£350
£220
£850
£300
£320
£2400
£8500
£200000
£3200
£900
£2200
£7000
£3000
£9500
£6000
£3000
£1000
£1400
£350
£600
£550
£420
£500
£750
£300
£3500
£3200
£1800
£1800
£17000
£1300
£1300
£2200
£380
£280
£400
£350
£200
£420
£250
£350
£1000
£450
£450
£300
£500
£500
£420
£350
£2800
£550
£300
£700
£1100

334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
369
370
371
372
376
383
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
395
396
397
400
402
403
404
405
406
407
409
410
411
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
447

£1000
£1300
£1100
£1500
£650
£800
£2800
£2200
£2200
£1900
£2800
£3500
£3000
£3200
£2400
£15000
£12000
£14000
£6000
£12000
£10000
£5000
£2000
£600
£1200
£4000
£3000
£400
£8000
£2500
£1000
£550
£3800
£900
£1700
£2000
£1600
£620
£350
£100
£5500
£700
£180
£320
£700
£200
£400
£380
£100
£10
£160
£430
£500
£150
£80
£500
£100
£1300
£250
£450
£4800
£300
£600
£550
£280
£450
£300
£280
£250
£550
£380
£200
£450
£160
£520
£300
£1400
£320
£800
£900
£11500
£250
£950
£300
£880
£280
£700
£1300
£400
£580
£900
£800

448
450
451
453
454
455
456
457
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
470
471
472
473
474
475
477
478
479
480
481
482
484
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550

£1700
£550
£950
£1100
£950
£420
£550
£160
£300
£380
£200
£450
£420
£520
£720
£480
£3200
£2600
£800
£900
£620
£980
£400
£300
£2200
£3000
£280
£1000
£480
£220
£90
£380
£1900
£120
£800
£350
£600
£350
£3200
£4800
£550
£280
£400
£60
£110
£4000
£250
£650
£500
£1800
£300
£25000
£2100
£600
£1600
£8000
£950
£1900
£6000
£2400
£1800
£1200
£2000
£1000
£1700
£1300
£900
£2200
£900
£400
£900
£2600
£650
£500
£800
£250
£6000
£2000
£2700
£2500
£2400
£2400
£1500
£1300
£1100
£700
£6000
£800
£1300
£400
£500
£800

551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
567
568
569
570
571
573
574
575
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
623
624
625
627
628
629
631
632
634
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648

£2800
£2600
£700
£450
£500
£480
£550
£4000
£4000
£3200
£1200
£1300
£300
£700
£650
£2800
£1000
£1100
£800
£600
£6000
£6500
£2200
£350
£200
£950
£950
£550
£700
£480
£450
£420
£1200
£400
£400
£140
£400
£200
£350
£425
£750
£550
£320
£470
£350
£550
£550
£200
£1400
£1500
£400
£400
£700
£380
£300
£300
£420
£220
£230
£300
£900
£1050
£1050
£1100
£350
£350
£600
£300
£300
£300
£1350
£100
£350
£500
£380
£300
£450
£300
£280
£800
£1900
£320
£380
£1500
£1500
£1500
£2400
£2600

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s

Antique Arms,
Armour & Militaria,
10th December 2008

Arms & Armour Society
The Society was formed in 1950 by a small group of
dedicated enthusiasts to further the study of arms and
armour, from earliest times, by bringing together scholars,
collectors, professional experts and all who share this
common interest. It has now grown into one of the leading
groups of those concerned in the study, collection and
preservation of arms and armour.
A Journal, published twice yearly, is recognised worldwide
as one of the most authoritative publications in this field
and is the preferred medium for original research papers. A
quarterly Newsletter keeps members in touch with the
Society's many activities and major events in the world of
arms and armour.
Membership is open to all who share this interest and
enables them to participate in monthly meetings held at
The Tower of London, lectures, visits to places of arms and
armour interest and to seek help and advice on their
queries.
In addition the Society keeps a close eye on all matters
affecting the collection and ownership of arms, particularly
with regard to legislation, and makes appropriate
representations on behalf of members, to safeguard their
interests.
If you take pleasure in the collection or study of armour,
swords, firearms and other arms, it will be greatly
increased by membership of this Society, by bringing you
into contact with others, including many of the world's
leading experts, who share your interest.
Moreover, it will enable you to take an active part in
furthering your knowledge and that of your fellow members
and, by joining with them, help to safeguard the future.
Two categories of membership are open to you:
CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £15 UK and overseas, surface
mail, £20 overseas airmail. This entitles you to the Journals
and Newsletters, attendance at three Meetings at the Tower
of London each year and full participation in all the
Society's other activities.
FULL MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is £25. This is by election after
attending two meetings as a Corresponding Member or
Guest and application and proposal forms may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary. Full membership entitles you to
attend all twelve of the meetings at the Tower of London in
addition to the other benefits of membership, as above.
Send for an application form for membership and a free
copy of the latest Newsletter to:
Anthony Dove, PO Box 10232, London SW19 2ZD
Telephone 01323 844278 • Fax 01232 449430
(from outside UK +44 before the number and miss the first 0)
email: edmund@jbgreenwood.force9.co.uk

We are pleased to announce the republication of two significant works on Indian Arms & Armour:

Catalogue of the Indian Arms and Objects of Art
In The Indian Room at Marlborough House
and Arms and Armour at Sandringham
Facsimile reprints of the 1898 and 1910 editions, with a new introduction by Dr. Robert Elgood,
including additional photographs from the Royal Collections
Limited edition of two handbound volumes in slipcase
£175.00
Published by Ken Trotman Ltd, Huntingdon.
Copies may be purchased from Thomas Del Mar Ltd.

Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Thomas Del Mar Ltd. and
Sellers with prospective Buyers is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers displayed in the
saleroom and available from Thomas Del Mar Ltd.;
(iii) Thomas Del Mar Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in the sale catalogue,
in each case as amended by any saleroom notice or
auctioneer's announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. acts as agent for the Seller.
Occasionally, Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may own or have a financial
interest in a lot.

the Seller is solely responsible) under the Conditions of
Business for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or omissions
(whether negligent or otherwise) by TDM in connection with
the conduct of auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of
any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any claim against TDM
and/ or the Seller by a Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price
for the relevant lot. Neither TDM nor the Seller shall be liable
for any indirect or consequential losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or limit the liability of TDM
or the Seller for death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of TDM or the Seller.

2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting or considering
making a bid, including Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest bid or offer
accepted by the auctioneer, including a Buyer’s principal when
bidding as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, including their
agent, or executors;
“TDM” means Thomas Del Mar Ltd., Auctioneers, c/o
Sotheby’s Olympia, Hammersmith Road, London, W14 8UX,
company number 5368339.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or expenses due to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. from the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission payable by the Buyer on
the Hammer Price at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the Property accepted by
the auctioneer at the auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus applicable Buyer’s
Premium and Buyer’s Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the minimum Hammer
Price at which the Seller has agreed to sell a lot.

5. Bidding at Auction
(a) TDM has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the
auction. Before sale, Bidders must complete a Registration
Form and supply such information and references as TDM
requires. Bidders are personally liable for their bid and are
jointly and severally liable with their principal, if bidding as
agent (in which case TDM’s prior and express consent must be
obtained).
(b) TDM advises Bidders to attend the auction, but TDM will
endeavour to execute absentee written bids provided that they
are, in TDM’s opinion, received in sufficient time and in legible
form.
(c) When available, written and telephone bidding is offered as a
free service at the Bidder’s risk and subject to TDM’s other
commitments; TDM is therefore not liable for failure to execute
such bids. Telephone bidding may be recorded.

The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses and Hammer Price
are subject to VAT, where applicable.

6. Import, Export and Copyright Restrictions
TDM and the Seller make no representations or warranties as
to whether any lot is subject to import, export or copyright
restrictions. It is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain any
copyright clearance or any necessary import, export or other
licence required by law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES).

3. Examination of Lots
(a) TDM’s knowledge of lots is partly dependent on information
provided by the Seller and TDM is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot is available for
examination before sale. Bidders are responsible for carrying
out examinations and research before sale to satisfy
themselves over the condition of lots and accuracy of
descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information provided to Bidders relating
to lots, including descriptions in the catalogue, condition
reports or elsewhere are statements of TDM’s opinion and not
representations of fact. Estimates may not be relied on as a
prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be
revised from time to time at TDM’s absolute discretion.

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse bids, withdraw or reoffer lots for sale (including after the fall of the hammer) if (s)he
believes that there may be an error or dispute, and may also
take such other action as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding in
such increments as (s)he considers appropriate and is entitled
to place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the Reserve Price for
the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract between the Buyer and
the Seller is concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall incorporate these Conditions
of Business.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability to Buyers
(a) TDM shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that the lot is a
Counterfeit, subject to the terms of TDM’s Authenticity
Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither TDM nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any oral or written
information provided to Bidders by TDM, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders and any implied
warranties and conditions are excluded (save in so far as such
obligations cannot be excluded by English law), other than the
express warranties given by the Seller to the Buyer (for which

8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, payment of the Purchase
Price is due in pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer until TDM has received
the Purchase Price in cleared funds. TDM will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. Earlier release shall
not affect passing of title or the Buyer's obligation to pay the
Purchase Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit required by law, as
outlined in Condition 6, shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation
to pay for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots within 10 working
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days of the auction. Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working days after the
auction. Until risk passes, TDM will compensate the Buyer for
any loss or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. TDM’s assumption
of risk is subject to the exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of
the Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the Buyer's risk. TDM will
not be liable for any acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the Seller may have, if the
Buyer without prior agreement fails to make payment for the
lot within 5 working days of the auction, TDM may in its sole
discretion exercise 1 or more of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere at the Buyer’s sole
risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by TDM against any
amounts owed to TDM by the Buyer for the lot;
(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above HSBC Bank plc Base
Rate from the Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and reserves
at TDM’s discretion, in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price and the amount
achieved on re-sale, including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property in TDM’s possession,
applying the sale proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to TDM. TDM shall give the Buyer 14 days written notice
before exercising such lien;
h) commence legal proceedings to recover the Purchase Price for
the lot, plus interest and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller to enable the Seller to
commence legal proceedings

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but does not collect the
lot within 20 working days of the auction, the lot will be stored
at the Buyer's expense and risk at TDM’s premises or in
independent storage
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within 6 months of the
auction, following 60 days written notice to the Buyer, TDM will
re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with estimates and
reserves at TDM’s discretion. The sale proceeds, less all TDM’s
costs, will be forfeited unless collected by the Buyer within 2
years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) TDM will use information supplied by Bidders or otherwise
obtained lawfully by TDM for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and as otherwise
required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of Business, the Bidder agrees to
the processing of their personal information and to the disclosure
of such information to third parties world-wide for the purposes
outlined in Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 9(i).
12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions and all other
materials produced by TDM are the copyright of TDM.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not assignable by any Buyer
without TDM’s prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set out the entire
agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business be held
unenforceable, the remaining parts shall remain in full force
and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be interpreted in accordance
with English Law, under the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
Courts, in favour of TDM.

Thomas Del Mar Ltd.‘s Authenticity Guarantee
If Thomas Del Mar Ltd. sells an item of Property which is later
shown to be a “Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. will rescind the sale and refund the Buyer the total
amount paid by the Buyer to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase Price.
The Guarantee lasts for one (1) year after the date of the relevant
auction, is for the benefit of the Buyer only and is non-transferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property that in Thomas Del Mar
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion is an imitation created with the intent to
deceive over the authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or
source, where the correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit solely because of any
damage and/or restoration and/or modification work (including, but
not limited to, recolouring, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply if either:(i) the catalogue description was in accordance with the generally
accepted opinions of scholars and experts at the date of the
sale, or the catalogue description indicated that there was a
conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of the sale that the
item was a Counterfeit would have been by means of
processes not then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or likely to have
caused damage to or loss in value to the Property (in Thomas
Del Mar Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or

(iii) there has been no material loss in value of the Property from
its value had it accorded with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer must:(i) notify Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in writing within one (1) month of
receiving any informationthat causes the Buyer to question the
authenticity or attribution of the Property, specifying the lot
number, date of the auction at which it was purchased and the
reasons why it is believed to be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Thomas Del Mar Ltd. in the same
condition as at the date of sale and be able to transfer good
title in the Property, free from any third party claims arising
after the date of the sale.
Thomas Del Mar Ltd. has discretion to waive any of the above
requirements. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. may require the Buyer to
obtain at the Buyer's cost the reports of two independent and
recognised experts in the relevant field and acceptable to Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. Thomas Del Mar Ltd. shall not be bound by any
reports produced by the Buyer, and reserves the right to seek
additional expert advice at its own expense. In the event Thomas
Del Mar Ltd. decides to rescind the sale under this Guarantee, it
may refund to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to two
mutually approved independent expert reports, provided always
that the costs of such reports have been approved in advance and
in writing by Thomas Del Mar Ltd.
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Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s

Catalogue Subscription Form
In order to avoid missing a sale why not subscribe and receive the catalogue directly from the printer’s mailing house.
Subscribers receive at least two catalogues per annum and are kept up-to-date to sale-related events at
Thomas Del Mar Ltd.
Name (Block Capitals) .............................................…………………………………………………………………………………………..
Address .................................................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Post/Zip Code ...................................................................................
Telephone Number...........................................................................
Signature ..........................................................................................
Date ...................................................................................................

SUBSCRIPTION COSTS
UK

£30

Europe

£35

Rest of the world

£40





Please make cheques payable to THOMAS DEL MAR LTD and send to Thomas Del Mar Ltd, c/o Sotheby’s Olympia,
Hammersmith Road, London W14 8UX, United Kingdom, or alternatively fax your details to us on +44 (0) 207 6025973

Credit/Debit Card Information

Mastercard
Visa
Debit/Switch





Card Number ....................................................................................
Expiry Date .......................................................................................
Please debit my card for the amount shown above

SIGNED.............................................................................................
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ABSENTEE BID FORM

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s
Sale Title:
Antique Arms, Armour & Militaria
Date:
25th June 2008

(please print or type)

Name
Address

Code: Caramel
Please mail or fax to:
Thomas Del Mar
25 Blythe Road
London
W14 0PD
Fax +44 (0) 207 602 5973
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for the
following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be executed
as cheaply as is permitted by other bids or
reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The auctioneer
may open the bidding on any lot by placing a
bid on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may
further bid on behalf of the seller up to the
amount of the reserve by placing responsive or
consecutive bids for a lot.

Postcode
Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name

I agree to be bound by Thomas Del Mar Ltd’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is
successful, I agree to pay a buyer’s premium
on the hammer price at the rate stated in the
front of the catalogue and any VAT, or
amounts in lieu of VAT, which may be due on
the buyer’s premium and the hammer price.

Expiry Date

Methods of Payment

Cardholder Signature

Thomas Del Mar Ltd. welcomes the following
methods of payment, most of which will
facilitate immediate release of your purchases.

Billing Address (if different from above)

If you wish Thomas Del Mar Ltd. to ship your purchases, please tick ___

Wire Transfer to our Bank
Electronic transfers may be sent directly to our
Bank:
HSBC Bank Plc
38 High Street
Dartford
Kent DA1 1DG

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

IBAN No.:GB78MIDL40190481632140
BIC.:MIDLGB22
Sort Code: 40-19-04
Account No.: 81632140
Account Name.:Thomas Del Mar Ltd
Credit/Debit Card
A 3% surcharge is payable on all credit card
transactions; there is no charge for debit
cards.
By signing this form you are
authorizing payment for this sale.

Sterling Bankers Draft

Drawn on a recognised UK bank
Sterling Cash or Cheque
Cheques must be drawn on a recognised UK
bank. We require seven days to clear a
cheque without a letter of guarantee from your
bank.
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Lot No
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Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Notes
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Notes
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Lyons Walk

Thomas Del Mar Ltd
In association with Sotheby’s
Tel: +44 (0) 207 602 4805

25 Blythe Road London W14 0PD
Fax: +44 (0) 207 602 5973 Email: enquiries@thomasdelmar.com

